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GREETINGS 1994

Once again, this iris garden has moved, this time to Stockton,

California, where quality bearded irises have been grown and hybridized for
many years by leading iris nurseries. A number of factors made the move

necessary, but behind the move to Stockton ultimately are the desires foremost

to supply quality plants and to continue to serve customers in the manner in

which we would like to serve them, and to build on the reputation and enormous

good will of Cottage Iris Gardens, as well as to find a new identity that can
accommodate the huge expansion in this business. We hope 1994 is the year
that these goals can be realized.

For iris enthusiasts, you may recognize the address of this garden as the
former Stockton address of the iris nursery of Keith Keppel. Keith, together
with his wife Kay Nelson, have moved to Oregon where Keith will continue his

iris garden while having more acreage and the other benefits that Oregon has to
offer. We wish him well in the new climate; we know what it is like to get up

and move an iris garden. Moving this garden to the Stockton area would not

have been possible had it not been for several individuals, including Jean
Erickson and Michael Mouw (who always seem to be there when you need
them), and Jim Begley. Chuck Gabrysiak was insane enough to volunteer to

help plant several thousand iris, and we took him up on his offer. We also

appreciate the assistance of Bud and Alice Cox of Stockton. And of course,
there’s Ben Hager and Sidney DuBose, the co-owners of Melrose Gardens in

Stockton. They were generous with plant material and something far more
valuable, their advice, and when it came to advice, we were like the neighbors

always with the cup, trying to borrow some. Thank you.

Iris previously introduced through Cottage Gardens continued to receive

recognition in 1993 from judges of the American Iris Society, and we are
grateful. James McWhirter and Jim Begley received coveted Awards of Merit

for America’s Cup and Tennison Ridge. Larry Lauer received an Honorable

Mention award for his first tall bearded introduction. Opening Act. Other
Honorable Mention awards included Hot To Trot, Field of Dreams, Sinister,

Pink Gala, Shopper’s Holiday, and Ramona Howard.

With respect to 1994, we have great expectations. Larry Lauer has

four introductions that reflect the wide range of colors and patterns for which

he is breeding in his hybridizing program. Expect other colors for next year,
but for this year James McWhirter is concentrating on the blues and whites, his
favorite color class, with four introductions. Bob Brown and Vernon Wood

each have an introduction. And we are delighted to be introducing Walt Dean’s

very first variety, Alene’s Other Love, a standard dwarf bearded lovingly named
after his wife.



In addition to these iris, we have several introductions from hybridizers
that the public may associate with other sources. These include two varieties for

Frederick Kerr of Sacramento, California, Lonesome Dove and Age of

Innocence; Amber Artisan of Bryce Williamson, who many will know for his

1990 Dykes Medal wirming variety, Jesse’s Song; Humility, an intermediate

bearded iris from Larry Harder of Ponca, Nebraska, and who serves as historian

and board of director member of the American Iris Society; and Abbey Road,

from Dave Silberberg in Mount Angel, Oregon.

Other features for 1994 include Alexander’s Ragtime Band, the last

variety ever to be introduced under the name of the late Larry Gaulter; and
Frequent Flyer, a reblooming introduction of Richard Gibson of Sacramento,

California. Frequent Flyer inaugurates the new "Multi-Season" Iris section of

this catalog. We think Dick’s reblooming breeding program is at the forefront

in the development of reblooming iris, and we look forward to a stream of

introductions from him in future years.

Finally, we would like to thank the customers of Cottage Gardens over

the years, not only for their loyalty and orders, but for their enthusiasm, as

expressed by their cards, letters, phone calls, and garden visits. A few years
ago, Bernard Levin, a critic and writer, observed that Americans were in danger

of losing one of their most important traits - their enthusiasm. That simply is

not true of the people that the late Larry Gaulter used to call, "The Iris People."
The American Iris Society convention will be held in Oregon this year and we
look forward to seeing many of the Iris People there. In addition, you are
always welcome to visit the garden, particularly during peak tall bearded bloom
which in Stockton arrives at the end of April. Please note that this year the

planting is located at two fields, at the Lillian Avenue address and, nearby, on
White Lane in Stockton. Please feel free to call for directions; we can always

drop a map in the mail for you, too. You may also wish to visit the old Cottage
Gardens’ location in Wilton, California, approximately 45 minutes away, where

Larry Lauer and his wife, Marcy, continue to grow and hybridize fields full of
our favorite flower, the iris.

Enjoy the bloom.

James McWhirter, President
Abe Feuerstein

ON TO OREGON!

1994 AIS CONVENTION
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NEW INTRODUCTIONS

ABBEY ROAD (Dave Silberberg, Oregon) TB,
M, 35 inches. The road, here, is a road that
leads to an historic abbey, located in Mount
Angel, where the hybridizer and his wife,
Nancy, make their home and operate a
commercial iris nursery. ABBEY ROAD is a
lovely, gently mffled, reverse creamy yellow and
white amoena, with the standards deeper cream
yellow and the falls near white touched cream
yellow on the shoulders. The beards are soft

yellow tipped creamy white, and there are
typically 7-9 buds. The iris was hybridized and
propagated originally in New Jersey, where the
hybridizer formerly lived, and thus has been

tested in several climates. There are not many
reverse cream amoenas, and this is a good one.
Please see photo on page 2. SEEDLING 85-
34C: Pleated Gown x Gangee’s Moon. $35.00

with a small white starburst under bright
lavender beards. ALENE’S OTHER LOVE is a

rapid increaser and although it does not rebloom
despite having reblooming parents, it is
extremely floriferous.
Triplicate x Third Charm.

ALEXANDER’S RAGTIME BAND (Larry
Gaulter, California, by Bob Brown) TB, M-ML,
37 inches. Among his many talents, the late
Larry Gaulter was an accomplished jazz musician
as a young man, and, so he said, the namesake

of this variety was a favorite tune. When Larry
Gaulter’s health declined, this variety was
rescued as a seedling in the late 1980s from
Larry’s garden by Bob Brown. It is a purple
bitone, with its deeper purple falls having a
velvet application, as well as white beards that
appear over a subdued white "eyelash" area. It
has a ruffled flower form, heavy substance, 7-8
buds, and has already been incorporated into the
breeding lines of several hybridizers. This iris
will be the last one introduced under Larry
Gaulter’s name by any source, and we will
donate proceeds from its sale to the American
Iris Society Foundation in Larry’s honor. As the
music of ALEXANDER’S RAGTIME BAND

recedes, the memory of the many beautiful iris
Larry Gaulter introduced, including this one,
remains. SEEDLING G86-I4: Titan’s Glory x
His Lordship).

SEEDLING T8:

$15.00

$35.00

AGE OF INNOCENCE (Frederick Kerr,
California) TB, M, 38 inches. Frederick Kerr,
who operates Rainbow Acres Iris Garden in

Sacramento, California, has been breeding for
several years for an "Emma Cook" pattern. The
Emma Cook pattern, which gets its name from
the iris that Paul Cook introduced in 1959 to

honor his wife, is characterized by a band or rim
on the outer edge of the falls of the iris;
however, unlike a plicata, which has tiny dots of
color creating its banded effect, on an Emma
Cook type, the band consists of a solid color

pigmentation. A good example of the pattern is
the recent Award of Merit winner, Gypsy
Woman. The rim on AGE OF INNOCENCE is

a cool blue which encircles pure white falls and
golden yellow beards. The standards are also

pure white. The plant has 2-3 branches plus a
spur, and averages 7 buds. Please see page 6 for
photo of this unique variety. SEEDLING 88-03-
02: Edith Wolford x Condottiere. $35.00

AMBER ARTISAN (Bryce Williamson,
California) TB, M-L, 32 inches. We guested
this amber beauty last year, saw it perform as a
guest in Oregon, fell in love with it and asked
the hybridizer if we could be the source for its
introduction. The standards are a smooth

blending of buff, tan, amber and gold; the falls
are similarly blended and have a golden tan wash
on the shoulders and a milk-violet blaze below

the yellow orange beards. AMBER ARTISAN
is deeply ruffled, and has heavy substance which
allows it to maintain its flared flower form

throughout its period of bloom. 7-8 buds.

Please see photo on page 42. SEEDLING A-11-
K: Armistice x Fan Club. $35.00

ALENE’S OTHER LOVE (Walt Dean,
California) SDB, M, 10-11 inches. It has been
some time since we have been involved with

introducing an SDB, and we are very enthusiastic
about this one. ALENE’S OTHER LOVE is the

first of what we hope are many introductions
from our good friend, Walt Dean, of Fairfield,
California. Walt lovingly and playfully named
the variety with his wife, Alene, in mind. The

standards of this variety are pink at the top,
blending to lavender in the center and purple
towards the base. The falls are greyed orange,

*3



CABOT COVE (Larry Lauer, California) TB,
M, 35 inches. Iris, she wrote! This blue orchid

variety has a distinct white wash on both the

standards and falls, that lightens as the flower
ages creating a wonderful sanded pepper pattern
along the shoulders and outer edges of the falls.
It also has attractive lavender style arms and
white beards tipped lavender and yellow. We
grew CABOT COVE in two year plants last
year; with 8-9 buds on each plant, and a sea of
bloomstalks, the garden was awash in color.
SEEDLING 86-28-1: Cocktail Hour x Go

Around. $35.00

as a smokey garnet self with brownish red
beards; the falls have a velvet sheen and are

distinctively veined. 7-9 buds ensures a lasting
bloom. Please see our photo on page 2 of
GOTHAM CITY, a sibling to Larry’s
introduction from last year, BUSY SIGNAL.
We hope that you will be as impressed by the
color of GOTHAM CITY

SEEDLING 86-7-1:

Cinnamon.

HUMILITY (Larry Harder, Nebraska) IB, M,
19 inches. There are very few blue intermediate
bearded varieties available, and even fewer that

are as good as this one is - a light lavender
blue, with excellent substance, perky round falls
and white beards tipped very pale yellow.
HUMILITY has performed well in California;
the cold-hardy plants from Nebraska, where the

hybridizer lives and operates Maple Tree
Gardens, quickly established themselves and
bloomed the first year. Larry Harder has been
around iris for many years, and HUMILITY is
a product of a well developed sense of what
qualities an IB introduction should have. In all
HUMILITY, we can recommend HUMILITY.

SEEDLING 87-1: Love x Am I Blue. $15.00

as we are.

Chocolate Shake x

$35.00

CITY OF PARIS (James McWhirter,
California) TB, M, 38 inches. A San Francisco

landmark department store for many years, the
City of Paris was famous for its four-story
Christmas Tree, fine food shops, and all-around
class. The name CITY OF PARIS summons

good memories for many people, and reminds
people of a high level of quality. The iris, CITY
OF PARIS, is an example of quality, a fine
addition to the white, blue white color class.

The shoulders are touched gold, and its blue
beards are tipped white. From favorite parents
of the hybridizer. Please see photo on page 42.
SEEDLING J-87-I10: Ice Castle x

$35.00Winterscape.
ICED TEA (Larry Lauer, California) TB, M, 36

inches. This exciting bi-color has bronzed tan
standards, and blazing electric violet falls with
veining and bronzed tan shading around the
shoulders. The beards of ICED TEA are gold
tipped bronze, the 8-9 buds often open three at
one time. During the hot summers in

FREQUENT FLYER (Richard Gibson,
California) TB, RE, EM & Oct, 34 inches. Our

fall last year was brightly lit up by the row of
FREQUENT FLYER, which remained in bloom

for all of October and November, on plants that
had been planted only two months earlier when
the hybridizer, Richard Gibson, drove them over
and helped us water them in. Dick Gibson is

someone that is passionate about reblooming iris,
a passion that has been infectious, and which has

motivated us to think about the reblooming
material currently on the market and the future
role of rebloomers. We are glad to be associated

with him and his passion for rebloomers.
FREQUENT FLYER is a broad, modem, mffled

white with self beards faintly tipped yellow. It
consistently had 9 buds this past fall on fine
three-way branched stalks and, during the
Spring, held its own among the "oncers." Please
see photo on page 2. SEEDLING 013-3: Eternal
Bliss X White Reprise.

GOTHAM CITY (Larry Lauer, California).
TB, M, 34 inches. Very rarely does a new color
come along in hybridizing tall bearded iris and,
more often than not, the newest $35,00 variety is
compared, favorably or unfavorably, to one
already available commercially. GOTHAM
CITY, however, is a color-break, best described

$35.00

Sacramento, we often joke about the fact that the
hybridizer usually has a glass of iced tea in his
hand, and several containers of sun tea brewing
in the sun to ensure an uninterrapted supply. It
is a happy coincidence that the name ICED TEA

was available to capture the cool combination of
colors of this variety. SEEDLING 86-25-1:
Capmred Beauty x Hilow. $35.00

KLONDIKE LIL (Vernon Wood, California)
TB, E-M, 32-33 inches. There’s gold in them
there hills, so move over. Diamond Lil and make

room for Klondike. Most people associate
Vernon Wood with pink breeding, but his
hybridizing program encompasses a broad range
of colors, including this brilliant, mffled
buttercup yellow highlighted by orange beards
and touched ever so slightly orange at the top of
the falls. A stalk in last year’s display bed, with

four open flowers well placed omwide, smrdy
branches, was overwhelming. And 8-11 buds
should provide a lasting, golden bloom. Please
see photo on page 2. ;
Bourbon x Flaming Victory.

SEEDLING 90-90:

$35.00
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RODEO DRIVE (James McWhirter, California)

TB, M, 36 inches. Glitz and glammor is what
you’ll find on RODEO DRIVE, an upper class,
well-formed, broad, ruffled, rich cranberry

purple self, with self purple beards, and darker
veining on the plush wide falls. RODEO
DRIVE has a pronounced fragrance, and walking
by the flower in the garden it is as if someone
had taken the liberty of spraying your hand with
a tester bottle of the latest scent available from

an exclusive Beverly Hills store. The hybridizer
has been working to obtain this color for some
time. RODEO DRIVE is for expensive tastes.
Please see photo on page 2.
77-1: Winterscape x Larry Gaulter.

STRICTLY BALLROOM (Larry Lauer,
California) TB, M, 34 inches. A sparkling new
neglecta, near amoena, with crisp color
separation and terrific ruffling. The standards of
the 8-9 blossoms of STRICTLY BALLROOM

are tightly held, and the clean white standards
stand in excellent contrast to the rich medium

blue falls with lavender undertones. This variety
has attractive, swirling milling, which it holds
together in a more compact flower than its
sibling, STAIRWAY TO HEAVEN, which
Larry introduced last year. This sister act is
worth seeing. SEEDLING 87-48-4: Edith
Wolford X Breakers.

TELEGRAPH HILL (James McWhirter,
California) TB, M, 38 inches. This is one of the

most unique blues ever introduced commercially.
Enormous heavily mffled sky blue blossoms with
the falls distinctively edged in a solid, silver-
white line; big, bushy, white beards tipped
yellow bronze and of incredible width at the
throat; good substance and fine flower form.
The name of this variety derives from the name
of one of San Francisco’s famous hills,

Telegraph Hill, which is the location of the Coit
Tower with its WPA murals; beautiful panaramic
views of the rest of the city including Lombard
Street, the crookedest street in North America,

and of San Francisco Bay, including Alcatraz
Island and both bridges; and which has amazing
residential buildings located minutes from the
financial district. TELEGRAPH HILL is

appropriately a stately iris, and its presence in
the garden does not go unnoticed. Please see
photo on page 2.
Winterscape x Bridal Fashion.

SEEDLING J87-

$35.00

$35.00

SEEDLING J87-5-A:

$35.00

LAKE PARK (Bob Brown, California) TB, M,

37 inches. Over the years. Bob Brown has
introduced so many fine irises to the commercial
market, and LAKE PARK, a tall, majestic, dark
purple self, is no exception. With 7 buds, the
medium to large sized blossoms are ruffled and
fragrant, and well placed on good, wind-
resistant, stalks. The purple self beards are
placed over a slightly lighter area at the center of
the falls. Last year Bob Brown moved to Lake
Park in Oakland, the namesake of this iris, and

gave up the garden that he and his wife, Jean

Brown, painstakenly maintained. Bob assures
us, however, that he will be with his seedlings at
Stockton Iris Gardens this Spring and promises
to bring his pollen dauber. We intend to hold
him to the promise. SEEDLING 85-18: Park
Lane x Titan’s Glory, $35.00

LONESOME DOVE (Frederick Kerr,
California) TB, M-L, 35 inches. Romance,

drama, and a pioneering spirit are at the heart of
LONESOME DOVE. This variety is a deeply
ruffled and lightly laced apricot, its falls are a
lighter, soft apricot, with a near white central
area under the tangerine beards, and deeper
apricot shadings at the shoulders. The 7-8
blossoms have tightly held standards, and flared
falls, held upright by their heavy substance and
width. Remrn to LONESOME DOVE this

Spring with an epic iris. Please see the photo of
SEEDLING 87-29:

$35.00
this variety on page 6.
Moon’s Delight x Speculator,

PRINCE OF TIDES (James McWhirter,

California) TB, E-M, 38 inches. If you ask a
hybridizer to explain his fascination with a
particular color class, you are likely to get a
rather uninteresting but honest response, "It is
my favorite color, that’s what I’ve always liked."
Blues have been the favorite colors of this

hybridizer, and he has worked with them for

some time leading up to PRINCE OF TIDES, a
heavily mffled clear sky blue with white beards
tipped blue. With 7-8 large, billowy blossoms,
PRINCE OF TIDES rolls in somewhat early in
the Spring iris season, remaining in bloom until
midseason. This iris is being used heavily by the
hybridizer in subsequent blue-white breeding
with excellent results. Featured in color in the

January 1994 AIS Bulletin. SEEDLING J88-18-

3: J81-74:(Winterscape x Sky Gem) x Busy
$35.(X)Being Blue.

PLEASE TURN TO PAGE 7 FOR GENERAL IRIS LISTING,
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1994 TALL BEARDED GENERAL LISTING

0001 ABSTRACT ART (Keppel ’90) Exotic plicate
patterns in orange and rust, with purple rose markings.

$7.00

0002 ACCLAMATION (Corlew ’80) Pleasing and
ruffled medium yellow with lighter, white center on
falls, slightly darker yellow beards. (Proclamation x

$3.00

0003 ACOMA (Magee ’90) Sky blue standards,
white falls edged with light violet pile lines, adobe
beards; refreshing; blooms early, a favorite here. Top
tall bearded HM in ’92.

0004 ADOBE ROSE (R. Ernst ’88) Peach cream
standards, mauve falls; tell & different.

0005 AERIAL BALLET (K. Mohr ’88) A distinctive
$3.50

0006 AFICIONADO (Williamson ’88) Ever so

lightly ruffled creamy yellow bespeckled with ginger
brown plicate markings; yellow beards. Pencil Sketch

$2.50

0007 AFRICAN SUNSET (Schreiner ’91) Flaring
orange coral bitone, slightly darker in falls; bright

$7.00

0008 AFTERNOON DELIGHT (Ernst ’85)

Lavender standards highlighted by bright yellow style
crests, lavender falls with honey-tan outer border.

The hybridizer received his first Award of Merit last
year with this quality variety. Recommended. $3.00

0009 ALASKAN SEAS (MeWhirter ’92) A
beautifully formed flower with standards of cool while

over marine blue falls edged near white.

0010 ALICE GOODMAN (Roderick ’88) Bright and
beautiful pink, lighter area below pink beards; ruffled;
Beverly Sills child. AM’93. Very limited quantity;

$6.00

0011 ALL HEART (Hager ’92) Deeply ruffled and
fluted pure white with lacinated edged and bright
tangerine red beards. Carved Cameo, Vanity and

$15.00

0012 ALLSTAR (R.Dunn ’86) Heavily ruffled huge
blue white with white tipped pale yellow beards.

$3.00

0013 ALLURING (L. Gartman ’89) Pale coral,

lighter in center of falls; orange beards. Elegant and
$5.00

0014 ALMADEN (Maryott ’90) Lightly ruffled dark
smooth red maroon, dark red maroon beards. Great

performer last year. HM’92.

0015 ALPINE JOURNEY (B.Blyth ’84) Popular
yellow amoena of Australian origin noted for clean,
snow white standards and fine color contrast. $3.50

HM’92.

Cream Taffeta). AM’84.

$6.50

$4.00

mid-blue self. Excellent flower form.

X Dixie Desert.

tangerine beards.

$25.00

please order early on this one.

Christmas Rubies are parents.

Wide, desireable, overlapping falls.

classy.

$6.50

0016 ALTRUIST (Schreiner ’87) A blue-white with
chalk white center on falls. In this color and at this

price range, it’s hard to beat. From Victoria Falls,
Tide’s In. AM’91. $3.00

0017 AMADEUS (Tompkins ’89) Ruffled silver-
toned lilac with orange pink beards; from Tinsel Town

$5.00breeding. HM’93.

AMBER SNOW (Blyth ’87) Pure white0018

standards and amber apricot falls with great form and
plant vigor. Lovely. From Alpine Journey. $3.50

0019 AMBER TAMBOUR (Ernst ’91) Ruffled deep

amber waves with amber orange beards. Different
color. Edna’s Wish x Wild Jasmine. HM’93. $9.00

0020 AMERICA’S CUP (MeWhirter ’89) Tall, crisp
$6.00clean white. AM’93.

AMERICAN GREETINGS (J.Meek ’91)0021

White with coral red beard. $8.50

AMOROUS EMBRACE (J.Nelson ’87)0022

Ruffled and laced baby ribbon pink; tangerine
$3.50beards.

0023 AMY CATHRYN (Gaulter ’88) Bright lavender
standards, clean white falls, darkening to lavender at

the edges; with heavy substance and tangerine beards.
$3.50

0024 ANNA BELLE BABSON (Hager ’85) Lovely

pink. Choice! Should contend for newly created
Wister Medal for tall bearded irises.

From Irene Nelson breeding lines.

$3.00

Iris season again!7



0045 BARLEY GREEN (Robarts ’91) Ruffled cool

light straw yellow gives pale green effect; greenish
yellow area surrounding yellow beard. (Starfrost Pink

$12.00X Winter Panorama).

0025 ANNA GLITSCH (Nichols ’87) Light pink,

deeper hafts, with tangerine beards. Ruffled. (Vanity
$3.00

0026 ANN SHAVER (Nichols ’84) Ruffled lavender
$3.00

0027 ANTIQUA SOLEIL (L.Anfosso ’90) Ruffled

light lemon; lemon beards ending in white horns.
(Beverly Sills x Sky Hooks).

0028 APHRODISIAC (Schreiner ’86) Apricot and
shrimp with white center on falls. Unique color.
(Charm Bracelet X Piping Hot). HM’88. $3.00

0029 APRICOT ENSEMBLE (Hedgecock ’89)
Ruffled apricot with pale tangerine beards. $5.50

0030 APPRECIATION (Hager ’83) Gilt-edged, buff
tan standards, orchid lavender falls with red hrown

hafts and yellow beards. Tall.

0031 APRIL IN PARIS (Wood ’92) Smooth

medium pink self with bright tangerine beards. Vern
Wood breeds for branching; this has it.

0032 ARCTIC SONG (D. Meek ’89) Pale blue-white

with lavender influence; exceptional substance.
Lovely. After Hours sib. x Song of Norway. $3.50

0033 ARRANGER’S CHOICE (B. Brown ’87)

Uniquely blended tall dusky blue lavender with self
beards. Blooms mid-season, lightly ruffled. $3.00

0034 ARTIFICE (Anfosso ’90) Tangerine bearded
amber rose pink; French import that made it past
customs. (Carmen x Beverly Sills).

0035 ART SHOW (Keppel ’90) Amber standards;

cordowan and taupe falls; bright orange beards on a
near white area.

0036 AT DAWN (L. Miller ’88) Quality canary

yellow with deep aurealin hafts markings; iight
ruffling. (Dream Affair x Gold Burst).

0037 AUSTRIAN GARNET (Maryott ’91) Reddish
black with metallic sheen; self beards tipped brown;
ruffled. Great color; a fine addition to the difficult red

color class. HM’93.

0040 AUTUMN WINGS (Ernst ’89) Large ruffled

flowers of blended sandy brown tones. (Autumn
Leaves x Haviland).

0041 AZURE APOGEE (Durrance by Long’67)
Light blue self, deep blue beards. President’s Cup
Winner, 1967; AM’70. One of the first noteworthy
dark bearded blues.

0042 BABBLING BROOK (Keppel ’66) Light
French blue with light texture veining and pale lemon

yellow beards. Dykes Medal 1972.

0043 BADGE OF GOLD (Ev.Kegerise ’89) Crisp
heavily ruffled bright medium yellow, lighter in center
of falls; yellow beards; spicy fragrance; nearly
evergreen foliage.

X Instant Love).

blue ensemble.

$7.00

$3.50

$15.00

$6.00

$8.00

$2.50

$9.50

$5.00

$2.50

$3.50

$5.00

0046

mahogany red self; yellow beards.

0047 BAY RUM (B.Brown ’78) Brown standards,

falls are a dark red violet with a brown overlay on the

shoulders; bronze beards; fluted form.

0048 BE A DEVIL (B.Blyth ’89) Dark ruby red
standards, darker falls with plush velvet finish; deep
bronze beards. Tall; not many on the market with

$9.00

0049 BEAUTIFUL VISION (Schreiner’90) Large,
rosy pink with light lace; bright tangerine beards.

$5.00

0050 BEAUX ARTS (Plough ’69) A classic that time
has treated well. Heavily laced mauve rose pink;
Saturn red beards. HM’70.

0051 BEAU ZAM (P. Blyth ’87) Unique, attractive
pale blue white with bronze tipped navy beards.
Rebloomed here and arguably should be sold as a
multi-season iris. Australian origin: Touch of Bronze
X Pacific Gambler.

0052 BEFORE THE STORM (Innerst ’89) Dark,

dark, black! Extremely limited quantity. AM’93.
$12.50

0053 BEGUINE (Keppel ’89) Quality plicata; apricot
ground with rose shadings and dottings at edge; rusty
redish-orange beards. (Gigolo x Columbia the Gem).
HM’92.

0054 BEHOLD A LADY (Blyth ’87) Off-white
standards, chartreuse yellow falls, flushed blue.
Muted but wonderful colors; has been terrific last two

years here, we hope more people will grow this fine
Australian import. ((Silver Shower x King of
Diamonds) x Beach Girl). Recommended. $ 3.50

0055 BELLS ARE RINGING (McWhirter ’93)

Heavily ruffled deep sky blue compact flowers with
$20.00

0056 BE MINE (Byers ’86) Medium pink standards
with pink-white edges; pink-white falls & orange-gold
hafts. Persian Berry X Hager horned sdig. $3.00

0057 BERRY BLUSH (Hamner ’88) Ruffled pastel
pink self; red beards. For mid-season. (Persian Berry

$3.00

0058 BEST MAN (McWhirter ’85) Light marine blue
standards, darker falls; somewhat tailored. (Sea of

$3.50

0059 BEVERLY SILLS (Hager ’79) The most
popular iris of all time, and still a bestseller among
even diehard irisarians; defines the pink category.
Rebloom tendencies. Dykes Medal 1985. $2.50

0060 BIG SKY (Hager ’90) Medium blue with
deeper shadings. Cream beards tipped pale yellow.
(Edith Wolford blue sib. x Welcome Aboard). $8.50

BA'TTLE HYMN (Ohio ’89) Lustrous
$5.50

$3.00

these colors. Villain x Gigolo.

(Enchanted World x Lovely Jan).

$4.00

$3.50

(Superstition x Raven’s Roost).

$4.75

self beards tipped white.

X Heather Blush).

Galilee x Blue Luster).

0044 BANANA MARGARITA (Magee ’87) Fine

laced frosted yellow. (Colorado Sunshine x Tequila
$3.00Sunrise).
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0075 BLUES CHASER (D.Meek ’91) Clean, tall
ruffled ice blue with blue beards. Song of Norway x

$12.50

0076 BLUES ON PARADE (McWhirter ’87)

Beautiful neglecta; HM’89.

Winterscape.

$5.00

0061 BIRTHDAY SURPRISE (Maryott ’91) Pink

tan standards, falls with raspberry rim on pink ground,
accented by rusty brick beards. One of our favorites
among newer plicatas. Recommended.

0062 BIRTHSTONE (S.Babson ’78) Pastel greenish

ecru standards, white falls, edged pastel greenish ecru;
blue beards.

0063 BLACK AS NIGHT (D.Meek ’92) Red black

with very black, wide overlapping ruffled falls;
mustard brown beards. One of the best new iris we

bloomed last year, an approach to black from the red-
black rather than the violet-black side. (Harlem Hussy
X Black Pearl). Recommended.

0064 BLACK FANTASY (D.Meek ’88) Ruffled and
dark with mustard beards. Parents include Harlem

Hussy, Cherry Smoke and Wild Ginger.

0065 BLACK HILLS GOLD (O.Brown ’86) Lemon-

yellow standards, blushed orange; mimosa yellow falls
with a tangerine blush on shoulders. Ruffled. We
continue to recommend this iris for its color and

growth habits. HM’88.

0066 BLACK MADONNA (Stahly ’85) Very deep
violet black with self beards; moderately ruffled.

From Dusky Dancer & other fine black iris parents,
$3.00

0067 BLACKOUT (Luihn ’86) Black, and we mean
it. Tall and well branched. If you are on a limited
budget, have limited space, or simply like the proven
performers, this is probably the "black" iris you want
in your garden. HM’88.

0068 BLACK TIE AFFAIR (Schreiner ’93) The

pursuit for the "blackest" iris continues with this
fashionable variety. Large, tall, moderately ruffled,
smooth and fragrant flowers on 38" stalks.

0069 BLAZING SUNRISE (Black ’85) White,

slightly pink veined standards; bright coppery orange
falls, orange beards.

0070 BLENHEIM ROYAL (Schreiner ’90) Cream
bearded medium blue with ruffling; worth having even
in this crowded color class and won high HM vote in

1992; incredible in a three year clump at Schreiner’s
that year, and always excellent here.

0071 BLEU DE MER (Ernst ’88) A fine ruffled sea

blue with pale yellow-white beards. (Midnight Love
Affair x (Mill Race x San Leandro).

0072 BLUE BALLET (Keppel ’90) Beautiful blue
white admired here in AIS Region 14. HM’93. $6.50

0073 BLUE BUBBLES (Hamner ’90) Ruffled violet

blue with self beards; from Bubbling Over x Classic
$9.00

0074 BLUE CHIP PINK (Niswonger ’90) Pink self
with hint of lilae; blue infused tangerine beards, part

of breeder’s emerging line of blue-bearded pinks.
Admired by garden visitor’s here. HM’92.

$9.50

$3.00

$15.00

$4.00

$3.00

which explains its quality.

$2.50

$17.00

$3.00

$5.00

$3.00

Profile.

$5.00

0077 BLUE SPARKLER (W.W. Steinhauer ’93)

Sparkling new amoena with personality and white
standards topping light blue falls; light yellow beards

$25.00tipped white.

0078 BLYTHE DEAN (Hager ’87) Blue toned
lavender that pales to yellow, tipped white beards.
We continue to get good reports on this overlooked
variety.

0079 BODACIOUS (Keppel ’87) Apricot to cream
ground plicata. Rust orange beards. Distinctive.
HM’89. (Gigolo sib x. Queen in Calico).

$3.00

$4.50

0080 BOGOTA (Ohio ’90) Deep orange with good
increase and excellent plant habits. HM’92. Limited

$8.00stock; please order early.

0081 BOLD GOLD (Gatty ’87) Garden Standout.
Gold self; marigold orange beards. HM ’89. $3.25

0082 BOLD LOOK (Schreiner ’93) A golden giant
with wide, blocky, overlapping falls. Despite low bud
count (6 buds), our favorite of the 1993 Schreiner
offerings.

0083 BOSS TWEED (McWhirter ’93) Ruffled

honey-tan brown colors with a white area under the
gold beards. Modest sized flowers nicely placed on
perfect stalks, with loads of buds for long bloom
season. Arabian Tapestry x Role Model.

$20.00

$20.00

0084 BOXWINK’S GOLDEN DREAM (Steinhauer

’93) Outstanding yellow with showbench qualities;
$20.00slightly darker yellow beards.

0085 BRANDY (McWhirter ’81) Classic tan, rose,

pink, purple blend; AM’85.

0086 BRASS SECTION (Hager ’85) Tall, shiny
brass iris with brass beards; for mid-season.

0087 BRASSY BROAD (Black ’86) Brassy gold

standards and deep brassy gold falls that pale at
center; old gold beards; ruffled with pronounced spicy
fragrance. Parents include Chartreuse Ruffles and
Bayberry Candle. HM’88.

0088 BREAKERS (Schreiner ’86) Seashore blue with

heavy fluting; reblooms here and is a strong grower;
outstanding. Child of Victoria Falls, Shipshape &
Sailor’s Dance. AM’90; Dykes Medal runner-up last
year.

0089

{McWhirter’83) Heavily ruffled mulberry violet,
beards same tipped blue. (Tennessee Frost x (His
Lordship x Caro Nome). HM’85. Fine tribute to a
fine film.

$3.00

$3.50

$3.25

$2.50

BREAKFAST AT TIFFANY’S

$3.00

BRIDAL FASHION (Weiler ’86) Early,
$3.50

0090

ruffled, cold white. Very nice.
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0091 BRIDGET’S CHOICE (D.Meek ’88) Excellent

bright red-brown self including beards. Selected by
Bridget, the hybridizer’s dog. One of the best reds
available. Restocked, after selling out.

0092 BRILLIANT PERFORMANCE (Nichols ’89)

Peach pink with salmon hafts and shrimp beards.
(Academy Awards x Oklahoma Sunshine). $4.50

0093 BRISTO MAGIC (Schreiner ’82) Striking and
unique color pattern of white standards and erythrite
red falls with slight white border. HM’84. $2.50

0094 BROADWAY (Keppel ’81) One of the best of

the early eighties; standards deep gold, falls ivory with

red brown band. Blooms early. AM’85. $2.50

0095 BUBBLE UP (Ohio ’89) Salmon pink with red
beards. Tall stalks; extraordinary substance; bubble

$6.00

0096 BUBBLING OVER (Ohio ’82) Great, heavily
ruffled blue lilac self. AM’86.

0097 BUBBLY MOOD (Ohio ’84) Pure bubbly
white. HM’86. Social Whirl x Ruffled Ballet. $3.50

0098 BUENOS AIRES (Durrance ’88) Yellow

standards, purple falls with laced yellow edge. (World
News X Sexton sdlg). Few have realized that the
name of this variety is a play on the words, "Bonus
Iris.

0099 BUENOS AIRES REVISITED (Durrance ’90)

Orange standards and red falls in a satisfying
$7.50

0100 BURGUNDY BUBBLES (Maryott ’87)
Unusually ruffled, smooth burgundy red; self beards.
HM’89.

0101 BUSY BEING BLUE (Denney/ McWhirter
’90) Early sky blue with distinctive veining. (Regents
Row X Winterscape). HM’92.

0102 BUSY SIGNAL (Lauer ’93) Brownish red
standards with reddish brown darker velvet falls;

heavily ruffled and lots of substance. SOLD OUT

0103 BYGONE ERA (Ghio ’90) Distinctive pink
silver self with tan infusion; red beards. Involved

parentage includes Ponderosa, Debby Rairdon, San
Leandro, New Moon & more.

0104 CABLE CAR (Luihn ’82) Rich color registered
as "between saddle leather brown and caramel brown,"

flushed with golden brown striations shading off from
cadmium orange beards. HM’84.

$3.75

wonderful ruffling. HM’91.

$2.50

$5.00

combination.

$4.00

$7.50

$10.50

$3.50

0108 CALM SEA (Hager ’92) Smooth light blue
with wide round petals and nicely compact flower

$14.00form. Magnificent color.

0109 CALYPSO MOOD (Schreiner ’89) White

standards, falls rich purple with lighter edge. From
$5.00Gay Parasol, and it shows.

0110 CAMERA SHY (Wood ’91) Medium pink with

bright red tangerine beards. Trademark Vern Wood
SOLD OUTbranching; vigorous.

0111 CARACAS (Ghio ’91) Deep pulsating orange
from several fine generations of orange breeding. Can
be reluctant grower, but beautiful flower makes the
wait worthwhile. HM’93.

0112 CARIBBEAN DREAM (Schreiner ’90) High
quality ruffled blue with white beards which should
not be overlooked. Sea of Joy child. HM’92. $5.00

$12.50

0113 CARIBEE (Hager ’90) Clear medium to light
Good plant

$7.50
blue self; pale yellow beards,
characteristics, choice bloom.

IRIS OLYMPICS

0114 CARMAGNOLE (Anfosso ’89) Ruffled hot

pink, lighter in center of falls; tangerine pink beard.
Beverly Sills x Sky Hooks.

0115 CELESTIAL FLAME (DuBose ’88) Nicely
formed lacy white with red-coral beards; for late

A quality iris in a favorite color pattern.
$3.75

$6.50

season.

Restocked for 1994.

0105 CAFE SOCIETY (Ghio ’85) Well branched

ruffled honey cafe tan. Vigorous grower. HM ’87.
$2.50(Toastmaster sib. x Praline).

0106 CALIPH (Ghio ’87) Glowing deep brown self;
HM’89.

$3.75
deep brown beards.
(Copper Classic x Veneer).

For late season.

0116

cream yellow standards tinted green, same falls with

white patch, sanded and striped with rust brown
"plicata" markings. Sister to Aficionada.

CELTIC PRINCE (Williamson ’91) Buff

$8.00
CALLIOPE TUNE (Tompkins ’87)0107

Overlooked plicata with white standards heavily
washed rich blue, white falls, widely edged in royal
blue, and bronze beards tipped blue. $4.75

0117 CENTENNIAL CHILD (Hager ’91) Smooth

wide and fluted deep coral pink with more vigor than
$10.00its fine parent, Anna Belle Babson.
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0133 CLASSICO (Gartman ’84) Pale cream

standards with chartreuse gold rim blended into cream
falls; chartreuse gold rim and haft; gold beards.
(Carved Cameo x Satin Glass). HM’86. $4.00

0134 CLASSMATE (Keppel ’91) Blended creamy

peach with white beards tipped orange; a hit in
$8.50

0135 CLASSY CHASSY (Osborne ’90) Outstanding

horned iris of pale blue and deep blue beards,
introduced through Melrose Gardens. Great grower,
and great breeding - Good Morning America x (Sky
Hooks X Jack R. Dee). HM’93,

0136 CLEAR DAY (Gatty ’89) Medium light blue

self of exquisite form, with yellow beards tipped blue
white. (Swirling Seas x Jean Hoflfmeister). $5.00

0137 CLOUD FIRE (B.Brown ’83) Ruffled white

with bright red beards. Overlooked.

0138 CODICIL (Innerst ’85) Medium blue self with
near black beards. Iris purists may find fault but it is

a best seller every year, including last year when it
sold out. AM’89.

0139 COLETTE (B.Brown ’90) Lightly laced, huge
ruffled flowers of purple violet with contrasting orange
beards tipped white-violet. We consider this one of
Bob’s finest iris.

0140 COLLAGE (B.Brown ’86) Lightly ruffled
unusual lavender with tan green hafts. Aptly named;

a blended eollage of colors.

0141 COLOR BASH (Shoop ’82) White standards,
falls lightly ruffled peach orange; keen tangerine
beards.

0142 COLOR EXPRESS (Black ’91) Pink standards,

pink styles, deep orchid falls; pink sanded veins and
line down middle of falls with pink spray pattern
around orange beards. Sorceress x
Treasure.

0143 COLOR SPLASH (Schreiner ’80) Rich pink

orchid standards and persian rose falls; tangerine red

beards; lightly laced. HM’82.

0144 COLOUR PAGE (Blyth ’89/90) Smoky bi
color; pale iey to orchid blue standards; falls are red,

pink and grey blend or chartreuse overlaid rosy tan;
$10.00

0145 COLOURS (M.Dunn ’83) Standards red violet
and magenta, with white area at midrib; falls white
shaded blue violet, wide red violet border; violet

beards. (Midway x Rondo).

0146 COMING UP ROSES (Gatty ’92) Exquistely
formed smooth rich rose pink with slightly lighter area

below coral beards. Coming Up Roses is a reminder
of the tremendous sense of beauty possessed by its
hyrbridizer. (Playgirl x Bonbon) x Pink Swan.$18.00

0147 COMMANCHE PRIDE (Quadros by

Hedgecock ’86) Heavily ruffled cream white, with
wide lemon hafts and tangerine beards on falls;
pronounced sweet fragrance.

California; should do well elsewhere.

$6.75

$2.50

$3.00

$6.50

$3.00

$3.50

Planned

$12.00

$2.50

bright tangerine red beards.

$5.00

$4.00

0118 CENTRE COURT (Williamson ’82) Fluted

white ground plicata with blue violet stitching and
$2.50

0119 CHAMPAGNE DUO (Ernst ’88) Golden buff

standards, with greenish gold buff falls; unique colors
that not everyone may care for but nonetheless gets
our recommendation based on performance last year.
(Irene Nelson x Honest Pleasure).

0120 CHAMPAGNE IVISHES (Keppel ’92) Smoky
pinkish melon with orange pink beards. Terrific new
color displayed on nicely balanced stalks. $14.00

0121 CHANGE OF PACE (Schreiner ’91) Delicate

pink standards, white falls with deep rose violet

peppered band. Outstanding and novel. (Eagle’s
Flight X Cinnamon Girl). HM’93.

0122 CHEERFUL ONE (Hamner ’89) Medium

yellow with narrow white edges; self beards tipped
yellow; brings good cheer to garden.

0123 CHERRY LANE (Corlew ’93) Maraschino

cherry beards warm up this choice new creamy pink
laced variety.

0124 CHIEF MOHAWK (Hamner ’89) Large,
ruffled golden brown flowers, brass-orange beards.

(Baja Bandit x Veneer).

0125 CHIEF QUINABY (Schreiner ’91) Smooth

deep red with gracefully domed standards and flaring
falls. (Play With Fire x Deep Fire). HM’93. $12.50

0126 CHRISTMAS (Gatty ’91) A finely ruffled

white with pale yellow beards. Received high HM
vote last year. Fine China x Royal Elegance. $10.50

0127 CHUCKLES (Ghio ’87) Vigorous, with mid

pink standards, white, stitched rose falls, and tangerine
beards. HM’89.

0128 CINDERELLA’S COACH (Hager ’86)

Graceful light orange (of course, what other color
would Cinderella’s coach be?); tangerine beards.

$3.00

0129 CITOYEN (Anfosso ’89) Gorgeous! Orange
beige standards, raspberry gold falls, beige flash
around orange beard. Lightly ruffled; early.
((Sostenique x (Misty Dawn x Bateau Ivre)). $8.00

0130 CITY LIGHTS (M.Dunn ’91) Large rich blue
violet with distinctive large white zonal area; white

beards; wide & ruffled. (Fancy Face x Windsurfer).
Received third highest HM, 1993.

0131 CITY SLICKER (Ernst ’89) The classic
variegata pattern is well expressed by this iris; dark
yellow standards on top of smooth rich mahogany

$4.75

0132 CLASSIC LOOK (Schreiner ’92) If you were
impressed by Rare Treat, you will be overwhelmed by
this Schreiner blue edged plicata. Excellent flower
form and width and clarity of colors, fine branching,
the wider plicata band on the standards is somewhat
different. A polished flower.

lemon beards.

$3.00

$9.00

$4.75

$25.00

$4.50

$4.00

HM’88.

$12.00

falls; bright yellow beards; ruffled.

$11.50
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0162 DANCE AWAY (Hamblen ’88) Ruffled amber

pink standards, pearled violet falls with peach trim &

deeper hafts. Beards are burnt sienna tipped violet.
(Graduation x Sophistication). HM’92.

0163 DANCE MAN (Blyth ’89/90) Bright yellow
with a pale cream outpouring under the gold beards.
Speculator x Orangerie.

0164 DANCE MUSIC (K.Mohr ’88) Full pink self
with rose shadings; coral red beards.

$4.50

$8.00

$3.75

0148 COMMANCHE WARRIOR (Quadras by

Hedgecock ’88) Redish brown standards with golden
highlights; lightly laced and heavily ruffled golden
brown falls with golden highlights, paler brown area
around orange beards. Angie Quadros x Homecoming

$4.50Queen.

0149 COMPETITIVE EDGE (Ernst ’91) Reddish

brown standards, bluish/lavender falls with caramel

shoulders; the competitive edge here is the 1/4”
reddish brown border; yellow beards; ruffled and

We recommend this child of Afternoon

$9.50

laced.

Delight, Ringo and Grand Waltz.

0165 DANCES WITH WOLVES (Loop ’92) Terra
cotta maroon bicolor with bronze gold beards. Tall

$20.00and vigorous.
0150 CONFESSION (Keppel ’92) All white meat,
lightly brushed chrome lemon on hafts; capucine red
to flame beards. (Faraway Places x (Orangerie x
Precious Moments).

0151 CONTRIBUTION (Hager ’91) Wide fuchsia

purple with moderate ruffling and lace. The purple
beards are tipped brown. Good plant characteristics
and exceptional vigor. Recommended.

$16.50

$8.50

0166 DANCE WITH ME (Robinson ’89) Heavily
ruffled and flaring pale yellow with darker hafts and
beards. (Bright Spirit x Jack R. Dee) x Sdlg (Crown

$5.00Sterling x Lemon Brocade).

0167 DANGER (Gatty ’84) Smooth garnet red with
fine flower form. (Velvet Flame x (Spartan x Post

$3.00Time)). HM’86.

0168 DAREDEVIL (Keppel ’88) Bright tangerine
beards highlight this soft columbine blue and white
plicata. HM’90. $4.75

0152 CORAL JOY (Niswonger ’89) Lovely white
with pink coral shadings/blush around the shoulders.

$4.50

0153 CORAL SUNSET (Schreiner ’90) Shrimp pink
and apricot blend with bright tangerine beards over
white zone on falls. HM’93.

0154 COTE D’OR (Schreiner ’90) Large rich golden

yellow with huge orange beards; for late season.
HM’93.

0155 COUNTRY BRIDE (H.Mohr ’87) Ruffled and

lightly laced pearly cream white, edged chartreuse

tinted lemon yellow; orange beards tipped lemon.
Chartreuse Ruffles x Country Manor.

0156 COUNTRY SKY (Weiler ’91) Broad smooth

mid-blue with pronounced sweet fragrance; heavy
(That Scentsation x

$10.00

0157 CRUZIN (M.Dunn ’87) Deep blue violet with
white spot. Wide and ruffled; some rebloom.
(Perfecta x Spinning Wheel). Seemed like everybody

wanted this one last year. HM’89.

(Coral Light x Coral Beads).

$6,00

$8.00

$4.00

substance, gentle ruffling.
Sweetwater) x Azure Luster.

$3.50

DARK RITUAL (Hager ’72) Dark red0169

standards, red-black falls; bronze yellow beards.
$3.00HM’74.

0170 DARKSIDE (Schreiner ’85) Vivid dark purple
black with good garden qualities. AM’91.

0171 DAVID KEITH (Stadler ’91) Maroon black
with self beards. Holy Night x Superstition. $10.00

$2.50

0172 DAWN OF CHANGE (Ernst ’93) A "reverse”
amoena with light lavender blue standards and near
white falls with yellow cast at the shoulders; orange
yellow tipped beards. We liked it during last year’s
trip to Oregon, the home state of its hybridizer, and

$16.00bought lots.

DAWN SKY (Keppel ’92) Lavender pink0173

standards, falls have a cream pink to ivory ground
with a violet margin; flamingo beards lipped candy

$12.50pink.

0174 DAZZLING GOLD (Anderson ’81) Brilliant

gold yellow with red veining in falls. Truly dazzling.
AM’85. $3.000158 CRYSTALYN (R.Dunn ’86) Exceptional blue

while, pale blue flush in center of falls; dusted crystal;
$3.50

0159 CRYSTAL SPRINGS (Maryott ’91) Lightly
ruffled sky to medium blue that is a noteworthy
addition to blue color class; so make room.

white beards. AM’90.

$7.50

0175 DEAR DOROTHY (Roderick ’89) Pastel blend

of yellow orange standards, powder purple falls, and
yellow orange beards. Ruffled, wide blooms. (Sheer

$4.50Poetry x Copyright).

DELICATE BALANCE (Gatty ’89) A0176

different bicolor of creamy peach pink standards, ivory
white falls & peachy hafts. (Venus Rising x Precious
Moments). $5.00

0160 CYCLES (McWhirter ’86) Tall blue with
alternating white zones, cycles, on falls and standards.
Great grower, considered by the hybridizer to be
among his best. HM’89.

0161 DAFFODIL CLOUD (Weiler ’90) White

standards with slight yellow flush at midrib base;
bright yellow falls with yellow beards,
ruffled, may rebloom but not usually.

$3.00

Lightly
$6.50

0177 DELORIS CLARK (Nichols ’87) Peachy pink

standards and peach falls with nice form and
fragrance. (Tomorrow’s Dream x Vanity).

0178 DESERT FOX (Ohio ’89) Standards yellow
ground with brown overlay; falls yellow ground
stitched brown on edge; yellow beards.

$3.00

$4.50
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0200 DUNSMUIR (B.Brown ’92) Stately dark red

purple self accented by near white beards.

0201 DUSKY CHALLENGER (Schreiner ’86) The

premiere deep purple, at least until the next Schreiner
premiere deep purple. Huge flowers and unmatched
showbench performer. DM’92.

$18.00

$2.50

0179 DESERT SKETCH (Annand ’93) Subtly

blended standards of grey and yellow with slight blue
tint; straw yellow style crests; grey, brown, yellow
blended falls with a faint blue mid-stripe. Desert Echo
X Sketch Me. $22.50

0180 DESIGNER GOWN (Ohio ’85) Popular pink

orchid with tangerine beards. AM’89.

0181 DESIGNER JEANS (R.Dunn ’88) Heavily

substanced blue violet; some texture veining on falls;

yellow beards. (His Lordship x Blue Maxx). $4.00

0182 DESIGNING WOMAN (Gatty ’90) Lilac-
lavender, with salmon to lilac white beards;

pronounced frangrance; strong grower with lots of
increase. ((Pretty Lady x (Nefeniti x Playgirl) x
Presence). HM’92. A favorite Atlanta ’92 guest,
where it was viewed lakeside. Wow.

0183 DEWY MORN (Lyons ’88) Ruffled yellow,

darker yellow hafts and rim on falls; rich gold beards.
(Irish Spring x Bride’s Halo).

0184 DIAMOND MOUNTAIN (R.Annand ’89) Icy

blue white standards, fluted white falls; yellow beards

tipped white. Karen Jane x Madeira Belle.

$2.50

$5.00

$3.00

$5.00

0202 DUSKY DANCER (Luihn ’67) Still one of the

darkest, still one of the best, and still modern; from an

accomplished hybridizer, who produced many line iris
$2.50including this dark beauty.

0203 DUSKY FLARE (L.Powell ’84) Fragrant black

dusky self with bronze beards.

0204 EAGLE’S FLIGHT (Schreiner ’86) Rosy toned

plicata with rich rose grape 1/2" margins on falls.
Very early; one of the first tall beardeds to open.
Recommended. AM '91.

0206 EARLY SPLENDOR (Maryott ’88) Very

early, as name implies. Heavily ruffled with lilac
purple standards and shaded light lilac purple falls;

$3.50

0207 EARLY WISH (Gibson ’87) Light orange coral
self with brilliant red beards. Sibling to Edna’s Wish,
but every child has its own personality.

0208 ECHO DE FRANCE (P.Anfosso ’84) Well

formed white and yellow amoena which is beginning
to receive the attention it deserves.

0209 ECSTATIC ECHO (Daling ’83) The petals of

the standards open light orchid, then fade to white
with a yellow flush at the center; the falls are red with

a slight blue flush under yellow beards, and have a
wide ruffled edge in a color that matches the
standards. From Stunning.

0210 ECUME (M. Anfosso ’86) Glacier blue

standards, white falls, and tangerine beards. (Pink
Sleigh X (Melody in White x Christmas Time)).$3.25

0211 EDITH WOLFORD (Hager ’86) Exceptional
beauty and form; yellow standards, blue violet falls;
even some rebloom reported. Last year’s Dykes
Medal Winner, the hybridizer’s third,

0212 EDNA’S WISH (Gibson ’83) Tall ruffled

orange bearded salmon that is appearing in parentages
of several fine new iris. (Starfrost Pink x Orange
Plume sib). Late. HM’85. Recommended.

0213 EIGHT BELLS (Kinney ’87) Gorgeous flowers
of ruffled marine violet blue; blue violet beards. Cup

Race X Navy Strut.

0214 ELECTRABRITE (O.Brown ’83) Heavily

ruffled medium pink, slightly lighter in center of falls;

deep coral beards. The petal edges are crimped and
fluted. Pink Angel x Instant Charm.

0215 ELEGANT ANSWER (Hager ’87) Intensely
smooth deep peach; strawberry beards.

0216 ELEGANT ERA (Tompkins ’86) Golden
amber standards with ivory falls bordered in
amber...and blue beards, making this one of the few
blue bearded yellows on the market.

1 2 branching.

$3.00

$2.50

tangerine beards.

$3.00

$3.00

$4.50

$2.50

$3.00

$5.00

$4.00

$4.25

Quality
$3.00

0189 DIPPED IN GOLD (Stevens ’91) Ruffled and

laced white with a 1/4” gold band; yellow beards and
$10.00gold style arms.

0190 DIVINE (M.Dunn ’88) Orchid blue standards,
violet falls with prominent white blaze; early.
HM’90.

0191 DIVINITY (Ghio ’86) A divine white with an
$4.50

0192 DOLCE VITA (Hager ’89) Light pink with

tangerine beards from generations of exceptional pink
breeding. Somewhat overlooked.

0193 DON ALVARADO (D.Spence ’88) Ruffled
rich gold, 1/2 inch edge on falls heavily dotted rich
maroon; orange beards. (Theatre x Anon).

0194 DOVER BEACH (Nearpass ’72) White and

blue amoena which continues to please more than
twenty years later. AM’79.

0195 DRACULA’S SHADOW (Hedgecock ’89)

Lightly ruffled near black with blue black beards.
(Superstition x Soul Music). HM’93.

0196 DREAM MACHINE (DuBose ’89) Distinctive

and ruffled, pale lavender standards with lavender
violet falls and tangerine beards.

0197 DRESDEN DELIGHT (Hummel ’88) Real

green pigmentation in this yellow, with lemon yellow
beards. New to us but one of the best judges in the
AIS, Phil Williams of Tennessee, states that iris

growers "should not be without this unique coloration
in (their) garden."

0198 DRIFTING ALONG (O.Brown ’88) Pale
lavender blue with soft red beards. Heavy substance;
late season.

0199 DUNGAREES (Dunn ’90) Pale blue with a hint

of turquoise; bubble-ruffled.

$3.00

equally divine red beard. HM’88.

$6.00

$3.50

$2.50

$5.00

$6.50

$4.50

$3.00

$5.00



GLOSSARY

Amoena - White standards (the 3 upright petals), colored falls (the 3 lower petals).
Bicolor - Standards & falls different colors.
Bitone - Standards & falls different shades of same color.

Hafts - Also known as shoulders; top part of falls.
Lace - Serrations or frills on outer edges of petals.

Neglecta - Light blue standards, darker colored falls.
Plicata - Stippled, dotted or stitched petal bands & edges on lighter colored

background or ground color.
Self - Standards and falls same color. Flowers with self beards have beards which

are the same color as petals.

Space Age or Horned Iris - Beards are uplifted and typically end in points.
Sometimes referred to as a novelty iris.

Variegata - Yellow standards, darker, typically red, falls.

AM - Award of Merit; must first win HM to be eligible.
DM - Dykes Medal; highest award iris can receive.
Premio Firenze - Awarded each year to best performing iris at test trials in

Florence, Italy.

lavender tones. A favorite of the hybridizer, as was
the person for whom it is named. $17.50

0217 ELEGANT IMPRESSIONS (Schreiner ’93)

This one made the cover of Schreiner’s last year.
Tall, ruffled cream yellow with heavy lacing on petal
edges.
Schreiner/Oregon display garden last spring; untested
in other areas.

0218 ELIZABETH MARRISON (Nichols ’87)

Medium pink standards, falls lighter, creamy orange
beards; ruffled; pronounced sweet fragrance. $3.00

0219 ELIZABETHPOLDARK(R.Nichol ’90) This
warm white with yellow flush at throat and shoulders
is one of the more heavily and attractively ruffled iris

we grow. British import that has not yet extensive
distribution in US. Recommended.

0220 ELVIS PRESLEY (Benson’82) In celebration

of the postage stamp, we bring back this ruffled white
with green influence; grown not so much for the
flower, but for THE NAME. Soon your neighbors,
and the tabloids, will be spotting Elvis in your beds,
that is, flower beds.

0221 ENCORE UN (M.Anfosso ’85) Rose pink
standards, white falls edged peach rose; deep red

$3.50

Made quite an impression in the

$17.00

$10.00

$3.50

beards.

0224 EVELYN’S ECHO (Ev. Kegerise ’85) Ruffled
dark blue violet beauty; self beards. (Deep Pacific x

$4.00Navy Strut). HM’87.

0225 EVER AFTER (Keppel ’86) Unique intense
magenta/fuchsia color with bright tangerine beards.
Wide and ruffled. Marvelous. HM’88. $4.00

0226 EXCITATION (R.Nelson ’87) Bright deep

yellow standards, grey wine falls, orange beards. Add
excitation to the garden with this one.

0227 EXOTIC MELODY (Weiler ’85) Vigorous,

big, blocky orchid of heavy substance and fine
$3.50

0228 EXOTIC STAR (Plough ’75) The "star" of this
1981 AM winning iris is a white ray pattern under the
light orange/orchid beards that shines out from the
violet petals. A classic. HM’76.

$4.50

branching.

$3.00

0229 EXTRAVAGANT (Hamblen ’83) Late season

laced ruffled amethyst violet; cerise beards. One of
the finest from this talented and accomplished

$2.50hybridizer. AM’89.

0230 EXTROVERT (Babson ’83) Bright yellow

standards; blended burgundy and crimson falls with a

lighter area around the deep yellow beards.

0231 FACSIMILE (Tompkins ’90) Very deep pink
with deep pink, telecopier/fax beards. Late.

$4.00

$7.50

0222 ESMERALDA (Ghio ’88) Bright deep red
$4.00orange with same beards. HM’90.

0223

extremely ruffled and fluted beauty in light orchid
EVELYN HARRIS (McWhirter ’92) An
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0232 FAIR DINKUM (Gaulter ’89) A pretty, clean
ruffled light blue self with white beards, yellow at
throat. (Portrait of Larrie x Victoria Falls). A 50"
stalk of this with what seemed like 10 open flowers
took Queen of Show in Las Vegas last Spring. $4.50

0233 FAIRY MEADOW (O.Brown ’90) Delightful
white, finely frilled in gold edges; mandarin red
beards. Breeding involves Old Flame, Arctic Flame
& Buffy.

0234 FALL FIESTA (Schreiner ’92) White standards
with yellow tinted style arms and midribs; amber-
honey tan falls and golden beards.

0235 FALLIN’ (L.Blyth ’84/85) Cream standards
with gold overlay at midribs; creams falls; gold hafts;
lemon beards. Swedish Modern x King of
Diamonds.

0236 FALLING IN LOVE (Hager ’90) Medium
pink, lighter in center of falls. Red pink beards.
Considered to be one of his recent best by hybridizer,
and by us. Outstanding and overlooked.

0237 FANCY FACE (M.Dunn ’86) A large violet
self with white area on falls; distinctive.

0238 FANCY FELLOW (Babson ’84) Blue lavender
standards, paler blue lavender falls veined deep blue
lavender from beard to edge; light yellow beards.
Fluted flower form for fancy fellow.

0239 FASCINATOR (Hager ’90) Lavender brown
standards with falls that open deeper but change to
shining gold; gold beards. ((Golden Brilliance x
Perfect Accent) x Flaming Victory). Unique and
interesting colors.

0240 FEMININE FIRE (Ernst ’91) Luscious deep
pink coloring with fiery red beards; extreme vigor.
Sold out last year but back by popular demand.
(Afternoon Delight x Gaulter Pink sdig.).

FICTION (Williamson ’81) Lemon tan
standards and creamy white falls with wide rose-violet
margins and sanded darker rose violet shoulders are

the facts behind this fiction; lemon beards. Montage
X Smoke Rings. One of the hybridizers finest, and that
is no fiction. HM’83.

0242 FIELD OF DREAMS (Denney/ McWhirter
’91) Smooth red from Don Denney’s accomplished red
line breeding. Erect, conical, tailored form; self
beards. (Spectacular Bid x (Maroon Velvet x Seeing

$13.50

0243 FIESTA BRAVA (Plough ’73) Straw yellow
standards, falls are a blend of purple, brown, and
rose; Chinese yellow beards. HM’77.

0244 FIESTA SONG (Wood ’92) Vigorous blend of
honey gold with violet flushes on standards and center

of falls; tangerine beards; excellent branching and bud
$15.00

$9.50

$13.00

$3.50

$8.50

$3.50

$3.50

$6.50

$10.00

0241

$2.50

Red)). Popular. HM’93.

$3.50

count.

0246 FILM FESTIVAL (Keppel ’93) Rave reviews
on this variety, a blended rose/raspberry plicate with
creamy salmon-buff ground and burnt orange to
tomato red beards. Rustler x (Gigolo x Queen in

$17.50

0247 FIREFOX (M.Dunn ’87) Deep golden yellow
self; orange beards. (((Kingdom x On Target) x
Prosperity) x Sun City) x Hilow).

0248 FIRESIDE GLOW (Schreiner ’88) Unique
glowing deeply colored apricot orange; orange beards.

$3.50

0249 FIRST IMPRESSION (Gatty ’85) Early.
Ivory cream standards and falls, with yellow touches
at hafts; chrome yellow beards. (Paradise x Dream
Affair).

0250 FIRST INTERSTATE (Schreiner ’91) Brilliant

yellow standards, white falls with bright yellow
margins and hafts. Received second highest HM vote
last year from AIS judges.

0251 FLAMENCO WHIRL (Hamner ’88) Gold

yellow standards, maroon falls precisely edged in

golden yellow, few gold marks around gold beards;
$4.00

0252 FLAMING SUN (Carr ’89) A quality iris;
yellow flowers with red striations on falls; yellow
beards. Flamenco x Daylight Splendor.

0253 FLIGHTS OF FANCY (Keppel ’93) The first

of this breeder’s "luminata" patterns, a bicolor with
oyster cream standards, falls same with an intense rose

orchid wash and cream veining; flame tangerine
beards. Recommended.

0254 FLIPPED OVER (Robarts ’89) Light red violet
standards and whitish, thus flipped over falls; yellow
beards tipped white. (Christmas Time x Pink Sleigh)

$5.00

0255 FLORAL ACT (Grosvenor ’84/85) 'White
standards, blue falls, red beards. An Australian

$5.00

0256 FLORAL CHIFFON (Gatty ’90) Pleasing
peach cream breeding from Quiet Moment, Paradise,
Pink Sleigh & Liz. Ruffled; late.

0257 FLOWERFIELD (O.Brown ’90) Orient pink
standards with near white falls edged pink, and pink
flush at shoulders; mandarin red beards. (Glass

Slippers x Gold Trimmings).

0258 FLUENT (Innerst ’87) Burgundy brown rose
standards, silvery light blue falls with 1/2 inch brown
edge; gold beards tipped bronze. (Joyce Terry x
Center Fold).

0259 FL'VBY (Powell ’85) White standards, wine

purple at base; wine purple falls with 1/2" white edge;
tangerine beards; pronounced sweet fragrance. $4.50

0260 FONDATION VAN GOGH (M.Anfosso ’90)

One of our favorites last Spring. Creamy standards
flushed apricot, apricot falls with cream border.
Appealing colors, good growth habits.

Calico).

$3.00

Vibrant.

$3.00

$8.75

ruffled. (Wild Jasmine x Flamenco).

$4.75

$20.00

X Sea Lure.

import. Rellie x Actress.

$6.50

$8.00

$4.00

$8.00

0245 FIFTH DIMENSION (Maryott ’86) Plum
violet standards; lavender falls with 1/8" plum violet
halo; yellow beards; heavy ruffling. (Soap Opera x

$3.50Armistice).
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0261 FOOLISH FANCY (Hager ’85) Fluted and
laced strawberry standards; falls same with touch of
raspberry; tangerine beards. HM ’87.

0262 FORGE FIRE (Ernst ’91) Smooth deep
crimson red self; wide and beautifully formed; velvet
sheen; amber beards; vigorous. (Danger x Chief

$8.75

0263 FOR TIRAH (Maryott ’86) Heavily ruffled
salmon pink, deeper salmon at hafts; tangerine beards.

Parents include Entourage & Carved Cameo. An easy
and fast increaser, a prolific bloomer.

0264 FRAGRANT LILAC (Hager ’86) Wonderful
cool lavender lilac with white beards. Late. $3.50

0265 FRANCIS ANDERSON (Nichols ’89) Purple
standards suffused blue at base and center; wine red

falls; gold beards; ruffled. (Careless Rapture x
$4.00

0266 FRESH AIR (Hager ’92) Clear light blue with
gracefully ruffled, wide petals; white beards. Edith
Wolford blue sibling x Welcome Aboard.

0267 FRINGE BENEFITS (Hager ’88) One of the
best and brightest in orange class; lace; tangerine

$4.00

0268 FROSTED SAPPHIRE (Niswonger ’88) Pale

lilac with hint of pink and blue beards.

0269 FROSTING (Gatty ’93) A delicate beauty of
glistening icy lilac white with pastel lilac shadings;
frosted with pinkish orange to white beards. $17.00

0270 FULL TIDE (O.Brown ’72) A lull tide ocean

blue with beautiful ruffling. AM’76.

$5.00

Hematite). Recommended.

$3.50

Embassadora).

$14.00

beards. AM’92.

$3.00

$2.50

0272 GALLANT ROGUE (B.Blyth by Keppel’OO)
Great garden iris that will knock your socks off. Lilac
standards, dark red black falls with rose orchid rim.

(Tomorrow’s Child x Magic Man). Wow! $6.50

GENTLE DRAGON (L.Miller ’88)
Butterscotch standards heavily veined maroon, falls
dark red black, butterscotch rim & orange beards.

$4.00

0273

(Aztec Treaure x Gypsy Caravan).

0274 GIFT OF DREAMS (Hamblen ’87) Pink

standards and white falls with blue tipped burnt orange
beards. HM’89. $3.50

0275

amoena, and maybe one of the best available, the
white standards having some pink at midrib; pink falls;
amber toned hafts; orange beards. HM’93.

GDIL NEXT DOOR (Black ’90) A pink

$6.50

0276 GLACIER KISS (Black ’91) A fine ruffled

medium creamy yellow with white area at center of
$15.00falls; yellow beards.

0277 GLAD RAGS (Hager ’85) Impressive bold and
bright variegata of yellow standards, berry maroon

falls, and orange beards. ((Gala Madrid x Dark
Ritual) X Fiesta Brava). HM ’88. $3.00

0278 GLISTENING ICICLE (Maryott ’82) Light
blue white standards and smooth medium blue falls;

heavily ruffled; the tips of the petals glisten, a
$3.00

0279 GODSEND (Byers ’89) Medium cameo pink
standards, pink-white falls, beige pink at hafts; red
orange beards end in delightful amethyst horns.

$10.00

0280 GOD’S HANDIWORK (Ghio by Maryott ’90)
White ground plicata heavily washed medium blue;
white zonal area & white beards; some rebloom.

(Handiwork x Victoria Falls). HM’93. $6.00

0281 GOLD SPECULATOR (Williamson ’93)

There’s always room for yet "another" gold iris when
they are as good as this one. (Gold Galore x

Speculator). $20.00

0282 GOODBYE HEART (Schreiner ’89) Apricot
pink laced standards, rose lavender falls, with pale
rose area around tangerine beards. HM’91; Runner-
up, Premio Firenze, 1992.

0283 GOOD MORNING AMERICA (Sexton ’79)

The wonderful dark blue beards on this pale blue
ruffled self were responsible for the AM it received in

$4.50

0284 GOODNIGHT IRENE (Sexton ’71) There is

some controversy as to which of the two friends, Neva
Sexton, the late hybridizer, or Irene Posten, the
Southern Californian irisarian for whom the iris is

named, would not, no matter how late the hour, stop
talking. Finally, one of the two would say
"Goodnight" and actually mean it - hence, the name

of the iris, a pretty and deep navy blue self, including
beards. Pacific Panorama x Indiglow.

characteristic we love. HM’86.

(Vanity x Moonlit).

$5.50

1983. A favorite for many years.

$4.00

0271 FUTURE WATCH (Messick ’92) Cool icy
blue white standards over crisp white falls and pale
blue beards. Heavy substance and ruffling. (Up

$15.00Periscope x Winterscape).
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0299 HERITAGE LACE (Schreiner ’86) Reverse

cream amoena, falls rimmed creamy yellow. Beautiful
form with rebloom tendencies. A favorite in this color

$2.50

0300 HIGH FALUTIN (M.Dunn ’84) Tall, medium
From Mary Frances

$3.00

0301 HIGH TECH (Hager ’93) Tall clear light blue
lavender with wide and full flower form.

class. HM ’89.

orchid violet; self beards,

breeding.

$22.00

GREEN AND GIFTED (Blyth ’89/90)

Greenish champagne cream standards, falls are greeny
cream with a light pastel overlay that ages to same
colors as standards; green veining and big and brown
beards. A green effect, with excellent branching and

$9.00

0285

bud count. Hello Hobo x Beau Zam.

0286 GYPSY BRIDE (L.Miller ’90) Light magenta

rose standards, falls dark ruby red, with apricot signal
and burnt tangerine beards.
Marmalade).

0287 GYPSY WOMAN (Schreiner ’85) An

outstanding, strong-growing, but delicate in
appearance flower; soft lemon yellow standards,
cream-white falls have a 1/2 inch light rose orchid ring
of color; lemon yellow beards. AM’93.

0288 GYRO (Aitken ’89) Deep and richly colored,
heavily ruffled, purple. AM’93.

0289 HALO IN ORANGE (Niswonger ’89) Medium

orange standards, ruffled white falls, orange edging
and beards. (Crystal Dawn x Mulberry Crush) x
Exuberant). HM ’91.

0290 HANDSHAKE (Ghio ’92) Early white ground

plicata stitched blue, with deeper shoulders and yellow
beards. (God’s Handiwork x Snowbrook).

0291 HARVEST KING (Schreiner ’90) Large ruffled

golden tan with admirable garden qualities. $6.00

(Far Corners x
$5.50

$3.00

$4.50

$6.00

$16.00

0302 HIGH WATERS (Blyth ’89) Pleasantly ruffled
and lovely perfumed light blue violet with pale blue
beards; early; magnificent branching. (Perfect Couple

$8.00X Pledge Allegiance).

0303 HILO SURF (Durrance ’90) Lovely ruffled
white; beards tipped yellow in throat. (Prince of

$7.00Peace x Ice Sculpture).

0304 HINDENBURG (Maryott ’83) Much acclaimed
heavily ruffled orange with intense, huge orange
beards. Sold out last year, but plenty of stock for
1994 for those looking for a quality orange in this
price range. AM’88. $3.00

0305 HOLL'YWOOD AND VINE (McWhirter ’92)

Tour the homes of the stars! Light magenta grape
standards intersect with slightly darker and veined

$20.00falls; blue-violet beards.

0306 HONEY CRUNCH (Maryott ’88) Golden tan
standards with hint of pink, falls same with darker
peach at shoulders; orange beards; has a honey sweet
fragrance.

0307 HONKY TONK BLUES (Schreiner ’88) Blue
violet flowers streaked with distinctive swirling white

etching. Top tall bearded AM’92, and should contend
for the newly established Wister medal.

0308 HOOPLA (Danielson ’88) Arilbred (1/2-I-),

yellow-rimmed white with lavender splash on falls;
orange tan beards. Prolific in this climate.

0309 HORNY LORRI (Hager ’78) Feathered horns

at the end of the yellow beards; orchid buff blended
standards and rose orchid falls. Laurie x Horned

Flare.

0310 HOT PINATA (Tompkins ’91) Blend of bright
copper, brass, lilac and shades of rose with copper gilt

$13.00

0311 HOT TO TROT (McWhirter ’91) Bright gold

topping falls of a reddish mahogany plicata ground.
Vigorous, and up to 12 buds extends bloom. (Gigolo

$11.50

0312 HULA DANCER (Shoop ’85) Unique blend of
purple brown standards, orange falls and tangerine
beards. HM’88.

0313 ICE REVIEW (O.Brown ’87) Lightly ruffled
cool white with blue flush at the heart; light blue

beards. Song of Norway breeding.

$4.00

$3.00

$3.00

$5.00

border.

X Captured Beauty). HM’93.

$4.00

$5.00

0292 HARVEST QUEEN (Quadros by Hedgecock

’88) Golden brown with a gold yellow wash over most
of falls; bright yellow beards. Angie Quadros x

$4.50Homecoming Queen.

0293 HEADY PERFUME (Weiler ’91) Starched,

fragrant crisp white with lightly laced petal edges and
$7.50prominent golden yellow beards.

0294 HEAVENLY RAPTURE (Schreiner ’89) Oh

Rapture! First rate ruffled and serrated (laced) cool
white with bright orange/red beards. (Skier’s Delight

$4.50X Heavenly Angels). HM’93.

0295 HEAVENLY THERESE (Carr ’89) Delicate

and pale pink with reddish tangerine beards tipped
S4.50

0296 HEAVEN’S HERALD (Carr ’89) A pale blue
with darker interiors; blue white beards; fluting. (Cup
Race X Debby Rairdon) x Navy Strut) x Song of
Norway.

0297 HELLO DARKNESS (Schreiner ’92) An

impressive new smooth ruffled rich velvet black with
midnight black beards; tall; good increaser. This is
the iris which received the most attention from garden

visitors here, verbal comments and finger pointing,
including AIS judges and garden public.

0298 HELLO HOBO (P.Blyth ’88/89) Green lemon
standards with a chartreuse cast, brown tan falls;
bronze beards,

colors, but good plants.
Broadway.

pink. Vanity x Entourage.

$5.00

$13.50

Not necessarily everyone’s favorite
Touch of Bronze x

$8.00
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0314 IDLE DREAMS (Williamson ’93) Fine new
plicata with grape margin on falls and hafts, a grape
belly stripe, and stand-out brick red orange beards.

$18.00

0315 IMAGINARIUM (Meek by Roris ’93) Heavily
laced clear pink with deeper coral pink edging on falls
and hafts; accenmated by deep red beards. $20.00

0316 IMMOLATION (Hager ’78) Red sienna blend;
yellow beards.

0317 INCAN LEGACY (Fort ’91) Blended bronze
copper to bright old gold; gold beards. A bronze
beauty that withstands hot sun.

0318 INCENTIVE (Hager ’87) Deep plum purple
with prominent white spot in center of falls. Only
zonal we know if in these unique colors. Good
grower, too. Recommended. $3.50

0319 INCOGNITO (K.Mohr ’91) Novelty iris with
some of the flowers opening flat. Deep blue verging
on violet.

0320 INDIGO PRINCESS (Schreiner ’92) A mood

indigo prevails with this deep violet self. Blue violet
beards on smooth wide ruffled falls. Breakers is one

of the parents.

0321 INDISCREET (Ohio ’88) Magenta standards,
salmon ground falls heavily stitched; tangerine rusty
beards. Sibling to Chuckles. HM’90.

0322 INDUCEMENT (Hager ’89) Closed and fluted
light purple standards, falls light blue fading to white

with age. Around edges is blended band of light
purples with ruffling and some lace. $4.50

0323 INNER VISION (Hager ’85) Laced and
serrated blue white standards, white falls; while beards

tangerine in throat. From Beverly Sills. $3.75

0324 INNOCENT BLUSH (Schreiner ’93) Laced

blend of rose, pink and orchid shadings. Heavy
$17.50

0325 IN PERSON (Hager ’91) Lightly laced light
pink, soft tangerine beards. Another great pink from
Hager involving Paradise, Carved Cameo, Vanity &
Muchas Gracias & more.

0326 INSTOUCTOR (Innerst ’86) Cream to mid

yellow standards, falls same w/ blue-violet edges.
Attractive purple-based foliage; bronze beards. Early.
(Spinning Wheel x Burgundy Brown). HM’90.
Runner-up for AM, 1993. Recommended. $3.00

0327 IRIS IRENE (Gatty ’85) Attractive peach pink
with heavy ruffling and lace; golden peach overlay at
hafts; fire red beards. HM’87.

0328 ISLAND SUNSET (Schreiner ’92) Deeper
apricot toned standards, yellow apricot falls paling to

near white under bright tangerine beards. $13.00

0329 JAZZ ME BLUE (Schreiner ’93) Tall rich

marine blue that is the result of generations of the best

in blue breeding. Heavy substance and beautiful
billowy ruffling make this a real treat.

Nicely ruffled.

$3.00

$13.50

$8.50

$12.00

$4.50

substance and tall.

$6.50

$4.00

$17.00

0330 JESSIE’S SONG (Williamson ’83) Early white
ground plicata, wide violet border; grows well

$2.50

0331 JESTER (Hager ’89) One of the best horned
iris in commerce with standards of full daffodil

yellow, falls near cream with an orchid wash blending
to a wide yellow border; deep yellow beards with hig
horned extensions. From Sky Hooks.

0332 JITTERBUG (Keppel ’88) Yellow standards,
falls yellow-lined and dotted with brown; bronze
yellow beards; ruffled. HM ’90.

0333 JOLT (Weiler ’88) Twice the caffeine, twice

the orange. HM ’90.

0334 JOYCE TERRY (Muhlestein ’74) The original
"Joyce Terry" pattern, yellow standards, white falls,

A classic.

$3.00

0335 JOYOUS CADENCE (Hummel ’88) A Joyce
Terry pattern with excellent substance and heat

$5.00

0336 JUNGLE PRINCESS (Aitken ’89) Attractive
combination of tan standards, red falls, and orange
beards. (Spartan x Mystique). HM’91.

0337 JURIS PRUDENCE (Ernst ’86) A warm white
of impeccable form. Very late. (Kentucky Derby x

$3.50

0338 JUST FOR FUN (L.Miller ’90) Ruffled yellow
old gold flushed apricot and medium gold beards
combine for a classic look in modern form.

(Mandolin x Queen in Calico).

0339 KAH-NEE-TA (Ernst ’89) Reverse bicolor of

rose standards, tan falls. Different. (Irene Nelson x

Honest Pleasure).

0340 KATHLEEN KAY NELSON (Hager ’93)
Deeply fluted dark violet blue; light yellow beards.
Tinted Crystal x (Silver Flow x Ruffled Ballet).

Featured in color, AIS Bulletin, April 1993. $22.00

0341 KATY LYNN (Ev.Kegerise ’86) Fluted and
ruffled lemon yellow, paler in center of falls; lemon
yellow beards. Acclamation x (Cream Taffeta x

Country Manor).

0342 KISSING CIRCLE (Stevens ’89) Blue bearded

blue and white plicata. airy form with excelient
$4.50

0343 KNIGHTED (B.Blyth ’87) Pure white
standards over royal violet falls with lighter violet
border; gold beards.

0344 LACE ARTISTRY (Aitken ’88) Smooth

peachy pink self with peachy beards. HM ’90. $4.00

0345 LADY FRIEND (Ghio ’81) Garnet rose; tall.

The color continues to please. AM’85.

0346 LA FORTUNE (M.Dunn ’89) Ruffled red
brown and magenta blend. Hilow descendant. $4.00

everywhere. DM’90.

$7.00

$4.00

$7.50

yellow edges and yellow beards.
AM’78.

resistance. Overlooked.

$4.50

Blue Luster). For legal eagles.

$6.00

$4.00

$4.00

branching and bud count. HM ’91.

$6.00

$3.00
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0361 LIGHT BEAM (L.Blyth ’85) Interesting cross
produced this interesting, lemon gold, flower.
(Broadway x Beverly Sills). We think of this almost
as a lemon yellow "Jessie’s Song." A talented judge
in Region 14, Mike Howard, refuses to let us dig
plants of this to fill orders because he wants every
plant for himself. To outsmart him, we’ve planted it
in several places. Recommended.

0362 LIGHT SHOW (Keppel ’91) It is a light show,
with distinct red lines radiating over clear bright
yellow ground falls. Can be slow grower.

$3.00

$16.00

0347 LAND O’ LAKES (Schreiner ’82) Lightly

ruffled rich sky blue self with hint of lilac; lemon
yellow to white beards. One of our favorites for cut
flowers and arrangements. HM’84.

0348 LARA (Hummel ’91) Magenta rose with

salmon blushing at shoulders; rose red beards. From
Tidemark.

0349 LARRY GAULTER (B.Brown ’88) Dark red

purple self, beautiful ruffling and large flowers. From

Titan’s Glory. HM ’90.

0350 LAST CALL (Williamson ’82) Medium light
lavender blue standards with lavender pink highlights;
white falls with dark lavender blue plicata border;

cream yellow beards. Smoke Rings x Montage. $4.00

0351 LAST DANCE (McWhirter ’79) Light pink
standards with hint of blue, light violet falls with pink
brown infusion; tangerine beards. (Amigo’s Guitar x
(Laurie x San Leandro)).

0352 LAST EMPEROR (Gaulter ’90) Smooth,

smooth beautiful lightly ruffled royal blue purple, self

beards, from His Lordship lines. For late season;
$7.00

0353 LATIN HIDEAWAY (Nichols ’86) Important
bicolor blend, lavender buff standards, wine red falls;

bright orange beards. AM’90. Recommended. $3.50

0354 LATIN ROCK (Schreiner ’84) Peachy pink
standards, smooth plum falls, tangerine beards. A
people pleaser with striking colors. HM’86. $3.00

0355 LEAPING DOLPHIN (Hager ’92) Wide blue
violet that, upon aging, matures to lighter silvery tones

$15.00

0356 LE CYGNE (Hamblen ’92) Red bearded white

with green texture veining. New for us; the plants

appear small, but the picmre in the color catalog that
introduced this variety is mouth watering, so we are
hopeful, and we are fertilizing.

0357 LEDA’S LOVER (Hager ’80) For many years,
the best white available, and still holds its own.

Warm creamy white with opulent ruffles; lemon
beards. Cook Cup Winner, 1981; Walther Cup, 1982;
AM’84. (Geometries sib. x Ice Sculpture).

0358 LEGATO (Blyth ’91/92) A vibrant metallic
orange with bright saturn orange beards. Latin Lark

S14.00

0359 LICORICE STICK (Schreiner ’62) Deep blue

black violet self. AM’64. What a show last year
$5.00

0360 LIFE OF RILEY (McWhirter ’93) It was not
until this was lined out last year, and bloomed
throughout early to mid season that we realized how
good the life of riley was. Terrific performance from
this variety, peach standards, rose tan falls, bright red
beards. Cameo Concert x Role Model.

$2.50

$8.50

SOLD OUT

$3.00

recommended.

in the falls. Quality.

$15.00

$2.50

X (Edna’s Wish x Orangerie).

from this thirty year old iris!

$20.00

0363 LILLYPILLY WINE (B.Blyth ’87) Big bushy
tangerine beards set off this orchid blue pink with
whitish areas on falls; purple based foliage; early.

$6.50Goddess x Triple Crown.

0364 LIMELIGHTER (Schreiner ’88) Butter yellow

standards, creamy falls with large butter yellow
beards. Ruffled. Great performer here.

0365 LINGERING LOVE (D.Meek ’86) Orchid

pink standards, white falls with delicate pink border;
orange beards. A top seller last year.

0366 LINGERING SPRING (Hager ’92) Very late,
season extending, deeply ruffled white; white beards
tipped yellow in throat. Edith Wolford sib. x Tinted
Crystal. Almost a white "Bubbling Over,” but for late
season, making it a valuable addition to the garden and

a noteworthy new introduction.

0367 LIONESS (Ernst ’89) Overlooked, yellow tan
standards, warm brown falls lightening toward the
edges; near white spot at tip of yellow beards; laced

$8.50

0368 LIQUEUR CREME (Blyth ’89/90) Standards
are creamy white, falls are white with 1/4" lemon
yellow edge, deepening at hafts and gold beards.

$9.00

0369 LOIS RAINER (Durrance ’88) Great shade of

coral pink with excellent growing habits. (Coral Satin
X Custom Made).

$4.00

$3.50

$15.00

and fluted.

Purple based foliage.

$3.00

LOOKING FORWARD (Hager ’89) A

forward looking attempt at blue bearded yellow
breeding. The creamy white with bluish white beards

$7.50

0370

comes close. Tall, eye-catching.

0371 LORILEE (Schreiner ’81) Broad and ruffled
rose orchid with a zonal area under the light gold

$2.50beards. AM’85.

0372 LOVE BLUSH (Shockey ’91) Outstanding;
peach standards with strawberry flushes, near white
falls with laced peach rim; cerise beards. $12.00

0373 LOVELORN (Hager ’90) Orchid pink with
tangerine beards displaying excellent growth habits;

$8.00from the best in pink breeding.

0374 LOVELY GLOW (Gatty ’87) Soft apricot with
pinkish glow; orange beards; popular, and with good

$4,00reason.
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0375 LOVELY KAY (Hamblen ’80) Pink with

lighter area in center of falls, deeper-toned hafts, and

red-orange beards. Pretty Nancy x Pink Sleigh.
$3.50

0376 LOYAL DEVOTION (Waltermire ’82) Light
blue with crystalline effects; subtle deeper blue
veining. Has won a loyal following, including one
Australian grower who reports it is "one of the bluest
of the blue iris we have grown." HM’84. $3.50

0377 LOYALIST (Schreiner ’86) Rich claret wine

seif; cerise-claret beards; ruffled. Outstanding and
$3.00

0378 LUCKY LEMON (Maryott ’90) Near white
standards and lemon falls from a breeder that has done

$7.00

0379 LULLABY OF SPRING (Schreiner ’87)

Lemon yellow standards, warm lavender falls and
straw yellow beards. AM’93.

0380 LUNAR FLAME (Shockey ’92) From Flaming

Victory, this red bearded yellow was one of our
favorite new iris last Spring; pronounced sweet
fragrance.

0381 LUXURY LOVER (Tompkins ’91) Amber
standards, falls claret purple with heavy brown

$12.50

0382 MACHO HAMBRE (Hamner ’88) Unique
orange brown colors on large wide flowers; Lady
Friend child. Overlooked.

0383 MADAME BOVARY (Lauer ’93) Heavily
laced pastel pink with white area below yellow beards;
extraordinary substance; beautiful. (Feminine Wiles
X Wedding Party).

0384 MADAME CHEREAU (Lemon 1844) Lemon,

the first Frenchman to grow irises commercially in his

nursery in Belleville, France, starting with a catalog of

100 varieties in 1840, introduced this blue and white

plicata in 1844, 150 years ago. The variety was
named for his wife, the President of the National

Horticultural Society of France at that time. Lemon
did not hand pollinate his iris, but was satisfied with

the results obtained from insect pollination and mere
chance. Madame Chereau has remained in commerce

since its introduction.

0385 MAGHAREE (Blyth ’86) Wow! Love at first
sight. Pink amoena with 1/4" lavender white edge on

pink falls. Sold out, again, last year. We sent to
Australia for more, but order early anyway. $6.00

0386 MAGIC (Hager ’87) Blue pink self with deep
violet beards; a striking combination. HM’89. $4.00

0387 MAGICIAN’S APPRENTICE (Maryott ’89)
Two tones of purple black with gold beards. It will
cast a spell! (Witches’ Sabbath x Houdini). $5.00

AM’84.

vibrant color. AM’91.

advanced work in this color pattern.

$3.00

$17.50

undertones; bronze beards.

$3.00

$30.00

$4.00

0389 MAGIC WORLD (Hager ’89) Choice amethyst
violet with soft yellow beards. Has not been well
distributed.

0390 MAHARISHI (Keppel ’90) Creamy buff
salmon ground plicata with wide dotted band plus
midline of crushed violets; red orange beards.

$5.50

0391 MALAGUENA (Ohio ’85) Heavily ruffled
orange with whiter area around tangerine beards.

$3.50

0392 MANY THANKS (Gaulter ’89) A soft blue self
$4.00

0393 MARAUDER (Ghio ’84) Early maroon red

with black sheen; yellow beards. HM’86. $2.50

0394 MARGARITA TIME (R.Dunn ’88) A rave in

mauve; self beards; ruffled. Cheers. Pistachio x
Dream World. $5.00

0395 MARGE M (Sutton ’91) Ruffled violet blue
paler around violet blue beards tipped white. $13.50

$7,50

HM’93.

Vigorous plants. AM’89.

exhibiting Gaiter trademark form.

0396 MARIACHI MUSIC (Maryott ’88) Ruffled
bicolor with tan standards and smooth red-violet falls;

$4.50gold beards; tight, heavy ruffling.

0397 MAROON VELVET (B.Brown ’86) Rich

mahogany; Parents include Gala Madrid and Bay
$3.00Rum.

0398 MARTHA’S GOLD (Aitken ’91) An intense

yellow gold with a slightly deeper gold edge on falls;

yellow orange beards. From two border bearded iris
parents: Brown Lasso x Maid of Orange. $13.50

0399 MARY D (Hamblen ’88) Sultry smoke pink
standards, flaring violet blue falls. Somewhat
reluctant grower but patience pays off.

0400 MARY FRANCES (Gaulter ’73) 1979 Dykes

winning orchid blue self; grows on tall, perfectly
branched stalks, and still looks great.

0401 MEADOW LANDS (El.Kegerise ’86) Ruffled

quality pale yellow with greenish tint, yellow hafts;
deep yellow beards. Vigorous. Lemon Mist x
Country Manor.

0402 MEAGAN ELIZABETH (B.Brown ’91)

Smooth light purple violet with standards slightly
lighter than falls. Named after hybridizer’s first
grandchild. Reblooras in hybridizer’s Berkeley
garden.

0403

tangerine beards. From Praline. HM’90.

0404 MERRY MADRIGAL (Babson ’82) This

parent of the Dykes Medal variety, Edith Wolford, has
lemon cream standards, lavender over cream falls and

pale yellow beards. Parents include Touche and
Stepping Out. HM’85.

0405 METROPOLITAN (R.Nelson ’78) A

noteworthy bicolor with blue lilac standards, deeper
rosy falls, and tangerine beards. HM’80.

$6.00

$2.50

$4.00

$10.00

MEMOIRS (Ghio ’88) Dusty red self;
$5.50

$3.00

$2.50

0388 MAGIC RAIMENT (Kerr ’93) Extraordinarily
Moon’s

$25.00
heavily milled and substanced yellow.
Delight X Speculator.
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0406 MIDNIGHT FRAGRANCE (Stevens/ Hahn

’90) Exciting and reliable ruffled black with the added
extra of fragrance; plants usually have touch of purple
base foliage, though can vary, surprisingly, depending
on growing conditions. Dusky Dancer x Navy Strut.
HM’93. $6.00

0416 MOTHER EARTH (Hager ’88) A personal
favorite of its hybridizer, consistent rebloomer and is

producing outstanding reblooming seedlings which
should be on the market in coming years. Pale buff
standards, lilac lavender falls, white beards.
HM’91. $4.00

0417MILLION MILES (R.Nelson ’91) Long

awaited violet blue, white beards faintly tipped gold
$7.50

0407

orange; sweetly fragrant.

MOUNTAIN VIOLET (Hamner ’85)

Beautifully formed blossoms of pastel violet standards
flushed pink, falls darker with tangerine beards; wide

$3.00branched stalks. HM’89.
0408 MINTED HALO (Mueller ’87) Pink lavender

standards, falls same with veining, lighter in area of

golden yellow brds. Denver Mint breeding. $4.00
0418 MUCHAS GRACIAS (Hager ’84) A full peach
pink with muchas ruffles and tangerine beards from

$3.00

0419 MUCH OBLIGED (Hager ’92) Fine stems,
branching, and bloom placement define this pale

$12.50

0420 MULBERRY PUNCH (Schreiner ’92) An
advancement in this color class; blossoms of broad,

ruffled cerise purple w/ a smart self beard. $15.00

0421 MULLED WINE (Keppel ’82) Smoky
raspberry burgundy with bright tangerine heards. If
you did not get it then, get it now. AM’86. $2.50

0422 MUTED MELODY (B.Brown ’79) Distinctive

blend of creamy tan and light violet with cream beards
tipped lavender. HM’81.

0423 MY GIRL (Schreiner ’91) Smooth ruffled pink
with white center on falls; white tipped tangerine
beards. Talk about my girl.

0424 MYSTIC LACE (Aitken ’90) Early violet,
deeper violet falls, white spot around white beards,
and some lace. We love the parentage: ((Laced
Cotton X Mystique) x Seawolf).

0425 MYSTIQUE (Ohio ’75) Light blue standards
with a deep purple flush at the midrip, deep blue-
purple falls, bluish beards; Received Dykes Medal in
1980, and is the parent of many, many subsequent

$2.50

0426 MY VALENTINE (Hager ’87) Another recent
favorite of this hybridizer, laced while self with
tangerine beards. HM’89.

0427 NANCY GLAZIER (Hamblen ’86) Oyster
white standards blending to violet at base; white falls
with pale yellow edges; creamy yellow and violet
signals; greyed orange beards tipped blue. $3.50

0428 NAVAJO JEWEL (Weiler ’84) Widely praised
turquoise blue; AM ’90.

0429 NAVY CHANT (Luihn ’82) Velvet violet with

red sheen. From Dusky Dancer. HM’84. $3.50

0430 NEIL DIAMOND (R.Nelson ’87) A celebrity;
smooth deep violet with violet blue beards. (Azure
Lights X Navy Strut). HM’89.

0431 NEPTUNE’S CLOAK (Hager ’92) Graceful
clear sea blue with expansive, wide petals and white
beards.

Welcome Aboard.

Vanity x Liz. HM’87.

lavender blue self.

$3.50

$11.00

$6.50

ins.

$5.00

$2.50

$2.50

(White Elephant sib. x Avalon Bay) x
$17.50

0409 MIRROR IMAGE (Hager ’79) White ground
plicata with dark violet edging; blue beards; sibling, or

mirror image, of Graphie Arts. Odyssey x Charmed
$3.50Circle. HM’81.

Getting in shape

for iris season.

0410 MODERN TIMES (Gatty ’92) Ruffled and
starched blossoms of blue-white standards and flaring
icy blue-cool white falls, shade to cream lavender;

$15.00

0411 MOJAVE (B.Brown ’93) A desert blended

beauty with muted understated yellow standards,
brownish green falls, and lavender-toned beards.

(Sugar Daddy x (Golden Dynasty x Catalyst). $20.00

0412 MOMENTUM (M.Dunn ’86) Ruffled white

ground plic with pale blue stitching in standards and
violet edge. HM’88. Sells out every year.

blue white beards.

$2.50

0413 MONTEVIDEO (Ghio ’87) Popular vigorous
$3.00large orange; HM ’89.

0414 MOON JOURNEY (Hager ’88) White
standards, mid-yellow falls, large yellow beards.

$3.50Overlooked yellow amoena!

0415 MOONLIGHT DANCE (O.Brown ’87) Pastel
shades of yellow with self beards; heavy substance and

ruffling. $3.50
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0432 NElTreON DANCE (Blyth ’87) Excellent
yellow amoena with pure white standards and butter
rich gold falls. From Alpine Journey.

0133 NEW COOL (Burseen ’91) Tan standards, falls

are white w/ faint reddish brown plic margin. $13.50

0434 NEW DA’WNING (Ernst ’90) Lemon yellow
standards, white falls edged yellow, yellow beards,
ruffled. Quality. (Afternoon Delight x Gaulter pink

$5.00

0435 NIGHT FIRES (Innerst ’93) Dark blue purple
self with fiery red beards; slight fragrance. Firewater

$22.00

0436 NIGHT MAGIC (Kegerise ’91) White
standards with light red violet midrib shadings, purple
falls with laced white edges; white markings at gold
beards. (Midnight Love Affair x Ringo). Limited
stock.

0437 NIGHT RULER (Schreiner ’90) Dark purple
standards, black falls, black beards, ruffled.

Outstanding. HM’92.

0438 NORDICA (Maryott ’92) Lovely new tangerine
red bearded white. Heavily ruffled, excellent
branching, high bud count. Radiant Energy x
Oktoberfest. Recommended.

0439 NORMA JEAN (Durrance ’91) Intense pink.
$15.00

0440 NORTHWEST PASSAGE (Nichols ’88) Blue

violet standards sprinkled with dark blue violet plic
markings; white falls, edged solid royal blue; gold
beards tipped blue. Odyssey x Crystal Ball. $4.50

0441 NOTABLE (Ohio ’91) Late toasted melon; blue
blaze and red shoulders on falls. Parents include

Stratagem.

0442 OCEAN FURY (Stahly ’91) Smooth sailing
deep blue; lighter standards and blue beards. $10.50

0443 OH BABE (Anderson ’84) This babe has deep
gold standards, white ground falls with a broad band
of dark red brown plicata markings, deep gold in
center; light brown edges; deep yellow beards.
Dazzling Gold sib x Caramba. HM’86.

0444 OKLAHOMA CRUDE (Black ’89) Dark satin

standards, velvet black falls, mustard beards. A

gusher! HM’91.

0445 OKTOBERFEST (Maryott ’87) Noteworthy
glowing orange with self beards. AM’91. Sold out
last year but plenty of stock for people in search of a

quality orange.

0446 OLD BLUE EYES (Tompkins ’90) Rich large
$12.50

0447 OLDEN DAYS (Ghio ’89) Old gold standards
and mahogany falls in a smooth and satisfying

$6.00

$7.50

seedling).

X Midnight Fire.

$15.00

$6.50

$15.00

(Coral Satin x Custom Made).

$15.00

$2.50

$7.50

$4.00

indigo blue with heavy substance.

combination.

gilt edged falls have lilac and gold beards. Have you
$7.00

0449 OLLIBEE (Simon ’82) Standards are light
apricot with an iridescent sheen; yellow falls,
deepening to apricot near the shoulders; small cream
blaze; orange beards. Festive Aire x Big Peach.
HM’85.

0450 OLYMPIAD (Ghio ’84) Tall deeply ruffled

blue white with deep blue infusion at heart. If you are

not growing this, you should. (Bubbling Over x Mary
Frances). AM ’88.

0451 OMINOUS STRANGER (Innerst ’93)

Standards are a "strange" muted yellow, trimmed with
purple and dotted with tiny brown spots; the falls are

muted yellow, trimmed in purple, with tiny brown
dots all over; bronze beards trimmed blue white.

Point Made x Sibling.

0452 OPENING ACT (Lauer ’91) Exquisitely
formed flowers of deep orchid enhanced with orange
beards topped orchid; late. (Feminine Wiles x
Wedding Party). HM’93.

0453 OPPORTUNITY (Keppel ’90) Lightly laced
dandelion gold. (Orangerie x Praline).

0454 ORANGE JUBILEE (Schreiner ’93) A vibrant

new orange with lavish ruffles; somewhat taller than
other oranges on the market at 38 inches; slight whiter
area below orange beards; attractive foliage. $16.50

0455 ORANGE POPSICLE (Sutton ’88) A fragrant
creamy orange, ruffled and laced. Quite nice.
(Mandolin x Mistress). $3.50

0456 ORANGE WAVE (H.C.Mohr ’88) A vigorous
$3.00

0457 ORBITER (Aitken ’85) Rich ruffled purple
with fragrance. AM’89.

0458 ORBIT RULER (Spence ’88) A nicely formed
ruffled royal blue with matching beards tipped yellow,

$6.50

0459 ORCHID BLUSH (J.Brown ’81) Although we

have had the privilege of introducing Bob Brown’s
irises for many years, we take special pleasure in this

variety, the only iris ever introduced by his wife,
Jean. It is a lovely laced and ruffled light orchid with

slightly darker veining on falls; orange beards tipped
orchid; terrific growth habits.

0460 OREGON SKIES (Schreiner ’91) Well
branched and multi-budded (10-11 buds) clear light
blue with turquoise hints. (Sapphire Hills x Sdig.) x

Scandia Delight. Received high HM, 1993. $9.00

0461 ORETTA MCCARTHY (Durrance ’88) A light
grey blue with dark blue beards. (Prince of Peace x

$5.00

0462 ORETTA’S SHADOW (Durrance ’91) Ruffled

medium blue purple with deeper flushes throughout.
Dark & voluptuous; incredibly, did not receive an HM
award last year.

got that Old Time Religion?

$3.00

$2.50

$22.00

SOLD OUT

$6.00

Valencia orange self.

$3.50

and ending in horns. Limited.

$3.00

Sexton sdlg).

$7.00

0448

Blended tones of tan, lilac, steel and honey beige;
OLD TIME RELIGION (Tompkins ’89)
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0478 PEEK A BLUE (Sexton ’75) Delicately frilled

white self with light blue plicata edging; deep navy
blue style arms; cream white beards. HM’76. $4.(X)

0479 PERFECT DOLL (Hager ’91) Pure white with
ruffles and lace and tangerine beards. It is, in sum, a

perfect doll.

0480 PERFECT INTERLUDE (Schreiner ’84)

Standards are ruffled white; falls are broadly ruffled

and finely shaded yellow; self beards. (Citron Creme
X Sunlit Ripples) x Country Manor. HM’86. $3.50

0481 PERSIAN BERRY (Gaulter ’77) Light

mulberry and lavender blend, deep tangerine beards;
distinctive maroon shoulders. AM’81.

0482 PERSIAN GOWN (O.Brown ’85) Tall magenta

purple with white area below attractive red beards.
HM’88. Good overall performer, excellent garden
qualities.

0483 PERSIMMON PARASOL (Durrance ’91)

Ruffled pink orange standards & laced orange style
arms topping persimmon orange falls. (Shoot Out x
Wild Oats). A little different.

0484 PERSONAL FRIEND (M.Dunn ’85) Ruffled

rosy magenta violet; slight bluish wash at hafts; violet
beards tipped mustard. Songster x Mystique. $3.00

0485 PETALUMA (Denney ’79) Ruffled dusty rose
with violet flash on falls, white tipped yellow beards.

$2.50

0486 PHENOMENON (Byers ’89) Pale peach pink
standards, falls are light yellow with a center that
varies from white to pink white; beards sometimes
white tipped tangerine orange, sometimes pure yellow
orange; ruffled; blue horns.
Blowtorch.

0487 PINK BELLE (Wood ’84) A stepping stone in
this breeder’s pinks, still attractive itself.

$9.00

$2.50

$2.50

$11.50

(Orinda x Warlord).

Beverly Sills x
$10.50

$4.00

0463 ORIENTAL FLAIR (O.Brown ’90) Ruffled

and fluted Spanish orange with pink influence
throughout; greyed bushy oranged beards add the right
touch. Nice. $12.50

0464 OUR REQUEST (D.Meek ’91) Cream

standards flushed yellow gold at midrib; falls yellow
gold, discreet brown peppering around edge and large
central cream area under yellow gold beards; heavily
ruffling. From Desert Echo.

0465 PACIFIC DESTINY (Lauer ’93) Heavily

ruffled mid sky blue blossoms with extra heavy
substance; slight white area below white beards tipped
blue. Very early and remains in bloom well into mid
season.

0466 PACIFIC OVERTURES (Denney/ McWhirter

’91) Deep blue tones in beautifully ruffled compact
$14.00

0467 PAGAN PINK (Byers ’88) Medium hot pink
with lighter edged standards, very pale pink falls with

deeper hafts blended tan; bright red orange beards on

orchid base; long fuzzy amethyst horns; heavily
$6.00

0468 PALACE GUARD (Messick ’77) Deep blue
purple self with blue beards. Royal Touch x
(Goodness X Indiglow). HM’78. $3.50

0469 PANOCHA (Ernst ’88) Gently ruffled yellow
standards, clear white ground falls with brown dots
across hafts. (Desert Echo x Patina).

0470 PARADISE (Gatty ’80) A fine example of this
breeder’s pink cream breeding; smooth; orange

$2.50

0471 PARIS BLUES (M.Dunn ’90) Stunning heavily

ruffled sterling silver blue. (Carved Crystal x Blue
Maxx) X (Portrait of Larrie x Carriage Trade).

$7.00

$9.50

$18.50

blossoms.

ruffled. Risque Pink x Moonlit.

$3.00

beards. AM’84.

HM’93.

0472

purple with yellow beards tipped purple.

0473 PARTY QUEEN (L.Miller ’91) Erythrite red
standards, dark ruby red falls, burnt orange beards.
Only 28", but still a good party. (Far Corners x
Marmalade).

0474 PAT LOUGHRAN (Durrance ’88) Qualifty
ruffled dark purple with black beards. A smoothy.
(Good Knight X Black Soul). HM’93.

0475 PATTERNS (M.Dunn ’90) White ground
standards with plum peppering; while falls with plum
edges & peppering; pale plum beards. Involving
Rancho Rose, Midway and Rondo.

0476 PEACEFUL MISSION (Ernst ’90) Deep cream
standards sporting yellow infused near white rim,

$7.00

0477 PEACH PICOTEE (Schreiner ’90) Apricot

peach standards topping cream white falls with 1/4"
picoteed rosy rim; tangerine beards. HM’93. $7.00

PARK LANE (B.Brown ’81) Ruffled red
$3.00

$7.50

$5.00

$7.00

white falls with gold shoulders.

0488 PINK BLUE GENES (Niswonger ’90) Good

expression of popular though still novel blue bearded
$6.50pink pattern. HM’93.

0489 PINK CELEBRITY (Stadler ’89) This Vanity

child is ruffled light coral pink with deep coral beards;
$4.50one of the best modern pinks.

0490 PINK GALA (Wood ’90) A clear, lightly

ruffled tangerine bearded pink; show bench qualities.
$6.00

0491 PINK HEART (Hager ’93) Clear clean light
pink with ruffles and lace; closed standards and flaring
flower form on this quality addition to the pink color
class.

0492 PINK STARLET (V.Wood ’93) The Region 14
Trophy last spring for best new introduction is the first

of many awards we expect this variety to receive; a
lovely laced beauty in medium pink with heavy
ruffling and substance; tangerine beards.

HM’93.

$20.00

$20.00
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0493 PLAY WITH FIRE (Schreiner ’87) A strong
red entry from breeders known for them. Well

branched. Our row of this last Spring, all blooming
at the same height, with three open on each plant, was

impressive. HM’89.

0494 POINT MADE (Innerst ’88) Bronze gold
standards, cream white falls plum speckled; bronze
plum beards. Spinning Wheel child. HM’90. $4.50

0495 POLAR SEAS (Keppel ’87) Showy neglecta
plicata; light blue standards, falls white with violet
edging; pronounced fragrance. HM ’91. $4.00

0496 POLITE SOCIETY (Hager ’89) Subtle yellow
bitone, with pale yellow standards and deeper medium
yellow falls; matching beards.

0497 POPULARITY (Keppel ’90) Yellow with
mandarin red beards; sweetly fragrant. $6.00

0498 POSSIBILITIES (D.Meek ’92) Pale blue violet

standards with deeper falls, light area beneath
cinnamon tipped beards; slight fragrance. (Carved
Crystal x Theatre).

0499 POWER SURGE (Ghio ’91) Vigorous salmon
ground overlaid magenta, apricot salmon falls lined
and edged in magenta. HM’93.

0500 PRECIOUS MOMENTS (Gatty ’83) Excellent
ruffled pale yellow cream with warm cream white falls
and yellow beards. AM’88.

0501 PREMIER EDITION (Schreiner ’89) White

standards, soft blue lavender falls, white beards tipped
yellow. Land O’ Lakes x Tide’s In. HM’92. $6.00

0502 PRESENCE (Gatty ’87) Mauve toned light
pink, coral peach beards shaded lilac at tip. (Paradise
sib X sib) X Simply Pretty. HM’89.

0503 PRESTIGE ITEM (Hager ’92) Glowing
salmon rose blend with show branching and excellent
growth habits. Unique color and fine flower form.
Recommended.

0504 PRINCE CHARMING (Williamson ’88) A
lavender-neglecta plicata which was awarded the
Premio Firenze at the Florence trials in 1991. $3.50

0505 PRINCE OF PEACE (Sexton ’80) Fluted and
ruffled white self with white beards. Sea of Galilee

$4.00

0506 PRIZE DRAWING (Plough ’88) A tan- yellow
One of the last fine

$2.50

0507 PROGRESSIVE ATTITUDE (Innerst ’92)

Prolific and rapid increasing plicata; white standards;
white falls with narrow blue-edged stitching; lemon
beards; purple based foliage. Instructor x (Burgundy
Brown x (Osage Buff x Spinning Wheel). $15.00

0508 PROUD TRADITION (Schreiner ’90) Perhaps
the most outstanding neglecta available on the market.
Light blue standards, ruffled medium blue falls, blue

beards tipped yellow; incredible color contrast. (Sdig.
X Navy Strut) x Royal Crusader). HM’92. $5.50

$3.00

$6.50

$16.00

$8.50

$3.00

$4.00

$13.50

sib X First Snow. HM’82.

lavender-brown plicata.
introductions from Plough.

0509 PULSE RATE DATE (Burseen ’92) Cream

pink standards washed with light maroon purple; falls
cream yellow with fancey maroon purple wash and
streaks; mustard beards. (Lilac Laser sib x Queen in

Calico).

0510 PUNKIN’ PATCH (Denney/ McWhirter’89)
Extremely vigorous light pumpkin orange. (Brandy x
All That Jazz). HM’92.

0511 PURE AS THE ... (Innerst ’89) Fine snow

white; cream beards tipped white. HM’91. $7.50

0512 PURGATORY (Moores ’87) Contrasting dark

orange standards and red brown falls rimmed dark
orange. Outstanding; only flaw is that it has not been
fertile and, boy, have we tried. HM’90.

0513 PURPLE PEPPER (Schreiner ’86) Standards

lavender blue, falls white peppered blue. Novel
$3.00

0514 PURPLE PIROUETTE (Hamner ’88) Large

ruffled deep purple self, white beards heavily lipped
purple. Parents include Touche, Princess Gloria and
Navy Strut.

0515 PURSUIT OF DREAMS (Ev.Kegerise ’91)
Heavily ruffled bright lemon yellow with laced or
serrated edges; deep yellow beards. From Pleated
Gown X Catalyst.

0516 QUICK PICK (Gartman ’92) Luscious peach
coral with large white area on falls. Region 14 1990

$17.50

0517 QUIET FRIENDSHIP (Gaulter ’90) Fluted

pastel lavender with darker infusions; near white to
orange beards. From Persian Berry lines.

0518 QUINTESSENCE (Hamner ’90) Stunning

ruffled violet blue; self beards. One hybridizer we

know uses this on everything in the garden! (Bubbling
Over X Classic Profile).

0519 RADIANT ENERGY (Maryott ’86) Well

formed, heavily ruffled, sunfast deep yellow with deep
$4.00

0520 RAINBOW ETUDE (F.Kerr ’92) A fine

ruffled blue violet with sparkling area around thick
white tipped yellow beards; an iris with plenty of
ettitude, a quality zonal. (Ruffled Ballet x Titan’s
Glory).

0521 RAINBOW TOUR (Black ’90) A real people

pleaser. Ruffled mid pink standards with bright
fuchsia purple falls, pink hafts, distinctive pinkish
white spray pattern around orange beards plus smoky
orchid pink edge. Recommended.

0522 RAMONA HOWARD (McWhirter ’90) Good

reports on this dark marine blue purple self from all
over. (Winterscape x Hilo Shores). HM’93. $6.50

0523 RANCHO GOLD (Burseen ’91) Dark bronzy

gold standards infused orange, dark mahogany brown
falls with gold streaks concentrated in center radiating
out to finely laced gold edge; orange beards. $12.50

$12.50

$4.50

$4.50

pepper pattern. AM’92.

$4.50

$9.50

Seedling Cup. Early.

$5.50

$10.00

yellow beards.

$13.50

$7.00
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SHIPPING CALENDAR COTTAGE COLLECTIONS

Please check below the desired shipping period.

This is the general time period that plants will be shipped
from Stockton Iris Gardens, so remember to leave enough

time if plants are needed by specific dates.

For beginners and/or those having trouble making
up their minds, choose a price level of $25, $50, $75 or

$100 and we will send you or the person you designate an
assortment of iris worth at least double the value selected

based on prices in this year’s catalog. See page 34 for

more details, and use the space on the front or below or

include additional sheets to give us hints in selecting your
collection. Please note that BONUS DOLLARS do not

apply to collections.

1. Early July 4. Early August
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plant of the 1993 Dykes Medal Winner, Edith Wolford.
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with $25.00 in BONUS DOLLARS.
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0524 RANCHO GRANDE (Ohio’88) Large flowers
with rose standards and falls of amber. It’s a western

$3.50

0525 RAPTURE IN BLUE (Schreiner ’90) Deeply
ruffled light blue, white beards. Another Schreiner

S5.00

0526 RAVEN ROCK (Carr ’87) Dark violet with
dark violet beards turning brownish in throat. Dark
Triumph x Navy Strut.

0527 RAVEN’S ROAST (Plough ’81) Fluted and
lightly ruffled purple black with dark blue beards
tipped mustard. Black Market x Patent Leather. A

$3.00

0528 RASPBERRY FUDGE (Keppel ’89) Tan
raspberry standards, cream falls, darker hafts, and
wide wash-dotted border all set off by brick red
beards. AM’93. Limited Stock.

0529 RECHERCHE (Hager ’89) Lacy and serrated
deep orchid lavender for late, late season; whitish
beards. HM’92.

0530 RED LION (Hager ’86) A hit in ’’red" at the
$3.50

0531 REGAL AFFAIR (Shoop ’89) Patriotic colors;
a near red, white and blue iris with blue white

standards, blue purple falls, and red tangerine beards;
distinctive white haft markings add to this color
pattern. HM’93.

0532 REGENT’S ROW (Denney ’79) One of the
late Don Denney’s great accomplishments, a gentian
blue self with blue white beards tipped yellow in
throat. Pop O Sha x McWhirter Sdig. (Sterling Silver
X Babbling Brook). HM’81.

0533 RETURN TO ELEGANCE (l.Nelson ’88)
Pastel lavender rose marking around soft cream yellow
standards and falls. From Smoke Rings. $3,00

0534 REVOLUTION (Anfosso ’89) Striking! Large
flowers in bi-centennial colors; blue-white standards,
falls blue & tangerine beards; early season.

$6.00

0535 RICH RELATIONS (McWhirter ’90) Heavily
ruffled dark marine blue purple bitone in broad form.

$6.00

0536 RIGHT STUFF (K.Mohr ’93) Seductive, with

light blue standards and medium to darker chicory blue
falls; round and deeply fluted form. Romantic Voyage
X (J-88 X Light Fantastic).

0537 RINGO (Shoop ’79) The unique colors of this
1983 Award of Merit recipient still stand out - white
standards, purple falls encircled by a narrow white
rim, and tangerine beards.

0538 RIO VISTA (Brown ’77) Medium blue which
$3.50

0539 RISEN STAR (Maryott ’91) Popular big bright
yellow with white center; purple bases. Radiant
Energy x Sound of Gold. $10.00

mood.

advancement in blue. HM’92.

$3.50

dark classic.

$10.00

$6.50

’86 convention. HM’88.

$4.50

$4.00

Recommended.

(Night Club X Titan’s Glory).

$20.00

$2.50

reblooms in milder climates. HM’78.

0540 RIVERBQAT BLUES (Schreiner ’91) Another
quality Schreiner large flowered blue, extremely
ruffled. Excellent. HM’93.

0541 RIVIERA STOP (Anfosso’90) Take a chance
on this French import. If not, we may make include

$10.00

0542 ROBE OF ROYALTY (Hedgecock ’91)
Maroon standards with darker maroon velvet falls, self
beards. (Sky Hooks x Superstition).

0543 ROBERT PRESTON (D.Spence ’89) An
outstanding blue and white, lightly stitched plicata of
excellent form named for the recently deceased actor
of the same name. Recommended. (Spinning Wheel
X Stitched Right).

0544 ROCKET (Whiting ’45) Significant in its day
for its deep orange yellow colors and its contribution
to red tall bearded iris breeding. AM’47.

0545 ROCK STAR (Byers ’91) Apricot orange
bespeckled with red markings; red beards end in fuzzy

$14.00

0546 ROLE MODEL (Denney/McWhirter ’88)
Melon rosy tan standards with darker falls; tangerine
beards. ((Spectacular Bid x Brandy) x All That Jazz).
A great grower. HM’90.

0547 ROMAN PALACE (Blyth ’85) Gold standards,
white falls with brown plicata band. Tall. (Michigan
Pride x Broadway).

$10.50

it as a bonus, anyway.

$9.50

$6.00

$3.50

orange horns. Limited.

$4.00

$3.00

ROMANTIC MOOD (Ghio ’88) Pink
standards, white falls edged pink, tangerine beards;
ruffled.

0548

Imperfect branching but faultless flower
form. HM’90. A favorite. $4.50

0549 RON (Hamblen ’81) Violet blue standards,

slightly lighter falls with a still lighter center area;
beards are a subtle blend of yellow and blue. (Silent
Majesty x Neptune’s Pool). Attractive and robust
foliage. AM’85.

0550 ROSARITA (Keppel ’89) Light tan standards
overlayed in orchid rose. Falls apricot cream edged
brownish, rose hafts; white patch around rust orange
beards. Laredo x Queen in Calico. HM’93.

0551 ROSECRAFT (Hamblen ’86) Ruffled raspberry
violet, lighter area surrounding cerise violet tipped
beards. Lilac Flame child. HM’88.

0552 ROSETTE WINE (Schreiner ’89) A plum
raspberry delight with white area beneath the beards
on beautifully formed flowers,
branching. From Lorilee. AM ’93.

0553 ROYAL BLESSING (Carr ’88) Lightly laced
light pink with pinkish orange hafts and red/tangerine
beards. Vanity x Entourage.

0554 ROYAL CLOAK (Hamner ’87) Flaring violet
purple self with red beards and vigor.

0555 ROYAL INTRIGUE (Schreiner ’91) Large
deep ruffled luxurious rich velvety purple self.
Performed like a charm last Spring. HM’93. $9.00

$3.00

$4.50

$5.00

Perfection in

$5.50

$4.00

$2.50
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0571 SEA QUEST (Shoop ’90) Eye-catching reverse
amoena with light lavender blue standards and near
white falls washed lavender; striking tangerine red
beards. Novel.

0572 SECRET MELODY (Schreiner ’89) Apricot

standards, plicata washed raspberry falls, bright red
orange beards. Capricious x Queen in Calico. $3.50

0573 SECRET PLAN (Ernst ’90) Watermelon blend

with yellow highlights, one of which is the deep
yellow beard. (Autumn Leaves x Haviland). $5.50

0574 SENSUALITY (R.Nelson ’91) Fragrant soft

pink with lavender infusion. (Christa x Dawn
Light). $10.50

0575 SERENITY COVE (Hummel ’91) Salmon pink
standards with yellow style arms; warm buff falls with
deeper edges; lemon beards. New here but we have
heard good reports.

0576 SHAFT OF GOLD (Sexton ’76) Antique gold
standards, white falls with an antique gold border,

gold plicata markings, gold beards. HM’78. $4.00

0577 SHALAKO (Shockey ’84) Medium mahogany
brown standards flushed yellow; rich yellow falls with
wide plicata type mahogany brown blending; bronze
yellow beards; sweet fragrance. HM’88. $4.00

$8.00

$7.00

0556 ROYAL PREMIER (Maryott ’85) Smooth
ruffled red maroon with self beards. Seeing Red x

$4.50Maroon Bells.

0557 RUBISTAR (Schreiner ’89) Lightly ruffled
ruby red, golden yellow beards on top of velvet falls.

$5.50(Cairo Lyric x Gallant Moment).

0558 RUFFLED COPPER SUNSET (J.Gibson ’93)

Another uniquely patterned butterscotch copper tan
plicata with rust brown markings on shoulders and
orange beard from this recently deceased, enormously
accomplished, California hybridizer. $22.50

0559 RUFFLED GODDESS (R.Tasco ’93) This

attractive, heavily ruffled pink lavender received the

top seedling award in the Region 14 Spring 1992
regional meeting among stiff competition from entries
from many established hybridizers. It was introduced
last year, the first introduction from Richard Tasco, a

co-owner of a relatively new California commercial
iris nursery. Superstition Gardens. With yellow
beards tipped pink lavender, this ruffled goddess is a

rapid increaser and strong grower. Entourage x Mary
Frances. $18.50

0560 SANDY ROSE (O.Brown ’88) Rich buff pink
$6.00

0561 SANTIAGO (Ohio ’90) Tangerine bearded deep
red orange for late season; vigorous. (Stategem sib.
x Guadalajara).

0562 SATIN KNIGHT (Williamson ’91) Cream

white with green tinted shoulders; heavy substance and

broad form and, in keeping with name, a satin finish.
(Irish Spring x Dream Affairs).

0563 SATIN SATAN (Weiler ’86) Early blooming,

perfectly branched, smooth very dark violet near
$4.00

0564 SATIN SIREN (Gatty ’87) Ruffled and laced
medium pink self; bittersweet orange beards. $4.00

0565 SATURNALIA (Hager ’82) Bright clean yellow

standards, falls pale orchid over white, blending to
yellow at edge with smooth orange buff hafts; yellow

$2.50

0566 SCANDIA DELIGHT (Schreiner ’89) Under

rated ruffled sapphire blue, lighter at center of falls;
white beards. Includes Tide’s In, Cup Race, Tufted
Cloud & Sailor’s Dance. HM’92.

0567 SCENARIO (Hager ’79) This Shipshape child
has silvery lavender standards with tan style arms and

lavender violet falls with pale yellow beards. $3.50

0568 SCHORTMAN’S GARNET RUFFLES

(Schortman ’81) Maroon red iris which is still a best
seller; for good reason. HM’85.

0569 SCINTILLATING LADY (Tompkins ’87)
Large tangerine bearded blue. Heavily ruffled and
very showy.

with rose lavender infusion.

$8.00

$10.50

black; self beards. HM’88.

beards.

$4.50

$2.50

$3.00

0578 SHIPSHAPE (Babson ’69) Medium blue self;
$3.00Dykes Medal, 1974.

0579 SHIRALEE(Blyth ’88) A plicata grandchild of
Beverly Sills; lavender pink standards, white falls with

deeper lavender rose edging and center line; white
beards tipped tangerine.

0580 SHOOTING STARS (Ernst ’92) Unique plicata
pattern in amber gold with white zone under gold
beards. Novel red stems.

0581 SHOREBIRD (R.Nelson ’89) Ruffled white

with pronounced greenish overlay and veining, fading
to white; white beards. (Columbia Blue x Azure

Lights).

0582 SHOWCASE (Schreiner ’75) Bright yellow

ground plicata; maroon brown edges. AM’8I. $3.00

0583 SIBLING RIVALRY (Williamson ’93) Sister

to Satin Knight, wide round form, light ruffling on
cream white flowers accented by greenish shoulders.

$20.00

0584 SIERRA GRANDE (Schreiner ’92) Large yet

graceful near blue amoena; cool white standards set
off by medium blue falls paling at edges. (Pledge

$13.50

0585 SIGHS AND WHISPERS (Black ’90) Small

flowered variety with white standards having slight
violet tints, falls have blue marbling with a white
central area and a wide violet blue edge; white beards.
Stock limited, and demand is always high for this
Premio Firenze winner.

$5.00

$13.50

$3.50

Irish Spring x Dream Affair.

Allegiance x Glistening Icicle).

$15.00

0570 SEAPORT (Keppel ’89) A very subtle blue and
$4.50white and violet plicata. HM’93.
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0586 SIGNPOST (Ohio ’91) For late season; tan

apricot standards, lavender white falls edged in tan
apricot.

0587 SILK SILHOUETTE (Gartman ’92) Very
heavily ruffled deep black violet with a silky richness;
deep blue beards. (Bubbling Over x ((Dignitary x

$22.00

0588 SILLY DAG (Ernst ’89) Reverse bicolor with
lemon yellow standards, falls pale blue white & golden

(Muted
$3.50

0589 SILVERADO (Schreiner ’87) Cool, heavily
ruffled, blue-white self; near perfection. Received the

new Wister Medal’93 and, thus, under new voting
rules, probably assured of Dykes Medal in 1994 in
that the voting will probably tilt in favor of a tall
bearded variety.

0590 SILVER FOX (Wood ’90) Beautifully formed
white with a blue white cast. Tangerine beards tipped
violet. Popular and appealing. HM’92.

0591 SILVER YEARS (Hager ’80) Very pale blue
standards, white falls and pale vellow beards. Pretty.

$3.50

0592 SIMPLE DREAMS (R.Nelson ’83) Smooth

apricot, pink, tan blend with deeper apricot tan flush
at hafts and deep red orange beards. Sun Fire x Glory
Bound. HM’85.

0593 SINISTER (Denney/McWhirter ’90) A red self
in cherry mahogany colorations; noted for its

outstanding vigor in its reluctant gowth class.
(Spectacular Bid x Maroon Velvet). HM’93. $6.50

0594

branched ruffled white. One of the best whites on the

market noted for its excellent branching and vigor.
AM’89. Recommended; every "beginner" should try
it, every experienced grower should keep it around
until a better white comes along, which is not very
likely.

0595 SKYBLAZE (Keppel ’87) Great ruffled sky
blue with huge red tomato beards. AM’93; Premio
Firenze 1990. Limited.

0596 SKYHOOKS (Osbourne ’80) Modern classic
space age iris; soft yellow standards, same falls with

whitish center, gold beards ending in violet horns.
One of the most important breeder irises ever.
AM’86.

0597 SKYLIFT (J.Browne ’93) Heavily ruffled pale
blue with slightly darker blue beards; extra extra
substance, excellent branching. Limited.

$12.50

Superstition) x Titan’s Glory).

yellow hafts; yellow beards; refreshing.
Melody x Ringo).

$2.50

$7.50

AM’85.

$4.50

SKATING PARTY (Gaulter ’83) Well

$2.50

$6.00

$2.50

$30.00

illl
\

I
With those spots,

it must be a plicata.

0600 SMOKE RINGS (Gibson ’72) Smoky orchid
with mauve rims on the falls against a creamy ground;
yellow beards; ruffled. Still fine. HM’73.

0601 SNOW BLANKET (Ernst ’91) Very fine
ruffled white with pale lavender infusion; white tipped
tangerine beards.

$2.50

$12.00

SNOWBELT (Keppel ’92) Child of

Snowbrook, this blue white plicata has crisper colors
$17.50

0603 SNOW CREAM (Grosvenor ’90/91) Creamy
warm yellow Australian bitone; with a lighter rim on
falls.

0604 SNOW D’OR (Blyth ’91/92) Orange bearded
yellow amoena with white standards lemon infused at
midrib and yellow falls edged white.

0605 SOAP OPERA (Ghio ’82) Tan, green, and blue
$3.00

0606 SOCIAL BUTTERFLY (Denney ’80) Lightly
ruffled and delicate white ground plicata with orchid
violet stitches & orange beards tipped white. $3.00

0607 SONG OF ANGELS (Schreiner ’91) Icy
ruffled lavender white with heavy lace and substance.
Very late. (Visual Arts x Cloud Cocktail).

0608 SOPHISTICATION (Hamblen ’84) Pink

standards that deepen at the base, near white falls
edged pink; laced; medium blue beards tipped red
orange in throat. HM’86.

0609 SPACE ODYSSEY (Hager ’78) White ground
plicata stitched and edged in lavender blue; yellow

$3.50

0610 SPARKLE BERRY (Hamner ’91) Standards

are white edged in berry red; falls have berry red hafts

with lines raditating from tangerine beards. $10.00

0602

and a wider ’’bell" at its edges.

$7.50

$9.00

blend. HM ’84.

$9.50

$4.50

beards. HM’80.

0598 SKY SURF (Magee ’89) A Colorada creation
in ruffled white with faint green highlights. (Colorado

$4.00Sunshine x Winter Pines).

0599 SLEIGHING SONG (Robinson ’84) Ruffled
pale violet with soft yellow beards; pronounced sweet

$3.50fragrance.
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0611 SPARTAN (Schreiner ’73) Dark red self;

here’s a secret: sometimes the older ones are just as

good. AM’76.

0612 SPEAKEASY (Denney/McWhirter ’90) Late;

striking and vivid colorations of freely blooming
burgundy, velvet brown and blue. Overlooked. $7.50

0613 SPECIAL FEATURE (Osborne ’88) Fun, full

blue violet novelty; the special features are the large
protruding flounces.

0614 SPECIAL MOZART (Anfosso ’91) Bright
silver blue standards, deeper in heart; almost white
falls, white beards. (Mystique x Flair) x Sea Venture.

$11.50

0615 SPECTACULAR BID (Denney ’81) Red black
with matching beards. A Cottage Gardens’ classic.

$2.50

0616 SPEED LIMIT (Lauer ’92) Medium blue with
chalk white zonal area below white beards; reliable

rebloomer. Up Periscope x Marine Luster. $14.00

0617 SPELLBREAKER (Schreiner ’91) Outstanding
violet with captivating white beards.

0618 SPICED CUSTARD (Weiler ’87) Cream
yellow standards, burnt orange and cinnamon blend
falls; red beards. Mid/late season. HM’89. $3.75

0619 SPRING FAIR (0. Brown ’90) Ruffled and

flaring lavender pink; henna orange beards. $10.00

$2.50

$3.50

French origins.

AM’85.

$9.00

0628 STAR LANCE (Plotner ’89) Dark violet
standards touched white in center; dark violet falls

with deeper midline bisecting white center; very dark
purple edging and light orchid beards.

0629 STARLIT VELVET (Stahly ’91) Ruffled
velvety deep black purple with small white spray
pattern around bronze tipped purple beards. (Night
Lady x Spinning Wheel). HM’93.

0630 STAR MASTER (R.Dunn ’87) Large ruffled
royal purple violet with rebloom tendencies. $3.50

0631 STATUS SEEKER (Gartman ’90) Heavily
ruffled deep coral flowers with orange beards. Creme
de Creme x Smooth Talk. HM’93.

0632 STELLAR LIGHTS (Aitken ’86) Vigorous
blue violet w/ a white flash on falls. HM’88. $2.50

0633 STERLING SILVER (Moldovan ’63) Another
oldie but goodie; silvery blue violet standards; red

$4.00

0634 STERLING STITCH (Innerst ’84) Quality
ruffled blue and white plicata with unusual tangerine
beards; incredible vigor, as if plants were given huge
doses of vitamins. HM’87.

0635 STOLEN DREAMS (Hager ’90) Wide, laced
deep orchid, paler falls; tangerine beards. $8.00

0636 STOP THE MUSIC (Schreiner ’85) A hit
parade item with maroon standards and white falls
with a maroon plicata band. HM’88.

0637 STORYLINE (Ghio ’90) Early blooming,
standards are rose over apricot base, falls are apricot
ground, sanded and dotted rose edge. Tangerine

$5.50

0638 STREET DANCER (Blyth ’85) Champagne
standards infused lilac at midrib, falls velvety royal
purple edged lavender; tangerine beards. $5.50

0639 STRIKING (J.Meek ’91) Pleasing combination
of white standards with heavy orchid pile markings;
white falls, beards same lipped coral.

0640 STRUTTIN’ HIGH (Hamner ’91) Ruffled grey
orange with tangerine beards. (Good Earth x
Homecoming Queen). $10.00

0641 SUKY (Mahan ’91) White flushed violet

standards, falls medium to deep violet with large white
zonal area; white beards. Can rebloom and did so
here. From Victoria Falls. HM’93.

0642 SULTRY MISS (Ev. Kegerise ’86) Pinkish
peach standards, falls lavender pink. Quality. $2.50

0643 SUMMER HAZE (Hummel ’87) Greyed mscan
yellow standards with pink rimmed aster violet falls;

$3.00

$5.50

$14.00

$10.50

violet falls. AM’66.

$3.00

$2.50

beards. Nice.

$9.50

$14.50

yellow beards.

0620 SPRING FLING (Denney ’81) Ruffled rosy
$3.50pink self, rosy pink beards.

0621

butterscotch flowers with blue flashes all around

bronze gold beards.

0622 SPRING IMAGE (Hager ’88) Overlooked.
Laced and fluted icy orchid self; white beards.

$5.75

0623 SPRING PARASOL (Ernst ’92) Vigorous new
pink with distinct violet veining in standards and heavy
substance and lace. Recommended.

0624 SPRING PLEASURE (Shoop ’88) Heavily
ruffled white with deep orange red beards.

0625 STAraWAY TO HEAVEN (Lauer ’93) A
striking near amoena with beautiful form and excellent

garden habits; graceful off-white cream standards and
medium blue falls; distinctive wave-like ruffling.
Edith Wolford x Breakers.

0626 STARDUST MEMORIES (Schreiner ’90)
Prolific soft lavender pink plicata with excellent
branching. Looks great in two year clumps, which is
how we viewed it two years ago in the Schreiner
Oregon display garden where we fell in love with it.
Vigorous.

0627 STAR FLEET (Keppel ’93) One of our favorite
new ones, shadowy mulberry violet, slightly bluer
falls, with distinctive rose flush at the shoulders and

blazing tomato red beards.

SPRINGHOUSE (Innerst ’91) Beautiful

$9.50

(Pleasure Dome x Monaco).

$15.00

$6.00

$20.00

$6.00

$20.00

0644

Standards, wisteria blue; magenta falls.

0645 SUN AND SAND (Maryott ’88) Standards of
deep yellow, falls of brown; orange beards. A color
coordinated addition to your garden.

SUMMER MAGIC (MeWhirter ’88)
$3.50

$3.00
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0646 SUNDAY SUNSHINE (Ernst ’87) A lovely
ruffled yellow, lightly brushed white.

0647 SUNKIST FRILLS (Palmer ’87) Sun-kissed

yellow standards, falls white with yellow rim.
$3.50

0648 SUNLIT CORAL (H.Monroe ’89) Glowing
blend of coral pink and apricot orange.

0649 SUNRAY REFLECTION (Ernst ’92)

Excellent, vigorous reverse yellow amoena with falls

edged in bright lemon; an advancement in this popular
color pattern, not an easy achievement given how
many that exist.

0650 SUNRISE PROMENADE (Gaulter ’88) Bright
sunshine yellow standards, slight green cast at midrib;
ivory white falls blending to yellow on edge, yellow
hafts; chrome yellow beards.

0651 SUPER DANCER (Blyth ’89/90) This super
iris has tan apricot standards, plum violet falls, and

tangerine beards, a color combination unlike any other

in the United States market. Sweet Musette may come
closest, but this is more ruffled.

0652 SUPERSTITION (Schreiner ’77) Classic rich

dark beauty with hint of maroon. AM’8I. $2.50

0653 SUPREME LADY (Stadler ’90) Ruffled

medium pink with pale blue tints; red pink beards over
near white patch. Pink Sleigh x Vanity.

0654 SUPREME SULTAN (Schreiner ’88) Smooth

tan gold standards, mahogany red falls. HUGE
flowers! AM ’92.

0655 SURF LADY (Blyth ’88/89) Light blue, near
white standards, lavender blue falls, and pronounced
lemon yellow beards. A favorite of its Australian
hybridizer. Flower Show x Dutch Girl.

0656 SWEET ANITA (Nearpass ’87) Pale lilac pink
standards, falls very pale pink stitched light red violet

$4.00

0657 SWEET JOLENE (J.Meek ’87) Lavender

orchid standards, slightly lighter falls, white area
around melon beards; heavily milled. (Sweetheart

$4.00

0658 SWEET MUSETTE (Schreiner ’86) This has

made our personal list of favorites for the past few
years; lavender pink standards, rich rose pink falls,
lightly laced. AM’91.

0659 SWEET REFLECTION (Maryott ’88) Pale
violet standards; the falls are red violet with a lighter

$3.00

0660 SWIRLING SEAS (Gatty ’84) Early heavily
raffled and substanced marine blue from Full Tide and

Five Star Admiral. HM’86.

0661 SYNCOPATION (Gatty ’84) Late tan gold
violet bicolor; garden bright spot with outstanding
form. When asked to name a favorite from its

hybridizer, this appears on our list. (Velvet Flame x

Show Biz). Restocked for 1994. AM’88. $3.00

$2.50

HM’90.

$3.00

$15.00

$3.00

$10.00

$5.00

$3.00

$7.00

edges, and pink beards.

Waltz sib X Instant Charm).

$2.50

rim.

$3.50

0662 TACEY (Hamblen ’91) Stunningly raffled
violet blue with near blue beards. Two Award of

Merit winning parents: Ron x Bubbling Over. $10.00

0663 TALL SHIPS (Aitken ’93) A new medium blue
zonal with white flashes on both standards and falls.

Some rebloom. Victoria Falls x Seawolf.

0664 TANGO BRAVO (Blyth ’87/88) Lovely
apricot cream, deeper falls, orange tangerine
beards. Outstanding color; recommended. $6.00

0665 TARGET (McWhirter ’89) Deep violet flowers
with bright bushy tangerine beards. (Touche x
Regent’s Row).

0666 TENNESSEE FROST (McWhirter ’77) Early
ruffled white self including beards; hybridizer’s first
intro. (First Snow x Sapphire Hills). HM’79. $4.00

$18.00

$4.50

0667 TENNESSEE GENTLEMAN (Innerst ’91)

Compact and exquisitely formed flowers of medium
yellow ground with 1/2" blue purple trim on falls;
bronze blue beards; show branching, unique colors.

$10.00Top HM’93.

0668 TENNISON RIDGE (Begley ’89) Plum
burgundy standards atop white ground falls with

plicata edging of plum burgundy. Some rebloom.
AM’93! - not bad for the hybridizer’s first intro. A
second one should be out in 1995. $6.00

0669 TEQUILA SUNRISE (McWhirter ’78) A

Cottage Gardens’ classic variegata. Plant it, or drink
it. AM’83. $2.50

0670 TERRA BELLA (Hager ’89) Bright amber
standards, falls are blended from amber gold to bulf
with brown at borders, orange beards. (Samrnalia X

$5.00Sheer Poetry). Overlooked.

0671 TEST PATTERN (Ghio ’90) Tan standards,
butterscotch falls, edged in rust; different. Parents

include Gay Parasol, Mystique & Gigolo. Good
growth. HM’93. $5.00

0672 THEATRE (Keppel ’81) Well formed flower
with light violet standards and white ground falls with

a heavy purple plicata wash. AM’86.

0673 THINK BIG (Hager ’89) A ]arge royal purple
with purple tipped pale yellow beards.

0674 THORNBIRD (Byers ’89) A hit in
Washington, 1991. Pale ecru standards, falls are

greenish tan with deeper hafts like a good Harris
tweed. Attractive tipped mustard & purple horns.
AM’93. We probably have supplied more plants of
this variety than anyone over the last few years but
this year we have limited stock, which is why the
price of this for 1994 is set relatively high. $12.50

$2.50

$6.50

0675 THRILLER (Schreiner ’88) Intense cerise-

claret color makes this a garden thriller.
AM’92.

Late.

$3.00

0676 THROB (Weiler ’91) Dark cadmium yellow
with deep golden orange beards winning praise from
many sources. HM’93. $8.00
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0677 THUNDER MOUNTAIN (Schreiner ’89) Deep

royal blue purple with self beards from Titan’s Glory.
HM’93. Nice.

0678 TIDE MARK (Hummel ’87) ’Well thought of
white ground plicata with amethyst violet markings

$5.00

0679 TIGER SHARK (Maryott ’86) A tan yellow
with prominent maroon stripes running full length of
the falls; yellow beards; ruffled. Showy!

0680 TIME PIECE (Roderick ’87) Bright choice

yellow, marked by white spot around yellov/ beard.
(Sheer Poetry x Copyright). HM’89. Quality. $3.50

0681 TIMESCAPE (Hager ’90) Lavender white
standards, falls blue white with orchid lavender blot in

center, white beards tipped yellow. Attractive
ruffling; recommended. Limited. HM’92. $8.50

0682 TIME TOGETHER (Hager ’90) Light purple
brown standards with apricot falls, lighter at center
and deepening at edges; nice lacing; vermillion beards.
Good effect. (Cinderella’s Coach x (Sneak Preview x

Homecoming Queen).

0683 TINTED CRYSTAL (Hager ’88) A pristine
blue white with perfect form. Highly recommended.
((Scenario x Pleasure Dome) x Ron). HM’91. $4.00

0684 TITAN’S GLORY (Schreiner ’81) Large

flowered, vigorous dark violet winner of 1988 Dykes
Medal.

0685 TOMOKO (R.Nelson ’89) A rose lavender

blend with huge deep red orange beards that is a
personal favorite of its hybridizer. HM’93.

0686 TOPAZ JEWEL (L.Miller ’91) Deep rich
butterscotch with blue white area on falls below the

orange yellow beards.

0687 TOP GUN (Gaulter ’88) Hot bitone pink.

Creamy pink standards, deeper rose pink falls; deep
$3.50

0688 TOTAL ELEGANCE (Gibson ’85) Attractive

plicata with purple, violet & brown stitching. $2.50

0689 TOWERING FINALE (Hager ’92) Wide mid

blue which makes significant contribution by extending
$14.50

0690 TOWN CLOWN (Blyth ’87/88) A bright spot
of color and a red, white and blue combination.

White standards, mid blue falls highlighted by bright
$6.00

0691 TRACE (M.Dunn ’91) A trace of delicate blue

plic markings against white ground; white beards;
rapid increaser.

0692 TRACY TYRENE (Ernst ’88) Bright smooth
variegata; lemon yellow standards, blue purple blend

$4.00

0693 TRANQUIL SUNSHINE (Niswonger ’90) Pale

yellow near white standards, yellow falls, yellow
beards. Tranquil and pretty.

$5.00

and shrimp red beards.

$3.00

$8.00

$2.50

$10.00

$12.50

orange beards. HM’90.

the bloom season; very late.

red tangerine beards. Fun.

$9.50

falls; frills and lace. From Ringo.

$5.00

0694 TRIPPLE WHAMMY (Hager ’90) Tall (in
1992 60-65 inches!) and novel. Bright yellow
standards, lavender white falls with deep gold hafts,
wide yellow border; bright purple beards and horns.
Recommended for those who like these things. ((Birth
Stone X Sky Hooks) x Jester) x (Barbary Coast x
Buckthorn). HM’92. Limited.

0695 TUMBLIN’ DICE (R.Nelson ’90) Violet with

distinctive wide orange beards. ((Glory Bound x

Metropolitan) x Entourage). Heavy demand in
Nevada for this fine iris. $7.50

0696 TURBULENCE (Steinhauer ’76) White self

with yellow beards exhibiting great vigor. (Cup Race
X Piety). HM’77.

0697 TWICE THRILLING (Osborn ’84) Delightful

quality space age iris; heavily substanced pink with
$3.00

0698 TWILIGHT BLAZE (Keppel ’92) Mandarin
red beards blaze out from this dusky steel violet iris.

$14.50

0699 TWIST OF FATE (C.Palmer ’80) Light violet
blue standards, near black falls with bronze beards. A

$2.50

0700 UNFORGETTABLE FIRE (Schreiner ’91)

Tall, vigorous, well-branched crimson red self with
good growth habits. HM’93.

0701 UNFURLED FLAG (Hager ’83) An old
curiousity shop item, this novelty iris often has six
falls and no standards; blue violet with white beards

tipped yellow. Look for more of these in the future;
a Joe Ghio "flat" dark purple seedling received the
medal at the Region 14 Spring 1993 seedling show;
Jim McWhirter has a neglecta "flat'' in the seedling

$5.00

0702 VANITY (Hager ’75) Exceptionally vigorous
pink; only four or five buds per stalk but each rhizome
sends up multiple bloomstalks. DM ’82. $2.00

0703 VARGA GIRL (Monroe ’86) Blue pink
standards, cream pink falls deeper at edges. Possible
rebloom in mild climates.

0704 VENUS AND MARS (R.Nelson ’87) A broad

metalic violet blue with exemplary growing habits.
Well named. HM’90.

0705 VERACITY (Hummel ’87) Cadmium orange
$5.00

0706 VERISMO (Hager ’87) Ruffled deep amber
brown self. A personal favorite of its hybridizer; non

reblooming sib. to Cherokee Tears. HM’89. $3.00

0707 VERIVOGUE (R.Dunn ’89) Standards ivory
yellow cream, greenish ivory cream falls; bright gold
beards. (Forbidden x Pina Colada).

$13.50

$3.00

horns and spoons. HM’86.

(Skyblaze x Faraway Places).

classic. HM’82.

$11.50

beds.

$3.50

$3.00

with indian orange beards.

$4.00

0708 VIBRATIONS (M.Dunn ’90) Burgundy rose
standards, deeper burgundy red falls, large white area
below beard & radiating lines on edge; tan beards.

$5.00Unique. Lush foliage. HM’92.
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0709 VIDA (Daling ’87) Blended rose to buff
$2.50

0710 VIGILANTE (Schreiner ’91) Buttercup-caramel
standards offset by silky black maroon falls; ruffled,

flaring and smooth. Popular. HM’73.

0711 VOLTAGE (Messick ’93) Lightly ruffled bright
electric orange self; red orange beards. Black Hills

$20.00

0712 WAKE UP CALL (Black ’90) Ruffled bright
wake up call yellow with white tipped yellow beards;

$6.50

0713 WALKING TALL (Aitken ’87) Standards are

butterscotch, falls are lavender. Intriguing. (Post
Time x Mystique).

0714 WANDA WOOD (Tompkins ’92) Late ruffled
light baby ribbon pink with deep pink beards. $17.50

0715 WAR CHIEF (Schreiner ’92) A smooth ruby
red with large domed overarching standards. From
many generations of Schreiner reds.

0716 WARM AND TOASTY (Plough ’77) Bright
empire yellow standards, toasty brown falls, and

$3.50

0717 WARRIOR KING (Schreiner ’85) Still one of
$2.50

0718 WAY OUT WEST (Nichols ’90) Beige brown
standards, lighter center; yellow ground falls, stitched
dark brown, white area below bronze gold beards;
ruffled. (Kona Coast x Beyond).

0719 WEDDING PARTY (McWhirter ’80) A lacy

violet self with excellent form and clarity of color.
Has been an excellent parent. HM’82.

0720 WELCOME ABOARD (Hager ’90) A big,
broad, wide, welcoming medium blue with large,
doming standards; pale yellow beards.

0721 WENCH (L.Miller ’93) Plum infused pink
standards, with plum red violet falls finely edged in

pink and pink lines radiating out from tangerine
$17.50

0722 WEST COAST (Knopf ’68) Classic rich deep
yellow with excellent growth habits. AM’71. $3.00

0723 WESTWARD VISION (Nichols ’89) Beige
smoky lavender standards, white falls, edged purple,
cinnamon hafts; antique gold beards. (Ranee’s Palace

$4.50

0724 WHITE ELEPHANT (Hager ’82) Yellow
bearded white that is behind much later work of this

hybridizer.

0725 WHITE HEAT (Keppel ’93) A clean heavily
ruffled white with shocking bright mandarin red
beards. A welcomed new red bearded white, a

$18.00

0726 WIDE HORIZON (Gatty ’91) Tall vigorous
blue white w/heavy substance; huge blossoms.$12.50

standards, rose edged gold falls.

$9.50

Gold X Edna’s Wish.

sweet fragrance.

$2.50

$13.50

Chinese yellow beards. HM’79.

the best reds ever. HM’87.

$7.00

$2.50

$8.00

beards. Colortart x Ringo.

X Aztec Dancer).

$3.50

favorite color pattern well done.

0727 WILDEST DREAMS (Keppel ’90) Unique
fancy plicata with buff ground washed red-putple; near
solid dark red hafts; orange-tile red beards. $10.00

0728 WILD JASMINE (Hamner ’83) Yellow

standards and white falls with gold brown plic
$2.50washing. Popular. AM ’90.

0729 WINDSONG WEST (Nichols ’88) A hit at

previous conventions, particularly Omaha, 90. Smoky
blue standards, falls light blue with smoky blue wash
below orange beards tipped blue. (Full Tide x His
Lordship). AM’93.

0730 WINEMASTER (Keppel ’86) Smooth red with
mustard to oxblood beards and pronounced sweet
fragrance that gave a tremendous performance in
1993, a year that brought out the reds. Better ruffled
than most reds; early to mid season. HM’88. $4.00

0731 WINGS OF GOLD (Maryott ’91) White over

smooth yellow gold; heavily ruffled; bright.
HM’93.

0732 WINTERSCAPE (McWhirter ’85) Blue white

with orchid hints. 1st Runner-Up AM, 1992.
Gorgeous flower. (Light Fantastic x Carriage
Trade). $3.00

0733 WINTER’S WHIMSEY (Denney/ McWhirter
’90) Cool blue white with top form and heavy
substance. Flowers last five days. HM’92. $7.50

0734 WITCHES’ SABBATH (Maryott ’86) Ruffled
purple black self with gold beards. HM’88. $4.00

0735 WITCH’S WAND (Blyth ’88) Deep violet
standards with black violet falls and bewitching orange
red beards. HM’90.

0736 WORDS AND MUSIC (Grosvenor ’84/85)

Soft melon apricot with tangerine beards; ruffled and
$5.00

0737 YAQUINA BLUE (Schreiner ’92) Our favorite
of the Schreiner 92 introductions, wait till you see the

deep wave-like bubble ruffling and flower width on
this magnificent, ocean blue iris! Nothing like it; sure

to be popular with judges & public.

0738 YELLOW BRICK ROAD (Gibson ’92) We

admire the pattern on this new plicata, the beautifully
formed standards in dark brassy gold, somewhat
lighter falls, and a brick colored road that dominates

the shoulders and upper third of the falls. $15.00

0739 YES-TERDAY (Lineberger ’88) Lightly ruffled
smoky lavender with 1/4" mauve edges on falls;

$6.50

0740 YUKON FEVER (Schreiner ’86) Tall bright
golden yellow with super branching; top quality. Mid
to late season. HM’88.

0741 ZAMBEZI (Blyth ’84/85) Last in the alphabet,
but not least; standards rose over cream, falls cream

ground with a 3/8" rose stitched margin; gold beards.
Woodwine x Roundup.

$3.50

$12.00

$6.50

well formed. Australian origin.

$13.00

yellow tipped orange beards.

$6.00

$3.50
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MULTI-SEASON TALL BEARDED IRIS

0810 BROTHER CARL (Zurbrigg ’83) Dependable
white with pale yellow beards tipped blue. Sister
Helen x I Do.

0811 BUCKWHEAT (Byers ’89) The hybridizer
considered this one of his best and most exciting

rebloomer introductions; cream yellow standards, falls
medium yellow with variable greenish ecru influence
and dark brown lines at hafts to just below the yellow
beard. Reliable, slightly late, rebloom.

0812 CHAMPAGNE ELEGANCE (Niswonger ’87)

Light lavender standards, buff apricot falls; was not
introduced as a rebloomer but has made a name for

itself as one. AM ’91. First Runner-up last year for

newly established Wister Medal.

0813 CLARENCE (Zurbrigg ’91) Our new favorite
among the rebloomers we saw last year. Erect conical
standards are violet tinted white; falls are light blue

violet with white centers. Mid to late September/early
October rebloom in Stockton area; have not yet heard

reports from elsewhere.

0814 CLOUD BARON (Tompkins ’71) Tall medium
sky blue self with white beards; this moderate climate
rebloomer still boasts a modern flower form. Blue

Baron x Cloud Country.

0815 COMPOSED (Hamner ’90) Pleasing rose with
tangerine beards. Has rebloomed here past two years
though not registered as a remontant, but you may
want to give it a try if you live in a moderate climate;
in any event, it is a fine "once bloomer" or "oncer."
(Persian Berry x Heathers Blush) x (Entourage x Love
Magic).

0816 CORAL CHALICE (Niswonger ’83) White
standards, salmon pink falls on upper two-thirds fading
to white toward edge; tangerine beards. Reblooras
reliably in California and is a fair rebloomer in
Virginia. Coral Strand x Peach Spot. HM’85. $3.50

$3.00

$5.00

$4.50

$15.00

$5.00

$10.00

0800 ALL AMERICAN (Byers ’92) We acquired
this in August 1993; planted it in early September
1993; it tried to rebloom, but ran out of steam, so it is

untested as a rebloomer here. Registered with light
blue standards, glacial white falls, and bright red
orange beards; pronounced sweet fragrance. Eternal
Bliss X Pacific Tide.

0801 ANXIOUS (Hager ’92) Pale lilac with pale
yellow beards. Bonus Mama x Hallowed Thought.
So anxious it needs to bloom in the fall.

0802 AUTUMN BUGLER (F.Jones ’86) Violet

standards, darker falls, white beards tipped orange.

Reliable rebloomer, parents include Emma Louisa and
$4.50

0803 AUTUMN CIRCUS (Hager ’90) Lightly
stitched/etched blue violet plicata proving to be an
excellent reblooming iris. Along with Clarence, was
the most outstanding rebloom performance that we saw
in this area last year. (Space Odyssey x Socialite) x

Earl of Essex).

0804 AUTUMN CLOUDS (Hager ’90) Lightly
ruffled pale blue with blue white beards. Small
flowers but extremely floriferous. Received top
ribbon for its fall bloom at Region 14 1991 show, and
deserved it. ((White Elephant x Avalon Bay) x
Welcome Aboard sib.) Is producing fine rebloom
offspring.

0805 AVALON BAY (Hamner ’74) Bluebird blue

self, with nice ruffling in falls. The yellow beards are

tipped blue. Babbling Brook x Pop O Sha.

0806 BATHSHEBA COMES (B.Miller ’89) Lightly

ruffled smooth blend of garnet and deep rose; bronze

beards. (Gideon Victorious x Samaritan)

0807 BLUE MOONLIGHT (Byers ’89) Powder
blue-white with orange tipped cream beards.
Reblooms and you would too with these parents: Feed

$5.50

0808 BONUS MAMA (Hager ’90) Warm white with
hint of yellow in throat and light yellow beards.
Reblooms consistently here (June & September), and
should begin to figure into parentages of many other
reblooming varieties.

0809 BOUNTIFUL HARVEST (Hager ’91) White
ground plicata edged in violet purple. Outstanding
flower form on this reblooming iris, sister to
Hemstitched and Autumn Circus. Although grows on
short stem, this iris blooms continuously from early

spring through the summer and fall.

$22.50

$15.00

Violet Supreme.

$12.00

$12.00

$3.50

$7.50

Back X Brother Carl.

$6.00

$8.50

0817 CORN HARVEST (Wyatt ’77) Still modern
flower form on this reblooming full yellow self

Leora Kate x

$2.50
variety; ruffled; full yellow beards.
Double Indemnity.

0818 DOUBLE PRAISE (Hamner ’76) Dependable

apricot orange with tangerine beards. (Beauty Secret
X Ole) X Sib.

0819 DUKE OF EARL (Byers ’87) White plicata

lightly edged in rose violet; cream beards; heavily
ruffled and good flaring flower form. (Earl of Essex
X (Sky Hooks x Unknown Re Plicata).

$3.50

$4.50
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0820 EARL OF ESSEX (Zurbrigg 79) Although
tends to bloom on shorter stalks, this is one of the

most highly thought of, tried and true, rebloom
varieties; flaring white with precise blue violet plicata
edging; pale orange beards.

0821 ETERNAL BLISS (Byers ’88) Pale violet near
white standards, near white falls and tangerine beards
suit up this rebloomer. Its broad and ruffled form

make it a good parent for other remontants. $4.00

0822 FRAPPE (Byers ’91) Frothy light strawberry,
pale pink, with orange tangerine beards; not huge
amounts of color, but it does rebloom - late August,
typically.

0823 GOLD REPRISE (Moores ’88) Golden yellow
bitone with golden yellow texture veining in white area

under golden yellow beards. (Sunset Snows x Second
Look) X Soft Halo.

0824 GOOD FAIRY (Byers ’89) Creamy peach pink
standards, paler flesh pink falls with deeper pink hafts;

tangerine beards with horned tips on spring bloom.
(Entourage x Sky Hooks) x Heather Blush. $8.00

0825 GRAPE ADVENTURE (F.Jones ’86) Deep
violet standards and falls with a white sunburst blaze

under the violet beards tipped orange in throat. Grape
fragrance. Not the most modern flower form but an
extremely strong rebloomer.

0826 HALLOWED THOUGHT (Zurbrigg ’72) Very

pale violet amoena that has an extra dosage of rebloom
genes. Not our favorite flower, but the reliability of

its rebloom has made it a parent of some modern
$35.00 rebloomers on the market.

0827 HALLOWEEN HALO (Weiler ’91) Red

bearded near white that gets its name from a amber
$12.50

0828 HAPPY NEW YEAR (Byers ’90) Rebloomer

from Earl of Essex breeding. Ruffled creamy white
finely sprinkled with tiny violet dots, white beards

$5.00

0829 HARVEST OF MEMORIES (Zurbrigg ’85)

Dependable dresden yellow rebloomer; yellow beards;
exceptional vigor; high bud count. (Magic Memories
X Key Lime) x Corn Harvest).

0830 IMMORTALI’TY (Zurbrigg ’82) Ruffled pure
white, including beards, that blooms and reblooms and

$3.50

0831 JENNIFER REBECCA (Zurbrigg ’85) Rose
pink with modern form, branching and bud count.
Highly thought of by members of the Reblooming Iris
Society for its unique colors and dependable
rebloom.

0832 JEPHTHAH’S DAUGHTER (B.Miller ’86)

Golden bronze edged in rose; bronze beards. Summer
$5.00

$3.50

$8.00

$5.00

$5.00

$3.00

yellow band around the falls.

tipped yellow.

$3.00

blooms and reblooms. AM’90.

$4.50

rebloom here.

0834 LICHEN (Byers ’89) Grey, green, yellow blend
with texmre veining that changes from olive brown at
hafts to apple green; light yellow beards; ruffled.
Spirit of Memphis x Earl of Essex.

0835 MABEL ANDREWS (Zurbrigg ’83) Broad
rose pink with rose pink beards over lighter area on
falls. This rebloomed here last fall during an extended
rebloom season caused by warm temperatures through
the months of October and November; may not
rebloom in colder climates. Good color.

0836 MOTHER EAR’TH (Hager ’88) A personal
favorite of its hybridizer, consistent rebloomer and is

producing outstanding reblooming seedlings which
should be on the market in coming years. Pale buff
standards, lilac lavender falls, white beards.
HM’91.

0837 OLYMPIC RINGS (Moores ’90) The "rings"
on this olympiad rebloomer are its faint yellow halo on

the standards and deeper golden yellow halo on the

falls; golden yellow beards. (Grand Baroque x Gold
and Ermine) x Soft Halo. Big, husky foliage,
beautiful plants; may be a little late for safe rebloom

$7.50

0838 PEACH REPRISE (Moores’83) Lightly laced
peach pink with amber hafts; coral beards. Dante’s

$3.50

0839 PEARLS OF AUTUMN (Hager ’93) Creamy
pearl with one of the most modern flower forms of
any rebloomer on the market. Recommended. $22.50

0840 PINK REPRISE (Moores’91) A star of last

fall’s rebloom parade; lightly ruffled peach pink with
samrn red beards; stem on short side in the fall, but

still fine. Pink Sachet x Peach Reprise.

0841 QUEEN DOROTHY (Hall ’84) White ground
plicata, lightly stitched mid-violet; yellow white
beards. Known for its consistent rebloom. (Perfume
Counter x ReTreat).

0842 RECURRING RUFFLES (Hager ’90) A
ruffled blue violet that reblooms in September to
November; parents include Shipshape & Ruffled

$13.50

0843 SAXTON (Byers ’90) Creamy light yellow
standards, white falls, narrowly edged light yellow,
white beards tipped yellow orange; ruffled. (Soap

$10.50

0844 SECOND WIND (Byers ’89) Ruffled blue
white with light blue beards. Immortality x (Cease

$9.50

0845 SPEED LIMIT (Lauer ’92) Medium blue with
chalk white zonal area below white beards; reliable

rebloomer, with favorable reports coming in from
numerous and diverse regions and climates. Up
Periscope x Marine Luster.

0846 SPIRIT OF FIJI (Zurbrigg ’85) Primrose
yellow with a slight greenish cast; self beards; lightly

$4.50

$10.50

$3.75

$3.50

in colder climates.

Inferno sib x Summer Luxury.

$11.50

$4.00

Ballet.

Opera x Brother Carl).

Fire x Sky Hooks).

$14.00

ruffled and laced.

0833 LEMON REFLECTION (Smith ’78) Ruffled
brilliant greenish yellow; self beards. Lemon Mist x

$3.50Moonlight Duet.
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0847 STARSHIP (Byers ’89) Ruffled white, yellow
at hafts; yellow orange beards ending in long violet
white horns or spoons. Leda’s Lover x (Sky Hooks x
Condottiere).

0848 STELLAR LIGHTS (Aitken ’86) Blue violet

with white flash. Vigorous. Mild climate rebloom
only. HM’88.

$9.50

$2.50

0853 THEN AGAIN (Byers ’89) Medium blue with
blue beards tipped yellow orange; with aging flower,
lighter area in center of falls and deeper blue rim
appearance at edges. Mid-August rebloom here and
should do well in other areas.

0854 TOTAL RECALL (Hager ’92) For its healthy
stalk, its wide, heavily substanced, modern flower, its

color, and overall quality of its rebloom, we think this

represents the best of remontanls. Smoky pearl

standards with pearled yellow falls, light yellow
beards. (Mother Earth x Bonus Mama). Totally
recommended.

0855 TWICE DELIGHTFUL (Innerst ’89) Vigorous

light blue with tangerine beards tipped white. From
Shipshape, Tufted Gold, and San Leandro.

0856 VIOLET CLASSIC (Zurbrigg ’76) Broad
ruffled violet with a flower form that, when

introduced, was ten years ahead of its time for a
reblooming variety. Still ranks high on Reblooming
Iris Society popularity polls.

$6.00

$15.00

$4.50

$4.00

SUKY (Mahan ’91) White flushed violet

standards, falls medium to deep violet with large white
zonal area; white beards. Can rebloom and did so
here. From Victoria Falls. HM’93.

0850 SUMMER OLYMPICS (Smith ’80) Brilliant

greenish yellow on top, white below; yellow hafts in
between. A very faithful rebloomer, including colder
climates such as Ohio and Nebraska.

0851 SUNNY DISPOSITION (Zurbrigg ’91) Near
primrose yellow with yellow, sunny, beards. Harvest

$17.50

0852 TANG FIZZ (Annand ’93) A clean orange
amoena with a color intensity greater than, say.
Champagne Elegance; the fall bloom on this newly
planted variety grew a little short, but it is registered
at 36 inches, and should come through on an
established plant.

0849

$14.50

$2.50

of Memories x Immortality.

$25.00

0857 VIOLET MUSIC (Mahan ’91) The melodic

tune here is a reliable quality summer and fall
rebloom; ruffled medium violet with white blaze on

falls. From Victoria Falls. $12.00

NEW TO IRIS? OR JUST
HAVING TROUBLE CHOOSING?

Leave the decisions to us. Choose a price level of $25.00, $50.00,
$75.00 or $100.00 and we’ll send you an assortment of iris worth at least double
the value you select based on the prices in this year’s catalog. You may want to
indicate with your order whether you are new to iris, whether you would like a few
expensive varieties, many older proven performers, or a mbc of new and old, and
whether there are certain color types that you favor. Also indicate whether you
would like to grow median irises. We will try to select iris which we think will
perform well in the customer’s area,

excellent way to become familiar with iris, the rainbow flower.

EXTRA BONUS: If you order one of these sets and select a late August shipping
period, because you have made it easier for us to assess our stock and handle your
order, we will provide additional bonus irises of our choosing.

These pre-selected assortments are an
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0858 WALTZ ACROSS TEXAS (Moores ’88) A

waltz danced twice a year in golden yellow; bright
yellow standards, falls white ground with solid golden
yellow band, golden tan plicata brushings on either
side of light yellow beards. Palo Pinto x Halloween
Party. One of the better, though slightly late,
rebloomers on the market. $5.00

0859 WHITE REPRISE (Moores ’86) Modern broad
white rebloomer with self beards tipped yellow. Earl
Roberts x Soft Halo.

0860 WINTERLAND (Byers ’90) Greenish white
with light blue beards tipped yellow. Lots of ruffles,
lots of substance, and tots of rebloom. Parents include

that numero uno rebloomo. Immortality.

$4.00

$7.50

MULTI-SEASON MEDIANS

1301 AURORALITA (Weiler ’90) SDB; Light
yellow standards, stippled and edged delicately in
silverly lavender, slightly darker falls; pale lavender
beards. (Twink x Third Charm) x Muchacha. $2.00

1302 BABY BOOM (Byers ’90) SDB; Pale yellow
standards with cream white edges, medium yellow
falls, white beards tipped yellow. (Baby Tears x Baby

$3.00

1303 BE HAPPY (Aitken ’90) SDB; Icy blue
standards with round mid yellow falls. Has rebloomed

$3.50

1304 BLITZ (Weiler ’88) SDB; Yellow standards,

dark velvet yellow falls, yellow beards; reblooms.
HM’92.

1305 DARK CRYSTAL (Byers ’88) SDB; Deep
wine purple rebloomer; blue violet beards. (Third
World X Jewel Baby). HM’92.

1306 DITTO (Hager ’82) MDB; One of the all-time
greats of any class and winner of the Caparne-Welch
Medal in 1988. Glowing white with dark red maroon
falls edged white, touch of green on hafts & a blue

flash at tip of white beard.

1307 ELEANOR ROOSEVELT (Sass-McDade

’1933) IB; We think we have the right one; Phil
Edinger, the Sunset publications’ editor who knows
more about historic iris than just about anyone, saw
what we had labeled Eleanor Roosevelt reblooming
this past fall and told us that we actually had a similar

purple variety. Crimson King, instead. Now, it just so

Blessed).

past two years.

$3.50

$2.00

$2.50

happened that Phil was dividing his enormous clump
of ER, and would send us some so that it could be

listed. He did, and we are. Let us know if anyone
you know could use a plant of Crimson King. $3.50

1308 FLOWER SHOWER (Weiler ’90) SDB;

Dependable reblooming dark red violet with violet
$1.50

1309 HOT (Byers ’91) SDB; Bright yellow gold
standards, rich red brown falls edged bright yellow

$4.00

1310 JE-WEL BABY (E.Hall ’84) SDB; Dark purple
self with mid-violet beards. Dependable rebloomer.
(Sapphire Jewel x Baby Blessed). AM’89; 1st
Runner-Up, Cook-Douglas Medal 1993. $2.50

1311 LITTLE SHOWOFF (E.Hall ’89) SDB;

Reblooming, lightly waved and ruffled pale icy blue
with bright lavender blue beards. HM’9I. $2.50

1312 PLUM WINE (Weiler ’86) SDB; Standards full

plum violet, falls dark red plum violet; dark red violet
beards. Reblooms here until end of November.

AM’91.

1313 RAINBOW SHERBERT (Weiler ’88) SDB;

Pastel lemon yellow standards, pastel apricot falls;
$3.00

1314 SUNSTRIP (Weiler ’86) SDB; Bright full
yellow standards; red-mahogany falls with bright
yellow edges; yellow beards. HM’89.

1315

bearded pale yellow tinted green.

beards.

gold; yellow beards. A goodie!

$2.00

blue white beards.

$3.50

WILLOWMIST (Weiler ’83) SDB; Blue
$2.50

JOIN THE REBLOOMING IRIS SOCIETY:

informative Reblooming Iris Recorder published twice a year containing the latest about
multi-season irises. Membership is $5.00 per year ($12.00 triennial) payable to the
Reblooming Iris Society, c/o Charlie Brown, Membership Secretary, 3114 South FM
131, Dennison, Texas 75020.

Membership includes the
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1994 MEDIAN GENERAL LISTING

1001 AACHEN ELF (Kennedy ’84) MTB; Yellow

with lavender spot on falls; won Williamson-White
$2.50

1002 ABRIDGED VERSION (Hager ’83) MTB;
Smoky pink self with tangerine beards; tetraploid
(most table or MTB iris are diploid, having two sets
of chromosomes; this one has four; it is thought that
the additional genetic material enhances certain plant
qualities, including flower substance and bloom color;

all modern tall bearded iris are tetraploid);
Williamson-White Award 1987.

1003 ACE OF CLUBS (Hager ’84) SDB; Yellow
with a black signal; yellow beards. HM’89. $2.00

1004 AFFINITY (B.Blyth ’89) IB; Light lavender
grey blue standards, deeper falls, and a brown thumb
print on each side of bright gold beards.

1005 ALADDIN’S FLAME (Messick ’93) SDB; The

deep blue beards on this small brass lamp are
INCREDIBLE; if you were a hybridizer and had three
wishes, you would use one trying to get the beards
that this iris has.

1006 ALLENDALE (Sparling ’89) BB; Lightly
ruffled white with yellow beards. (Pebbles x Tulare).
HM’91.

1007 ANAGRAM (Keppel ’91) IB; Near apricot
standards; falls slightly greyer aprieot, tawny hafts,
near white spot under orange beards.

1008 ANGEL’S HALO (L.Miller ’91) SDB; Reverse

amoena plic, with cream standards having subtle light
blue violet edged dotting toward the midribs, white
falls. Hee Haw breeding.

1009 ANGEL’S VOICES (M.Wolff ’89) BB; Pale

empire rose with deeper, brighter beards.

1010 ARCTIC SPRING (Ensminger by Stanek ’91)
BB; Very late white with a light green rim on the
falls; white beards.

1011 APOLLO’S TOUCH (Nichols ’91) IB; Ivory
standards, creamy yellow midrib and base; smooth
yellow falls edged white with orange yellow beard
tipped white. (Academy Awards x Marmalade Skies).

$3.50

1012 APRIL ANGEL (Nichols ’91) SDB; Eggshell
white standards, faint violet stitching on style arms;
ruffled ivory falls, yellow & white beards.

Award, 1988.

$2.00

$3.50

$7.50

$4.50

$4.00

$4.00

$3.50

$10.00

Recommended. HM’93.

$2.00

1013 APRIL FOG (Nichols by Niswonger ’90) IB;
Blue standards, very pale blue falls, blue-white beards.
(Captured Spirit x Mystique). HM’92.

1014 ASK ALMA (C.Lankow ’87) IB; Coral orange
self; white beards tipped tangerine orange. AM’91;

$2.50

$2.50

Sass Medal Runner-Up 1993.

1015

yellow standards, stippled and edged silvery lavender,
slightly darker falls, pale lavender beards; reblooms.
((Twink X Third Charm) x Muchacha).

AURORALITA (Weiler ’90) SDB; Light

$2.00

1016 AZURE GEM (Hamblen ’82) SDB; Beautiful
formed round light blue with medium violet beards
AM’86. $2.00

1017 BABY BENGAL (Sutton ’90) BB; A fine
mustard yellow w/ red brown stripes on falls. $5.00

1018 BABY BLUE MARINE (Denney ’83) IB; It’s
blue, it’s cute, and it’s floriferous. (Azure Gem x

$2.00

1019 BABY BOOM (Byers ’90) SDB; Reblooms;
pale yellow standards with cream white edges, medium
yellow falls, white beards tipped yellow. (Baby Tears

$3.00

1020 BABY LOVE (D.Denney ’83) BB; Smoky
blue-pink; sienna beards. (Mystic Eye x Pink Sleigh).

$3.50

Regent’s Row). AM ’91.

X Baby Blessed).

HM’85.

MEDIAN GUIDE

MDB; Miniature Dwarf Bearded,

plants less than 8" tall.

SDB; Standard Dwarf Bearded,
8" to 15" tall.

Border Bearded, 1 5” to
27" stalks.

MTB: Minitature Tall Bearded,
16" to 27" stalks.

Intermediate Bearded, 16"

to 27" stalks.

BB:

IB;
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1021 BANDED BUTTERFLY (Boswell ’87) IB;

Bright yellow standards, darker falls with veining;
inner white beards and a yellow band at edge; yellow

$2.50

1022 BANDED ROGUE (Boswell ’90) BB; Old gold
standards, falls brownish yellow, with distinctive 1/4"

golden band; yellow beards. HM’92.

1023 BASSO (Ensminger ’90) IB; Dahlia purple; self
beards. HM’92.

1024 BAY RUFFLES (Warburton ’85) SDB; Heavily
ruffled pale violet blue with matching beards; wide
blue and rosy styles. AM’93.

1025 BEFORD LILAC (B.Jones ’91) SDB; Lilac

bearded flax blue with great flared form. Top
$5.00

1026 BEE WINGS (A.Brown ’60) MDB; Canary
yellow with a small maroon brown spot on each side
of beard. Pumila sdlg. x Green Spot.

1027 BE HAPPY (Aitken ’90) SDB; Icy blue
standards with round mid yellow falls. Has rebloomed

$3.50

1028 BEING BUSY (Hager ’93) SDB; Great, new

variegate; bright perky yellow standards, smooth, deep
maroon red falls; blue beards. (Combo x April Fool)

$7.50

1029 BETTINA (Dunderman ’81) MTB; White with

orchid pink plicate marks; light yeliow beards.
HM’84.

1030 BIG VICTORY (Burch ’90) BB; White

standards, greenish falls; yellow orange beards.$8.50

1031 BIMINI (B.Brown ’85) BB; Lavender &
$2.00

1032 BLAST (Hager ’93) IB; Bright apricot orange

standards and bright magenta falls; fiery tangerine
beards. We have enjoyed this for several years as a

seedling and now as an introduction.

1033 BLITZ (Weiler ’88) SDB; Yellow standards,

dark velvet yellow falls, yellow beards; reblooms.
$3.50

beards. HM’89.

$2.50

$3.00

$2.50

HM’93.

$3.00

past two years.

X Rabbit’s Foot.

$3.00

ruffles. AM'92.

$10.50

HM’92.

1039 BRIGHTEN UP (Hager ’90) IB; Bright deep
orange, tangerine orange beards. A garden bright

$3.00

1040 BRIGHT MOMENT (Hager ’82) SDB; White
standards and beards, violet falls edged white. $2.50

1041 BRIGHT VISION (Shoop ’83) SDB; Bright
peach pink with deeper peach spot on each of the falls;

$2.00

1041 BROADWAY BABY (Gatty ’90) IB; standards
are bronzy tan with warmed falls of white and oxblood
band. (Muchacha x Broadway). Recommended.

$2.50

1042 BUGSY (Hager ’93) MDB; If this isn’t the
cutest - yellow standards, falls black maroon finely
edged in yellow; orange yellow beards.

1043 BUNNICULA (Innerst ’91) IB; Clean, crisp,
bright new yellow amoena (white standards, yellow
falls).

1044 BUSINESS TYCOON (Nichols ’90) SDB;

Early; fluted chartreuse gold standards, ruffled yellow
brown falls edged chartreuse gold; beards blended

$2.50

1045 BUTTER PECAN (Hager ’83) IB; Bright
yellow with pecan brown stitching and border on falls;

$2.00

1046 CALLING CARD (Messick ’91) IB; Blue
white standards with greenish falls and smart blue
beards. (Jack R. Dee x Azure Gem).

1047 CARABOO (Sparling ’89) SDB; Lightly ruffled
white with blue thumb print on falls; white beards
tipped yellow at base. From Carousel Belle. $3.00

1048 CASTLE STRONGHOLD (Nichols ’88) BB;

Purple standards with white center & midrib; white

falls with purple band; gold and purple beards; fluted
and ruffled. HM’90.

1049 CHAOS (L.Miller ’90) SDB; Violet with

maroon hafts, white beards tipped gold.

1050 CHERRY POP (Hager ’84) SDB; Crimson
red, darker red in falls; red beards. HM’86. $1.50

1051 CHICORY CHARM (Hager ’91) SDB; Light
$4.50

1052 CHUBBY CHEEKS (Black ’85) SDB; Worthy
Cook-Douglas Medal winner last year, wide, rounded

and ruffled violet on white plic with pale violet beards
$2.00

1053 CIMARRON ROSE (Nichols ’90) SDB;

Ruffled grey red tan blend with brown tipped blue
beards. Received top SDB HM award in 1992.$2.50

spot. HM’92.

AM’87.

HM’92.

$8.00

$5.00

gold, violet & white.

yellow beards. Sass Medal ’91.

$3.50

$2.50

$2.00

blue lavender with self beards.

tipped tangerine in throat.

1034 BLOOD COVENANT (Nichols ’91) SDB;

Light garnet brown standards with tan undertone;
garnet brown falls; gold beards. HM’93. $3.00

1035 BLUE LINE (Jones ’87) SDB; Pure white with
$2.00deep blue beards. AM’91.

1036 BLUE WIND (Spence ’82) MDB; This little
gem is a ruffled, diamond dusted light blue with snow
white beards. From Little Miss Muffet.

1037 BOO (Markham ’71) SDB; White with distinct

dark blue purple spot; cream yellow beards. A
classic, AM’75.

$2.00

$2.00
1054 CLASSY BABE (L.Miller ’90) SDB; Pale coral

pink w/ light veined spot on falls. (Sheer Class x
$2.50Bright Vision). HM’92.

1038 BRIGHT CHIC (Shoop ’90) SDB; Bright
$3.00yellow with wide red beards. 1055 CLEAN SLATE (Boswell ’90) SDB; White,

charcoal thumbprint, lime hafts; white beards tipped
$3.50yellow. (Plum Spot x Cute Stuff).
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1056 CLIP (Anfosso ’90) BB; Late season bright

orange, light amber around tangerine beards.
((Carmen x Marmalade) x Mulled Wine).

1057 COLORFLICK (O.Brown ’91) BB; Deep

apricot pink standards, yellow falls edged apricot,
deeper apricot shoulders; white area below deep

$8.00

1058 COMBO (Hager ’77) SDB; Buff gold

standards, deep maroon falls; yellow beards. Has
figured into subsequent breeding in these colors.
HM’78.

1059 COMEBACK TRAIL (Nichols ’91) SDB;

Yellow standards with creamy undertones; cream falls
edged yellow with gold hafts and yellow beards tipped
orange. HM’93.

1060 COME SEE (Ensminger ’92) IB; One of our
favorite recent intermediates in a blue white plicata
pattern.

1061 COMMA (Innerst ’89) SDB; Burnt gold
standards with smoldering brown black falls and
bronze beards. Coalbucket x Little Episode. $2.50

1062 CONSERVATIVELY CLAD (Black ’90) SDB;

For right wing of garden; grey violet blue, lighter falls

$3.00

1063 COOL SATIN (Ritchie ’87) SDB; Ruffled

satiny sea lavender tinted amethyst; pale lavender
beards which occasionally throw horns.

1064 COOL STEPPER (Blyth ’90/91) SDB; Pretty
in pastel; cream champagne standards; beige apricot
falls; lilac beards tipped tangerine in throat. $3.50

1065 COPS (Sobek ’83) SDB; Great rich blue violet

with light blue violet beards tipped gold in heart.
Magic Secret x Dark Spark. HM’86.

1066 COTTON BLOSSOM (Jones ’70) SDB;
Ruffled cotton white self, including beards. Cook-

$2.00

1067 CRACKLES (Blyth ’90/91) IB; Pristine white
with heavily stitched violet edges on standards and
falls. Tangerine beards tipped white.

1068 CRAFTY LADY (Black ’91) BB; Warm

apricot standards; pink styles; falls have a pink ground
and a bright fuchsia raspberry spot that breaks into
pink veining halfway down; white spray pattern

Sorceress x Planned

$8.50

$4.50

tangerine heards. Very nice.

$1.50

$2.50

$7.00

with greenish spot.

$2.00

$2.50

Douglas Medal, 1975. Still terrific.

$3.50

around orange beards.
Treasure.

1072 DANCING CLOUDS (Gatty ’81) IB; Soft
lavender blue standards and white falls banded in

lavender blue; blue white beards. HM’83.

1073 DAPPLED PONY (Witt ’81) MTB; Blue violet
$3.00

1074 DARK CRYSTAL (Byers ’88) SDB; Deep
wine purple rebloomer; blue violet beards. (Third

$2.00

1075 DARK RINGS (Gatty by Keppel ’93) SDB;
Neat blue purple and white plicata with wide, round
form that it gets from one of its parents. Chubby

$7.00

1076 DARK VADER (R.& L.Miller ’87) SDB; A

dark blue black violet with bushy blue beards. We
love it. Cook Douglas Medal, 1993.

1077 DASH AWAY (K.Waite ’81) SDB; White

standards with dash of yellow in midrib; sulphur
yellow falls with white edge at lower end; white
beards tipped yellow. (Sky and Snow x Pamela Ann).
HM’83.

1078 DICKY BIRD (Hager ’93) SDB; Wine red,
slightly darker in standards; dark red purple beards.
Even Gilbert & Sullivan, who identified this species of

bird in their song from the Mikado, Tit Willow, would
approve.

1079 DITTO (Hager ’82) MDB; One of the all-time
greats of any class and winner of the Caparne-Welch
Medal in 1988. Glowing white with dark red maroon
falls edged white, touch of green on hafts & a blue
flash at tip of white beard. Reblooms.

1080 DOUBLE BANDED (Boswell ’88) BB; Light
yellow standards, cream yellow banded falls giving

$2.00

1081 DUSKY THIEF (Nichols ’89) SDB; Violet
dusky blue with darker halo on falls. HM ’91. $1.50

1082 EASY STYLE (Black ’90) SDB; Violet blue

with maroon overlay and veining on falls; blue violet
beards.

1083 ESOTERIC (Blyth ’91/92) SDB; Very early
beige cream with tangerine beards over whitish area

$6.50

1084 EYE MAGIC (Donnell) IB; This Australian
variety has gold standards and falls with a red
thumbprint on the falls; orange yellow beards. Eye

$3.00

1085 FAKIR’S FIRE (Guild ’80) MTB; Attractive
rosy red, somewhat darker around end of blue beards.
HM’83.

1086 FAUX PAS (Keppel ’90) BB; Ruffled dusky
peach with a rose orchid wash on falls; heavy
bloomer. HM’92.

1087 FIDDLE FADDLE (Hager ’89) IB; Plum
maroon standards, falls yellow ground striped red
maroon; off white beards. HM’91.

$2.00

dotting on white ground. HM’84.

World X Jewel Baby). HM’92.

Cheeks.

$3.50

$3.00

$8.00

$2.50

banded impression. HM’90.

$3.50

on center of falls; outer lavender rim.

catching.

$2.50

$4.50

$2.00

1069 CRY BABY (Ritchie ’84) SDB; Early; light
blue standards with olive yellow hafts; reverse
chartreuse yellow falls; deep violet beards tipped light

$1.50blue; pronounced fragrance.

1070 CUDDLE UP (Hager ’93) SDB; A small
flowered bright salmon pink; flame tangerine beards.

$8.50Outstanding.

1071 DAIQUIRI (Blyth ’88/89) IB; Apricot with a
golden apricot glow around beards and hafts; apricot

$3.00beards; a favorite of its hybridizer.
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1101 HONKY TONK HUSSEY (D.Meek ’91) BB;

Deep maroon self. Great.

1102 HOT (Byers ’91) SDB; Bright yellow gold
standards, rich red brown falls edged bright yellow

$4.00

1103 HOT FOOT (Hager ’82) MDB; Yellow
standards, dark red "hot" falls edged yellow; yellow

$2.50

1104 HOT FUDGE (Hager ’83) IB; Creamy yellow
ground plieata with delicious dark fudge brown
markings. Sass Medal, 1992.

1105 HOT SPICE (Aitken ’89) IB; Chocolate brown

standards with bright yellow falls stitched in dark

chocolate at the edges. Second highest AM vote,
$2.00

1106 HUSHPUPPY (Keppel ’85) SDB; Golden
mustard tan self with blue beards. HM’87. $2.50

1107 ICE CHIP (Niswonger ’86) SDB; Starchy
white with pale blue spot around white beards. $2.00

1108 INCA OFFERING (A.&D.Willott ’81) MDB;

Bright full yellow standards; deep red brown falls
edged full yellow; yellow beards. HM’85. $2.50

$8.50

gold; yellow beards; reblooms.

beards. HM’85.

$2.00

1993.

1088 FIRE ISLAND (D.Sindt ’89) SDB; Pure

ruffled white with yellow hafts and fire island deep red
$2.50

1089 FLOWER SHOWER (Weiler ’90) SDB;

Dependable reblooming dark red violet with violet
beards.

1090 FORTE (Black ’87) SDB; Vibrant rose orchid

standards, deep velvety black red falls; bronze beards

tipped lavender.

1091 FRACAS (Hager ’82) SDB; A vivid yellow
$3.00

1092 FRISBEES (Hager ’81) SDB; Cream standards,
deep crimson red falls edged in cream; pale yellow
beards. HM’83.

1093 GARNET ELF (Hamblen 11) MDB; Dark red

self, same, velvet, falls; dark violet beards. Received

Caparne-Welch Medal, 1986.

1094 GIZMO (Hager ’77) MDB; Dark violet with
darker red violet spot on falls; self beards. Received
Caparne-Welch Medal, 1987.

1095 GRANDPA’S GIRL (K.Fisher ’84) MTB;

Yellow standards, red violet falls edged yellow, yellow
$2.50

1096 GYPSY PASSION (C.Palmer ’90) SDB; Pale

pink infused yellow standards, light pink falls with
light orange hafts; red beards. Great grower. $3.50

1097 HAFNIUM (Innerst ’87) SDB; Moss grey with

deep blue beards. HM’90.

1098 HARLOW GOLD (Black ’82) IB; Great golden

yellow with white flash on falls. AM’88. $2.00

1099 HELGA’S HAT (Nichols ’90) IB; Ruffled

white with lemon hafts, white beards, and space age
$2.50

1100 HELLCAT (Aitken ’83) IB; A mini

"Mystique," with light blue standards and deeper
velvety purple falls. Sass Medal, ’90.

orange beards.

$1.50

$2.50

with white beards.

$2.00

$2.50

$1.50

beards. HM’86.

$2.00

white horns. HM’92.

$2.50

1109 INNER PEACE (A.&.D.Willott ’91) SDB;
$4.50Light blue with slight white halo.

1110 INVISIBLE INK (Hager ’84) MDB; Early
$2.00white with light yellow beards.

1111 IRISH TEMPER (K.Shaver by Nichols ’87)
$2.50SDB; Medium red; orange beards.

1112 JESSIE’S STAR (Vizvarie ’91) SDB; Ruffled

violet blue; yellow beards tipped blue; sweet
fragrance; Serenity Prayer sib x Pale Star.

1113 JEWEL BABY (E.Hall ’84) SDB; Dark purple

self with mid-violet beards. Dependable rebloomer.

(Sapphire Jewel x Baby Blessed). AM’89; 1st
Runner-Up, Cook-Douglas Medal 1993.

1114 JOAN MORITZ (M.Hogberg ’90) SDB; Buff
yellow standards, lavender blue falls edged yellow
buff; ehartreuse hafts and lavender blue beards.

(Flirty Mary x That’s It).

1115 JOHN (Ensminger ’90) IB; Chocolate brown
standards, falls are straw yellow with yellow beards.
Received most HM votes in this class, 1992. $2.50

1116 JUNE ROSE (Blodgett ’89) IB; Ruffled salmon
pink with rose blotches on falls and hafts; orange

$3.50

1117 JUNGLE WARRIOR (Aitken ’89) SDB;

Orchid violet standards, amber gold falls; blue beards.

Popular. (Helter Skelter x Dixie Pixie).

1118 KID STUFF (Hager ’90) MDB; Yellow
standards, slightly deeper falls; yellow beards tipped

$2.50

1119 KIWI CAPERS (Niswonger ’90) SDB; Pink
with violet blaze on falls, tangerine beards. Parents
include Marmalade Skies. HM’93.

$4.00

$2.50

$2.00

beards. HM’91.

$2.00

orange; multiple bloomstalks.

$3.50
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1138 LUCKY CHARM (K.Fisher ’87) MTB; Light
brown standards, deep red falls with yellow beards.
Consummation child. HM’89.

1139 MAD DASH (S.Asmus ’91) SDB; Greyed wine
standards; velvet deep wine maroon falls; pale yellow
beards; orange in throat.

$3.00

$3.00

1120 KONA BLUSH (Aitken ’90) BB; Tan flushed

pink standards accompanied by cream coffee falls with
charcoal brown spot; orange brds. HM’92.

1121 LATE NIGHT (L.Miller ’91) SDB; Violet

standards and ruffled blue black falls; gold tipped blue
$3.50

1122 LAVENDER DUET (Ev. Kegerise ’91) BB;

Mauve pink standards accompanied in the duet by lilac
$6.50

1123 LEARN (Innerst ’90) SDB; A flower show in
$3.50

1124 LE FLIRT (Harding ’88) SDB; Cream white
with pale violet blue plicata stitching; cream beards.
(Mini-Plic x Stockholm).

1125 LEMON POP (Lauer ’90) IB; Citrus lemon

with perfectly rounded falls; pronounced white spot
under yellow beards. Lovely. HM’92.

1126 LEMON RINGS (Aitken ’83) SDB; Lemon

yellow with white ring pattern on falls; white beards
tipped yellow. AM’88.

1127 LITTLE EPISODE (D.Rawlins 82) SDB; Dark

violet self with lighter violet 1/8" rim; violet beards.
AM’86. (Velvatine x Velvet Caper).

1128 LITTLE MARY SUNSHINE (Roderick ’89)

BB; Medium yellow standards, white falls, medium
yellow beards,
sources.

1129 LITTLE MAY DANCER (Hite ’76) MDB;

Cute, very cute; white standards, indigo blue falls;
$2.50

1130 LITTLE SHOWOFF (E.Hall ’89) SDB;

Reblooming, lightly waved and ruffled pale icy blue
with bright lavender blue beards. HM’91.

1131 LITTLE VIXEN (A.McWhirter ’91) SDB;

Deep purple standards with near black infusion; dark
red violet velvet falls; macaroni yellow beards. $3.50

1132

yellow with self beards.

$5.00

beards. (Jennie Grace x Unknown).

lavender falls and lavender beards.

warm pink. Live and learn.

$2.50

$4.00

$2.00

$3.00

Receiving praise from many
$3.00

blue border. HM’79.

$2.50

LITTLE WHO (Hager ’88) MTB; Maise
$3.00

1140 MAGGIE ME DARLIN’ (Guild ’85) MTB;

Attractive gold tan standards and mid red falls edged
$3.00in gold. HM’87.

1141 MAID OF ORANGE (Aitken ’89) BB; Creamy

smooth orange; bright orange beards. HM’91; 1st
$4.00Runner-Up AM, 1993.

MAUI MOONLIGHT (Aitken ’87) IB;1142

Outstanding lightly ruffled bright yellow self with
perfect flower form. Sass Medal, 1993. $2.00

1143 MAYA MAKITA (A.Machulak ’92) MDB;

The Mayan fixation continues in laced pure white
standards, blended white blue violet falls; lightly
laced; white beards tipped blue.

1144 MAYA MIST (A.Machulak ’86) MDB; Pale

yellow green to cream standards, falls pale blue-grey;
light blue spot at end of yellow tipped white beards.
HM’88.

$6.00

$2.50

1145 MAYA MOROCCO (A.Machulak ’90) SDB;

Greyed purple with a lighter rim around edge of falls.
$1.50Rapid increaser.

1146 MAYA-O-MAYA (A.Machulak ’90) SDB;

Standards greyed yellow green, falls same with gold
$2.00wash; ground gold beards.

1147 MEMO (Gatty ’91) IB; Bright lemon yellow
with large white fall spot, gold beards. (Muchacha x

$5.00

1148 MICHAEL PAUL (W.Jones ’79) SDB; Ruffled
very dark purple self that received the Cook Douglas
Medal in 1985. Excellent.

1149 MICHELLE STADLER (Stadler ’91) BB;

Lovely coral pink with deep pink beards. (Pink
$6.00

1150 MIDAS PLUSH (Blyth ’90/91) IB; From the
Australian hybridizer’s description introducing the iris:

"The most brilliant gold median iris we have grown.
Beards are chrome gold. It has superb branching and
makes a spectacular display in a clump."

1151 MINTAKA (Hummel ’91) BB; White infused
cornflower blue; veining on standards.

1152 MODEL CHILD (Ritchie ’89) SDB; Pretty

primrose yellow with white beards tipped yellow in
throat. Flirty Mary X Music Capers.

1153 MOMENT (P.Blyth ’86/87) SDB; An apricot
bitone darker in falls with tangerine beards. $2.50

1154 MOOCHA (P.Blyth ’89/90) SDB; Those
Australians have funny names for things; Maroon
brown standards with cream at base of midrib; lemon

falls, stitched maroon brown; old gold beards. $2.50

Broadway).

$2.00

Bubbles x Memphis Delight).

$4.50

$4.00

$2.50

1133 LITTLE YOU (Hager ’88) MTB; Tetraploid;
creamy pastel yellow infused pink, cream yellow falls,

$2.50yellow beards. HM’90.

1134 LIVELY ROSE (K.Fisher ’86) MTB; Rose self

with yellow beards. From Consummation breeding;
$2.00

1135 LOGO (Keppel ’86) IB; Gold apricot ground
with rosy purple plicata border and red beards.
Excellent grower. AM’90.

1136 LOUISE HOPPER (Hager ’80) MTB; Canary

yellow standards, falls slightly lighter; yellow beards.
$2.50

HM’88.

$1.50

HM’82.

LOVESHINE (Ritchie ’84) SDB; White1137

standards, slightly tinged yellow at base; yellow falls
with light cream edge; light blue beards. $2.50
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1155 MOONLIGHTING (A.&D.Willott ’91) SDB;
Ruffled light green yellow; blue/yellow beards. $4.50

1176 PECAN SPOT (Black ’84) SDB; Smoky buff
with darker veining in falls and standards; a pecan
spot lies below the purple overlaid old gold beards,

$2.50

1177 PEPPER MILL (Hager ’77) SDB; Dotted red

brown standards and falls over yellow ground; pale
blue beards. AM’81.

1178 PETITE BALLET (Keppel ’92) BB; If you like
this hybridizer’s Blue Ballet, which we do, you’ll love

this smaller version of it. Pale blue standards, nearly
white at base, fall centers white surrounded hy wide
solid blue violet band. Blue white beards. Armada

sib breeding.

1179 PETTY CASH (Hager ’80) MDB; Deep yellow
self including the yellow beards. HM’82.

1180 PHANTOM KISS (Hager ’93) SDB; There are
some names that make you love the iris, even without
having seen it yet, and this is one of those names;
from the Jerome Kern song. Make Believe. Come to

think of it, "Make Believe" would be a good name if
it has not been used. Anyway, this iris is ruffled olive

white with faint lavender highlights throughout, tinged
and lightly veined dice green on edges of falls and
hafts; self beards tipped light bronze.

1181

variegata of tan standards, infused red at base, and
velvet mby falls. Old gold beards; early.

1182 PIECE OF CAKE (Hager ’89) IB; Clear pink
$1.50

1183 PIGEON (Hager ’87) SDB; Rich lavender with
$1.50

1184 PILGRIM’S CHOICE (A.&D.Willott ’90)

SDB; Blend of grey, blue & ecru standards, falls are

light violet blue; blue beards; ruffled. Super vigor; no
$2.00

1185 PINCH OF SPICE (Moores ’84) BB; Golden
yellow, heavily marked cinnamon at hafts; white flash
at tip of gold beards. From Shaft of Gold.

and, thus, the name. HM’86.

$2.00

$12.00

$2.00

$8.50

PHILANDERER (Blyth ’90/91) IB; A

$4.00

with white beards. HM ’91.

brown hafts.

need to fertilize.

$3.00

1156 MOTTO (Gatty by Keppel ’93) SDB; Sibling to
Dark Rings, precisely patterned gentian blue banding
on white; beards blue white at end, cadmium orange
in throat. $7.00

1157 MUSIC BOX (Hager ’80) SDB; Lavender
standards, greenish tan falls with brown edging on
hafts; pale blue beards. Gingerbread Man child.

$2.00

1158 MY SHEBA (Hager ’87) SDB; Prolific pastel
peach self. HM’91.

1159 NARNIA (Innerst ’85) SDB; Lavender blue

standards in company of brown falls with lavender
$2.50

1160 NAUTICAL FLAG (Black ’89) BB; Ruffled &

laced violet blue; soft yellow beards. HM’91. $4.00

1161 NECTAR (Keppel ’90) IB; Ruffled apricot
yellow with orange beards. HM’92.

1162 O’COOL (B.Blyth ’88) IB; White with a
lavender violet crescent on falls; gold beards. $2.50

1163 OLADI (Blyth ’87/88) SDB; A pastel apricot
with tangerine beards tipped blue.

1164 ON FIRE (McClintock ’80) SDB; Showy fijll
orange red self; violet beards. HM’85.

1165 ONLY FOOLIN’ (Blyth ’89/90) IB; Quality
brassy gold with deeper falls.

1166 OPAL WINGS (Hager ’93) SDB; Ruffled off-
white, flecked and blended pink and yellow; self
beards tipped tangerine in throat. Unique.

1167 ORANGE PETALS (Niswonger ’91) IB; Bold
orange bitone, some pink in the standards, deeper

$4.50

1168 ORIENTAL BLUSH (A.&D. Willott ’81)
SDB; Light buff pink with slightly deeper shoulders;

$3.00

1169 OVER EASY (Lankow ’90) SDB; White,

slightly greenish cast, standards, canary yellow falls;
yellow beards. HM’92.

1170 PACER (Aitken ’89) IB; White ground,
stitched dark blue violet; blue beards tipped yellow.
Attractive.

HM’91.

1171 PAL SAM (Gatty ’87) SDB; Pretty plicata of
white to cream; finely stitched imperial purple.
HM’89.

1172 PARAGRAPH (Innerst ’90) BB; Ruffled cream
$3.50

1174 PAWNEE PRINCESS (E.Jones ’92) IB;

Orange; deeper area at burnt orange beards.

HM’85.

$2.00

blue edges; blue beards.

$1.50

$3.50

$2.00

$2.50

$8.50

orange falls. HM’93.

light blue beards. HM’85.

$3.50

(Cotton Blossom x Stepping Out).
$2.00

$2.50

white with white beards.

$8.00

1186 PINKIE PAWS (L.Miller ’92) SDB; Orchid
$5.50pink with pale blue beards.

1187 PINK PREVIEW (B.Jones ’91) SDB; Well
$5.00formed rich pink salmon blend.

1188 PIXIE TRICKS (Hager ’92) MDB; Pale

apricot cream lightly bespeckled with lavender purple;
falls have a pale apricot ground, brown plicata
markings on hafts and halfway down; cream beards

$5.00tipped tangerine.

1189 PLUM WINE (Weiler ’86) SDB; Standards full

plum violet, falls dark red plum violet; dark red violet
beards.

AM’91.

1190 POOR BUTTERFLY (Keppel ’91) IB; Candy
Floss sib. with better growth habits; burgundy
raspberry standards and cream yellow ivory falls; terra
cotta beards.

Reblooms here until end of November.

$2.00

$5.00

1175 PEACH PETAL PIE (Niswonger ’92) SDB;
Ivory with pink infusions; white beards. Straw Hat x

$5.00Ballet Slippers.
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1191 POSH (Blyth ’87/88) IB; An iridescent orange
gold apricot with slightly deeper falls; white beards
tipped red. From Marmalade Skies.

1192 PRETTY CUTE (Hager ’93) SDB; Significant

new pink in this class; white beards; parentage takes
up 5 lines in the AIS 1993 registration book.

1193 PRINCESS BLUEBEARD (A.& D.Willott

’91) SDB; Pink with light blue cast to standards and
apricot hafts; deep blue beards. HM’93.

1194 PRIVILEGED CHARACTER (Black ’90)

SDB; Distinctive red violet plicata with silver orchid
white ground. HM’93. Recommended.

1195 PUMPIN’ IRON (Black ’90) SDB; Keen dark
red black with red violet rim; blue violet beards.
HM’92. Recommended.

1196 PUN (Keppel ’91) IB; From Gigolo, standards
rosy brown with lemon ground, bright lemon yellow
falls with rose brown hafts. Outstanding.

1196 PUPPET BABY (Boswell ’82) MDB; Early
plum lavender with brown hafts. Caparne-Welch
Award, 1991.

1197 PUPPY LOVE (Hager ’80) MTB; Smooth pink
$2.00

1198 QUOTE (Gatty by Keppel ’93) SDB; Later
blooming sibling to Dark Rings; standards pale
greenish yellow with plum tan border; falls oyster with

$7.50

1199 RAINBOW SHERBERT (Weiler ’88) SDB;

Pastel lemon and apricot w/blue white beards. $3.00

1200 RAINDANCE KID (Aitken ’90) IB; Smooth
$2.50

1201 RARE EDITION (Gatty ’80) IB; It still wins
Queens of Shows each year; early purple white
plicata. Sass Medal, 1986.

1202 RASPBERRY SUNDAE (Niswonger ’72) BB;
Received the

$2.50

1203 REBEL YELL (Blyth ’90/91) IB; Antique gold
deeper at hafts and beards; vivid electric purple beards
which, according to the hybridizer, inspired the name
(must be another Australian reference).

1204 RED ROOSTER (Durrance ’90) BB; Ruffled,

flaring smooth deep red brown. Tops. HM’92. $4.00

1205 RED ZINGER (Black ’85) IB; Sass Medal

runner up past three years; somewhat smooth
$2.00

1206 RHINEMAIDENS(Magee ’90) BB; Early, stds
white inside, light gold outside; ruffled white falls

$3.00

1207 RIDDLE (Keppel ’92) IB; The riddle, here, is
trying to understand the registration description:
"Marguerite to ivory, flushed cornsilk” standards and
falls, "marguerite, eventide line-flush below beard."
White beards tipped flame.

$2.50

$8.50

$4.50

$2.50

$3.50

$4.00

$2.00

with tangerine beards. HM’82.

honey brown to khaki border.

medium blue. HM’92.

$2.50

Red bearded mulberry rose self.
Knowlton Medal in 1978.

$4.00

burgundy red. Recommended.

edged gold; gold beards. HM’92.

$7.00

1208 RINKY-DINK (Keppel ’93) BB; Rosy buff
standards shaded orchid; peach buff falls with finely
dotted wash and almost solid purple edge; tile red

$12.50

1209 RIPPLE CHIP (Aitken ’88) SDB; Blue bitone
with slightly deeper falls and white beards. $2.50

1210 ROMP (Blyth ’88/89) IB; This Marmalade
Skies child is apricot with vivid bright tangerine
beards.

1211 ROSEMARY’S DREAM (Dunderman ’82)
MTB; Deep rose standards w/ some white in center,

falls white with 1/2" rose border; deep orange beards.
Acclaimed; Williamson-White Award 1986. $2.00

1212 ROYAL DECREE (Nichols ’91) SDB; Purple
violet standards, falls same with white area under

yellow tipped blue beards.

1213 ROYAL EYELASH (Boswell ’83) SDB; White
with royal purple eyelash markings that wink; white
beards.

1214 RUBY WILSON (Denney/McWhirter ’89) BB;
Rich deep maroon with cherry infusion. HM ’91;
AM-Runner-Up 1993. From Spectacular Bid. $3.50

1215 RUSTY DUSTY (Hager ’88) SDB; A MUSTY;
quality yellow brown plicata with yellow beards.

$1.50

1216 RUSTY NAIL (Messick ’93) SDB; Broad,
round, "pie-crust" ruffled variegata with gold
standards and rusty brown falls. Prolific. $7.50

1217 SASS WITH CLASS (Black ’89) SDB; Cream
yellow standards, maroon brown falls with wonderful

yellow ray pattern around yellow beards. HM’91;
$3.00

1218 SATIN BLUE (Varner ’84) MTB; Light blue
$3.00

1219 SERENITY PRAYER (Dyer ’89) SDB;
Creamy white flushed yellow, deep blue beards. Top

$1.50

1220 SHANDY (Bellagamba ’82) BB; Light brown
on opening with small violet flash below brown
beards; ages to smooth cream. HM’84. $3.00

1221 SHEER CLASS (L.Miller ’88) SDB; Bright
rose pink bitone with coral red beards; not many in
this color in SDB class. HM’91.

1222 SHRIMP BOAT (Gatty ’92) BB; Lovely rich
blend of peach salmon in beautifully formed and well
proportioned ruffled blossoms. Involves Liz, Quiet
Moment, Paradise, Pink Sleigh.

beards tipped purple.

$3.00

$3.50

$2.00

HM’91.

runner-up AM, 1993.

with white beards. HM’86.

AM in class in 1993.

$2.50

$9.50

1223 SHUGAR (Blyth ’90/91) IB; 'Well branched
salmon pink with lighter area around the coral

$6.00tangerine beards.

1224 SMITTEN KITTEN (Aitken ’91) IB; Muted
pink amoena; white beards tipped orange; adorable.

$4.50Top HM in class, 1993.
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1225 SMOKY PIECES (B.Blyth ’91/92) SDB; Very
early smoky lavender; tangerine beards.

1226 SPACE PSALMS (Nichols ’90) IB; Ruffled
grey purple standards washed white in center, white

falls, broadly edged grey purple. Brown tipped blue
beards. From Broadway. HM’92.

1227 SPLASH OF RED (Niswonger ’87) SDB; A
clean yellow with small red spot. Very cute and
lightly fragrant. AM’93. Floriferous.

1228 SPRING HARMONY (K.Fisher ’89) MTB;
Medium lavender standards, purple falls edged deeper
purple, cream beards. HM’89.

1229 STRUM (Blyth ’87/88) IB; Cream white

standards, lemon cream falls with greenish overlay;
bright red beards. Sister to Posh.

1230 SUN DOLL (B.Jones ’86) SDB; Ruffled
medium yellow with yellow beards. Received Cook-

$2.50

1231 SUNRISE SALUTE (Hummel ’91) BB; Late

yellow bitone with light yellow edge on falls; cadmium
$4.50

1232 SUNSHINE BOY (Foster ’86) IB; Quality
$2.50

1233 SUNSTRIP CWeiler ’86) SDB; Bright full
yellow standards; red-mahogany falls with bright
yellow edges; yellow beards. HM’89.

1234 SWAGMAN (Heidi Blyth ’90/91) SDB; Bright
lemon with ruby red thumb print on each fall, creamy

$4.00

1235 TAJA (Blyth ’90/91) SDB; Early blooming
variety with violet falls and white standards heavily
stitched violet; violet beards. One of the first out in

the Iris Spring parade.

1236 TARNISHED ANGEL (Boswell ’91) SDB;
Pale cream standards with matching falls; light grey
lime applied to falls; pale cream beards.

1237 THEDA CLARK (Nichols ’88) IB; Perky deep
violet with reddish hafts. AM, 1993.

1238 TINY CHERUB (Hager ’88) MDB; Quaint
pastel peach pink with amber touches on hafts and

$2.50

1239 TOASTY (Hager ’84) SDB; Yellow brown
peppered standards, deep yellow falls edged in brown,
heavier on hafts; white beards tipped orange. $2.00

$5.00

$2.50

$1.50

$3.00

$3.50

Douglas Medal in 1992.

orange beards.

yellow and white amoena. HM’88.

$3.50

white beards.

$3.50

$3.50

$2.00

tangerine beards. AM’92.

1240 TRANSCRIBE (Black ’90) SDB; Grape purple
margins on this ruffled white ground plicata. $1.50

1241 TRIPLET (Keppel ’88) IB; Peach standards
infused with orange tones; orange yellow falls with
mauve hafts and margins; runner up AM 1993. $3.00

1242 TRIVIA (Keppel ’90) IB; Tan standards,
burgundy plic falls with brick beards. Very cute.
(Logo X Shenanigan). HM’92.

1243 T'YROLIENNE (Blyth ’89/90) IB; Light lemon
buff standards reddish violet at midribs; deeper lemon
falls with brown overlay spreading out from blue
lavender beards; brown hafts.

1244 -VELVET BOUQUET (T.Varner ’84) MTB;

Showy with light purple standards and dark velvet
falls; contrasting bright yellow beards.

1245 WAKE UP (Black ’89) SDB; Very bright
yellow with white tipped yellow beards. We love this

$2.50

1246 WEE DOLL (Greenlee by Varner ’81) MDB;
Light lilac standards, lilac falls. HM’83. $3.00

1247 WELCH’S REWARD (Welch by Hall ’88)
MTB; Yellow standards, red purple falls with yellow
edging. Williamson-White Medal, 1992. $3.00

1248 WELL SUITED (Black ’90) SDB; Great

medium purple with velvet black falls. $2,50

1249 WHITE CHAPEAU (Blodgett ’89) IB; White
& yellow amoena. HM’91.

1250 WIDE BLUE EYES (Gaddie ’90) IB; Wide
laced pure white with blue wash on falls. $3.00

1251 WILLOWMIST (Weiler ’83) SDB; Blue
bearded pale yellow tinted green; reblooms. $2.50

1252 WILLOW WARE (Ensminger ’90) IB;
Pleasing delicate white with sea blue falls rimmed
white. Limited. HM’92.

1253 WUNDERKIND (Hager ’90) SDB; Yellow
gold standards, wide maroon falls; golden beards.

$2.50

1254 YELLOW GIRL (B.Jones ’84) SDB; One of
the best all around yellows in the class; many
imitations, none quite as nice. HM’88. $2.50

1255 ZONING (B.Blyth ’88) IB; Light rose lavender
standards with 1/4” gold cream edge on standards and
1/4" rose lavender edge on falls; gold hafts; lemon
yellow beards. From Hi Sailor.

$3.50

$3.00

$3.00

one. HM’91.

$2,50

$4.50

Wunderbar. Combo x Toasty sib.

$3.50

V/e are grateful to the following people for their contributions to the catalog.

I. Cartoons on pp. 10, 16 and 39 by Ted Feuerstein.
2. Photographs of Alaskan Seas, Fiesta Song, Amber Artisan, Evelyn Harris, Gold Speculator, Idle Dreams

Honky Tank Blues and Speed Limit by Bryce Williamson.
3. Photograph of Ruffled Goddess by Rick Tosco.
4. Photographs of Silver Fox and Pink Gala by Vernon Wood.
5. Photographs of Calm Sea, Acoma, Fondation Van Gogh, Pink Starlet, Edith Wolford, Fringe Benefits,

Telegraph Hill, Klondike Lil, Rodeo Drive, Gotham City, Firefox and Twilight Blaze by Laura Liu and her
friend Hilda (whose last name we have lost - sorry).

6. Photograph of Frequent Flyer by Richard Gibson.
7. Photographs of Lonesome Dove and Age of Innocence by Frederick Kerr.
8. Photographs of Indiscreet and Vibrations by Donna R. Andrews (and her mother visiting from Illinois).
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1994 ORDERING GUIDE

Minimiim Order: $20.00. All orders acknowledged upon receipt.

Postage & Handling Charges: For Domestic Orders - $4.50 up to 15 plants;

$5.50 for over 20 plants. Add an extra $1.00 and receive a plant of Edith
Wolford. United Parcel Service is used whenever possible. If you prefer

alternate method of shipment, please send sufficient funds to cover

postage and we will accommodate your alternate choice of shipment.

Payment: To be made at time of order by check or money order payable to
Stockton Iris Gardens. Foreign orders please use International Money

Order or include payment in U.S. Dollars (for more information on

foreign orders, please see below).

Shinning Season: July & August. A shipping calendar appears on the back
of the order blank, and customers may circle the general time period of

preferred shipping. These shipping choices will be honored if at all possible.
We recommend early shipping to colder climates. Orders accepted until
August 19, 1994; please contact us prior to ordering after this date.

Substitutions: Made only with permission, and a substitution list from you

is appreciated. If you indicate on your order blank that we may substitute
on your order, in the absence of a list of alternates, we will substitute only
with newer or more expensive varieties. Last year we were dissatisfied with

our method of tracking orders, which resulted in some early orders that

designated late shipping dates receiving a disproportionate amount of
substitutions or refunds. We believe we have remedied this problem, and

early ordering should help eliminate substitutions.

EXTRAS: Newer irises, particularly some of our introductions, will be sent

to customers as our way of thanking them for their patronage. In addition,
this year customers may use BONUS DOLLARS to obtain extra plants. The
way it works is as follows: 1) Total the dollar amount of your order (before
shipping and applicable taxes) - this amount is your Order Amount; 2)
Divide the Order Amount in half - this amount represents your BONUS
DOLLARS; 3) On the BONUS DOLLARS section on the reverse of the

order sheet, use your BONUS DOLLARS to purchase at their catalog prices
the plants that you would like to receive as extras. As an example, if you
order $50.00 in plants, you may choose an additional $25.00 in extra plants
by using your BONUS DOLLARS. No extra shipping charges apply to
additional plants chosen with BONUS DOLLARS. Although we reserve the

right to substitute on BONUS DOLLAR choices, we will try to
accommodate the selections as if they had been made using real, rather than
BONUS DOLLARS.

DOLLARS and the distribution of a newer variety here and there should

result in customers receiving 100% of their orders in bonus plants.

an

We believe that the combination of BONUS
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Warranty: Please notify us at once of any discrepancy in your orders, or if
you are not completely satisfied. Your patronage is extremely important to
us. Stockton Iris Gardens offers a list of the finest tall bearded and median

iris in commerce. The plants are guaranteed to be true to name, and to be

healthy plants when you receive them. We will replace at no charge plants
which do not live up to the terms of this warranty.

Gift Certificates: For the irisarian who has everything. Available in any
amount of $20.00 or more which we will send, along with our catalog and
gift card, to the lucky person of your choice.

Mailing List: If you know of anyone who you think would like to be

included on our mailing list, please drop us a note or jot the name and
address on the back of your order sheet, and we will be happy to send the

person a current catalog at no charge.

Foreign Orders: Minimum order $100 plus shipping and handling and
documentation fees. Customer must include payment of $10.00 for

phytosanitary certificate. The customer must also provide any import
permits. Canadian customers, in particular, must furnish a shipping label
from the Canadian Department of Agriculture.

Estimated air shipping charges are $9.50 for the carton and first plant, $2.30
for each additional tall bearded plant and $1.00 for each additional median

rhizome. These estimated charges must be included prior to shipment, with
the payment for the order. In the event of overpayment, a refund will be
sent to the customer with the order. If additional funds are needed to cover

postage costs, an invoice will be sent to the customer with the order. No

foreign orders will be accepted after August 1, 1994 for shipping in the 1994
season. Customers will receive bonus irises of our choosing and will not be

billed for any additional expense relating to the shipping of such bonus
irises.

Cultural Instructions: Easy to follow directions will be included in the

shipping box with customers’ orders. Remember that, in general, July and
August are the best planting months, although irises can be planted at any
time the soil can be worked. Irises like sunny, well drained locations. The

rhizome, the botanical term for the bulb-like rootstock which customers

receive, should be placed just below the surface of the soil, and should be

receive thorough watering from the time they are planted until new growth
has started. Commercial fertilizers containing relatively low levels of

nitrogen may be used at the time of planting the rhizomes and then, again,
prior to bloom. In addition to the instruction sheet sent with orders, we are

available to answer any questions that customers may have concerning the

proper culture of bearded irises.
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